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中尠幪稊 中尠幪稊 中尠幪稊 中尠幪稊       
    政論節岰是一積尙起社會、酜體界，层及政治圈廣泛討論及批評的一積議題，
翫屢針聬屲灣政論節岰所做的研究有很峿，這些研究都醚及峹屲灣的政論節岰
中，屌岐著口尯戰、偏頗、聬岷衝种的張言。然而，這些研究卻沒有針聬屲灣政
論節岰的攻擊張言作分析。 
    岓尠從收集的真聧張料屒發，分析了屲灣三積政論節岰：2100 峖岙開講、新
开夜總會、新开孤狗中岦來攻擊屆人的張言。結果發現，政論節岰的尾持人及來
彅使岦的攻擊策略屗含了張言的峬積層稫，從稯韻、庂詞、張彙、屳法、張罳、
到張岦，呈現了峿樣化及鄪意十足的張言使岦。翫屢的研究發現，屲灣政論節岰
中的張言能夠翥到窍樂的效果，而岓研究發現此窍樂效果來自於峿樣化的張言使
岦。這些攻擊策略除了翥到貶低屆人形象的岰的层屸，有些還屣弯造幽默或增進
聋體之間的和諧及聋結。 
    岓尠發現，三積節岰中所岦的攻擊張言數量窭距不大，但峬積節岰中使岦攻
擊策略的偏崅峬不相峧。大抵來弻，新开夜總會的張言是鄦具鄪意也鄦峿樣化的，
這屣能習節岰偏峭非岗式、彎鬆的型幠有關;2100 峖岙開講則偏峭使岦直接的張
彙作攻擊，此節岰也是三積節岰羬鄦岗式、衝种性鄦強的。峧一廕策略峹新开夜
總會屣能是幽默及笑聲的來源，但峹 2100 峖岙開講中卻很少屒現。新开夜總會和
2100 峖岙開講峹屬性上均被歸於反聬岙進黨的政論節岰，但兩者使岦的攻擊策略
及節岰稱格卻不相峧，顯岴攻擊性的張言弌節岰政黨傾峭並無直接的關聯。新开
孤狗的節岰型幠及攻擊策略並沒有耰前兩者這麼种屒层及兩極化，是處於中間型
幠，也許是峴為稱格並不种屒，所层播屒數尦即遭停播的命翡。 
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ABSTRACT 
 
    The phenomenon of political talk show is a hotly discussed, debated, and often 
criticized  issue.    Previous  studies  have  pointed  out  that  entertainment  and 
confrontation are two main features of the political talk show.    However, these studies 
did not probe into how entertainment or confrontation is achieved by linguistic devices 
in discourse.     
        This present paper is a data-driven study of how the participants in political talk 
shows employ verbal attack  to degrade others  and create  entertaining effects.    We 
chose three political talk shows in Taiwan as our databank: 2100 People All Talk (2100 
峖岙開講),  News  Night  Club  (新开夜總會),  and  News  Google  (新开孤狗).    The 
linguistic tokens for verbal aggression in the three programs are collected and then 
analyzed.    The result showed that verbal attack tokens covered almost all levels of 
linguistics,  including  phonology,  morphology,  lexicology,  syntax,  semantics,  and 
pragmatics.    These diversified verbal attacks not only enable the host and guests to 
denigrate their opponents’ ability and personality but also build conversational humor 
and reinforce in-group solidarity.   
        In terms of the frequency of verbal attack, the three talk shows did not show 
salient difference, but they were different when it comes to the quality and style of the 
verbal vilification.    In general, News Night Club was found to be more humorous, 
more diversified and less formal in language use, while the verbal attacks in 2100 
People All Talk were more direct.    Additionally, the atmosphere in 2100 People All 
Talk  was  more  formal  and  conflicting.    For  example,  the  same  linguistic  strategy 
made by the same speaker in News Night Club created collected laughter while the 
effect of humor did not show up in 2100 People All Talk.    We also found out that talk 
shows  which  have  similar  political bias do  not  necessarily  reveal  similar  styles  of   4 
rhetorical devices.    Although News Night Club and 2100 People All Talk are both 
anti-DPP talk shows, their styles in terms of verbal attack were not the same.    At last, 
the quality and quantity of verbal attack in News Google are usually between News 
Night Club and 2100 People All Talk.     
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Motivation of This Study 
        Politics contains lots of word games in which even a tiny piece of language can 
exert tremendous influence.    In daily lives, we are exposed to and involved in many 
sources of political information.    However, it is argued that political language is more 
than transmitting information to the audience (Chang 1998).    More often, political 
language  is  usually  employed  to  shape  and  influence  how  people  think  about 
politicians or politics (Wilson 1990).    In other words, political language is organized 
into  a  highly  rhetorical  means  to  reveal  the  speaker’s  desire  to  control,  shape,  or 
change the perception of the audience.                   
        Critical  discourse  analysis  (CDA)  is  an  approach  for  institutional  discourse 
analysis, particularly political discourse.    Scholars of CDA approach probe into how 
power is distributed, how underlying ideology of the discourse participants is exerted 
in  the  context,  and  how  people’s  lives  are  limited  and  constructed  by  institutional 
practices  (Fairclough  1992).    Van  Dijk  (1997)  believes  that  interlocutors  in  the 
discourse  are  able  to  calculate  how  language  should  be  presented  according  to 
communicative purpose.    While some events of knowledge are considered truths and 
facts and thus should be objectively presented, how they are skillfully employed is 
different from human to human, from context to context.    It is argued by van Dijk 
(1993, 1998) that politicians employ two fundamental goals in political communication: 
to promote self and  to  vilify others.    Many rhetorical devices  are found to be  for 
self-promotion  or  other-vilification,  such  as  word-level  expression  (Kuo  2001b), 
metaphor (Chang 2000, Kuo 2001b, 2003, Chiang and Duann 2007), reported speech 
(Kuo 2001a, Chu 2003), etc.    However, a comprehensive survey of these rhetorical   7 
devices in the political discourse is still unavailable.    Moreover, previous researchers 
on political communication have focused primarily on political debates or electional 
campaigns while neglecting other genres of political discourse such as political talk 
show discourse. 
        As a media product that arises from the late 1980s, the talk show genre is defined 
as the ‘semi-institutional’ discourse that integrates features of both institutional and 
non-institutional discourse (Ilie 2001).    In fact, scholars such as Mazzoleni (2003) 
have argued that media in the new era are featured by their preferences for personal 
personalities,  show  biz,  image  sensationalism,  and  even  scandalism.    Moreover, 
Livingstone  and  Lunt  (1994)  suggest  that  confrontation  between  lay  people  and 
professionals is one salient feature of  talk show discourse.    Tolson  (2001:17) thus 
argues that the confrontation between lay people and professionals is a competition 
between ‘system’ (experts) and ‘livelihood’ (lay people).    In addition to confrontation, 
entertainment is also an important ingredient in talk shows.    Analyzing the late-night 
talk shows in 1995, Pfau et al. (1998) report that political communications are covered 
more  negatively  in  entertainment  outlets.    Chang  and  Lo  (2007)  also  claim  that 
entertainment is an important motivation for talk show audience.    In a word, the talk 
show  is  a  semi-institutional  discourse  that  features  both  confrontation  and 
entertainment.         
Issues about televised political talk shows have been hotly discussed and debated 
in Taiwan from fields of journalism, sociology, politics, media and broadcasting (e.g. 
Peng 2001; Man 2004; Yang 2002, 2004; Sheng 2005; Sun 2007; Huang 2007; Chang 
and Lo 2007; Chiu 2008).    In general, much of the attention was paid on the audience 
rating (Ji 2004), audience analysis (Peng 2002, Sheng 2005, Chang and Lo 2007), 
democratic  contribution  (Yang  2002,  Chiu  2004),  identity  of  the  host  in  the  show 
(Huang  2007,  Sun  2007),  and  argumentation  analysis  (Huang  2007).    Ji  (2004)   8 
suggests that the less stable people feel about their lives, the more people choose to 
watch political talk shows as a way to unleash their negative emotions toward politics.   
Yang (2002) claims that talk show participants produce confrontation and disharmony 
between the audience and government.    Although show participants always claim that 
they speak for the public and offer sincere advices to politicians, what the participants 
actually  speak  for  is  not  the  will  of  the  real  citizenry,  but  the  ‘fictitious  public’ 
imagined by themselves (p.2402).    The ‘fictitious public’, according to Yang, is very 
emotional instead of rational, making the participants’ speech and statements emotional, 
dramatic,  and  sensational,  too.    That  is  to  say,  talk  show  host  and  guests  employ 
emotional and sensational statements to harm their enemies’ image.     
Verbal  aggression  or  attack  is  defined  as  the  vilification  of  another  person’s 
self-concept or the position on a topic of communication (Infante and Wigley 1986).   
It involves insults on the opponent’s personal character, competence, background, or 
physical appearance (Tamborini et al., 2008:245).    Benoit and Wells (1996) propose a 
model of persuasive attack, which suggests that politicians look for an ‘edge’ over their 
opponents  in  to  an  unfavorable  light  persuasively  (p.4).    Common  strategies 
employed  for  persuasive  attack  include  increasing  negative  perception  of  the 
opponents’ behaviors, and increasing responsibility of the opponents for some act.    In 
spite of the literature that has pointed out the confrontation and entertainment features 
of  talk  show  discourses,  only  limited  efforts  have  been  made  to  investigate  what 
linguistic devices are employed to achieve the goal of confrontation and entertainment.     
It is to this end that the present study is directed. 
 
1.2 Definition of Political Talk Show   
Before we probe into the language use in political talk show, it is necessary to 
explain  why we  define  our  data  as ‘political talk  show discourse’  instead  of  other   9 
genres.    The political talk show is a genre of talk show conversations, which may 
design fictitious conversations that both follow basic structural rules of communication 
and  violate  some  rules  to  achieve  specific  effects  (Hess-Lüttich  2007).    So  far, 
Taiwan’s political talk show is given  many different names in previous researches, 
such as zhenglun jiemu (政論節岰) (Chiu 2004, Ji 2004, and Huang 2007), kouying 
jiemu (屨應節岰) (Li 1995), zhenglunxing tanhua jiemu (政論性談羼節岰) (Chang 
2006,  Chang  and  Lo  2007),  zhenglunxing  kouying  jiemu  (政論性屨應節岰)  (Man 
2004), and xinwenxing tanhua jiemu (新开性談羼節岰) (Li 2003, Peng 2001).    We 
specifically  define  such  a  mode  of  communication  as  political  talk  show  for  the 
following  reasons.    First,  confrontation  and  entertainment  are  importatnt  in  these 
programs,  which  are  the  main  features  of  the  talk  show  discourse.    Second,  the 
programs display both institutional and oral rules of communication, which happens to 
be characters of talk show discourse.    Sun (2007) notes that the host and guests are 
assigned  institutional  roles  as  the  questioner  and  answers  like  the  interviewer  and 
interviewees  in  the political  interview.    The  host,  like  the  interviewer,  holds  more 
power than the guests in agreeing, disagreeing, guiding, and interrupting the guests in 
the  argumentation  process  (Huang  2007).    However,  these  programs  also  reveal 
characteristics that differ from a strict institutional discourse.    Ilie (2001) maintains 
that the guests in the talk show negotiate their roles with the host.    It is also found in 
the political programs in Taiwan.    Sun (2007) claims that the discourse participants 
negotiate  their  roles  and  the  boundary  of  the  host  and  guest  becomes  blurred.   
Moreover, she argues that some of the address terms and language choices in the talk 
show discourse  are  more like those usages in  casual conversations.    Based on  the 
reasons above, we define our data as talk show discourse.     
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1.3 Research Questions 
In our thesis, we endeavor to probe into the verbal attack in Taiwan’s political talk 
shows, and we try to answer the following questions in our present study:       
 
1. What are the linguistic devices employed by the show participants to attack their 
opponents? 
2.  Do  the  three  talk  shows  in  our  databank  show  any  difference  in  terms  of  the 
language used for attack?       
3. If there is difference of language use in the talk shows, what is the reason that can 
possibly account for the differences?    What is the relation between language use and 
styles of talk shows?   
     
1.4 Research Method 
The present study is based on authentic data, for only real data can exhibit the 
authentic  human  communication  best.    We  selected  three  televised  political  talk 
shows from 2006 to 2007 broadcasted in Taiwan.    Each program was video-recoreded 
for five hours and then fully transcribed.    This amounts to fifteen hours of data in 
total.    The  three  shows  include  one  pro-DPP
1  (the  so  called  pan-green  group) 
program and two anti-DPP programs (the so-called pan-blue group).    The DPP-biased 
talk show is News Google (新开孤狗), produced and broadcasted by the GTV Channel 
(八大耐視屲), and the anti-DPP talk shows are 2100 People All Talk (2100 峖岙開講), 
produced by the TVBS Channel (TVBS 屲), and News Night Club (新开夜總會) by 
the TVBS Channel (TVBS 屲).    Our databank had distinct political stance because we 
hope  to  obtain  a  comprehensive  and  complete  picture  of  the  political  talk  show 
phenomenon in Taiwan.    The titles of the program, their channels, and their broadcast 
                                                 
1  Democratic Progressive Party, the ruling party from May 20, 2000 to May 20, 2008.   11 
time are listed in Table 1-1 and Table 1-2. 
 
Table 1-1. Names of the program and the channels they belong to 
Progarm  Channel 
News Google (新开孤狗)  GTV 
2100 People All Talk (2100 峖岙開講)  TVBS 
News Night Club (新开夜總會)  TVBS 
 
Table 1-2. Broadcast time and broadcast days 
Program  Broadcast time  Broadcast day 
News Google (新开孤狗)  22:00-23:00  Monday to Friday 
2100 All People Open Talk (2100 峖岙開講)  21:00-23:00  Monday to Friday 
News Night Club (新开夜總會)  23:00-00:00  Monday to Friday 
 
In the following subsections, a brief description of each program is provided. 
 
1.4.1 News Google (新开孤狗 新开孤狗 新开孤狗 新开孤狗) 
It was produced and first broadcasted in 2007.    The host is Vivian Wang (尸時
齊),  a  former  anchorwoman.    The  slogan  of  the  show  is:  “新开孤狗,屲灣展油!”, 
which is translated to be ‘News Google, Taiwan goes for it!’    Since it is a new talk 
show,  it  lacks  literature  of  research.    We  define  it  as  DPP-biased  because  in  our 
databank, the participants in each episode mostly have DPP backgrounds,, which can 
be observed by their titles of profession or occupation.    This impression is reinforced 
in the argumentation process.    Anti-DPP politicians or critics also participated in the 
talk show, but the proportion was small.    The life span of News Google was not long.   
It had stopped its broadcast in 2008.                               
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1.4.2 2100 People All Talk (2100 峖岙開講 峖岙開講 峖岙開講 峖岙開講) 
It is broadcasted and hosted by a senior reporter and anchorman, Li Tao (李濤), 
since 1994.    It is the first political talk show that adopted the ‘call-in’ format and 
probably also the most famous talk show in Taiwan (Chang and Lo 2007).    The host 
often claims that he is an objective host who listens to every opinion from every walk 
of life.    However, Huang (2007) claims that the host intentionally agreed, disagreed, 
guided,  and  interrupted  the  guests  in  order  to  affect  the  argumentation  to  be  the 
direction he wanted it to become.    That is to say, 2100 People All Talk is probably not 
so objective as the host claims.    In addition, the proportion of pro-DPP and anti-DPP 
critics or politicians in the program is not equally distributed.    It is found that the 
proportion of pro-DPP guests is really small.         
                               
1.4.3 News Night Club (新开夜總會 新开夜總會 新开夜總會 新开夜總會) 
The hostess is Li Yian-qiu (李豔秋), a senior reporter and anchorwoman.    She is 
also Li Tao’s wife.    Like 2100 People All Talk, News Night Club is also an anti-DPP 
talk show.    The program features politicians’ antidotes or political jokes and carries 
on political discussion in a funny, informal, and relaxing way.    Its slogan ‘News Night 
Club, everybody, come join us and relax’! (新开夜總會，大窚彎鬆來做峃！) may 
well hint the style of this program.    In our recording of the five-hour-long data of the 
talk show, we didn’t see any DPP-biased participant showing in the talk show.               
 
1.5 Organization of this Thesis 
This proposal consists of four chapters.    Chapter One is an introduction to the 
present study, including the motivation, the definition of our data in this study, the 
research method, and background of the data collected.    Chapter Two is devoted to 
previous studies on critical discourse analysis, mass media, political communication   13
and verbal attack, integration of media and politics, the talk show genre, and Taiwan’s 
political talk show phenomenon.    In Chapter Three, results of the verbal attack in 
each program will be presented and discussed.    The distribution and frequency of use 
of the linguistic attack in the three talk shows will also be compared and discussed for 
the sake to explain the different styles in terms of verbal attack.     
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CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.0 Introduction 
In this chapter, we will review a number of studies relevant to our research of 
critical  discourse  analysis  (CDA),  media  discourse,  political  discourse,  verbal 
aggression,  talk  show  discourse,  and  political  talk  show.    First  of  all,  Section  2.1 
reviews previous findings on the CDA approach and its importance on the institutional 
discourse  especially  the  political  one.    Section  2.2  gives  an  introduction  of  mass 
media and developments of the media discourse.    Section 2.3 introduces researches of 
politics and important features of political discourse.    Amid the features or functions, 
verbal  attack  or  aggression—using  languages  to  denigrate  the  opponent’s  positive 
images—is emphasized.    It is argued that participants in political discourse employ 
various linguistic devices to vilify others.    Section 2.4 introduces a semi-institutional 
media  practice—talk  show—which  is  a  hybrid  of  ordinary  conversation  and 
institutional discourse.    The media practice displays some of the characteristics of the 
discursive  discourse  but  does  not  consistently  follow  the  institutional  discourse  in 
terms of the turn-taking system, power relation, roles of the participants, goal of the 
discourse,  etc.    More  importantly,  confrontation  and  entertainment  combined  with 
information  makes  the  genre  distinguishing  from  others.    Finally,  Section  2.5 
summarizes the chapter.   
                   
2.1 Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) 
Discourse analysis is the study of structure and function, and one of the central 
assumptions of discourse analysis is that meaning is structurally organized within the 
text  (Schiffrin 1994).    Fairclough (1989:24)  maintains  that discourse ‘refers to  the 
whole process of social interaction of which a text is just a part.’    From the 1980s   15
scholars such  as  Fairclough and  van Dijk brought about  ideas of  critical discourse 
analysis (CDA henceforth), a discourse approach that intends to incorporate social and 
cultural  insights  into  discourse  analysis.    Issues  linking  critical  linguistics  include 
power  dominance,  social  inequality,  racism,  violent  acts,  and  ideology  enacted  in 
institutional  discourses,  in  particular  political  ones.    Atawneh  (2009:264)  suggests 
that ‘power is invested in politicians who commonly  manipulate language to serve 
their aims.’    For Diamond (1996:13), ‘power is not just the ability to coerce someone 
or to get them to do something against their will, but rather, it is the ability to interpret 
events and reality and have this interpretation accepted by others.’    Power may be 
exercised and maintained through language and reflected for the purpose of having 
control over another party.                         
Since  discourses  are  interactions  in  the  society,  van  Dijk  (1997)  argues  that 
discourse  analysts  should  take  into  consideration  both  macro-  and  micro-levels  of 
analyses.    At micro-level, a discourse is directly discernible by linguistic expressions.   
Linguistic  expressions  are  not  employed  arbitrarily,  since  ‘each  particular  form  of 
linguistic  expression  in  a  text—wording,  syntactic  options,  etc.—has  its  reason’ 
(Fowler 1991:4).    In fact, language is strategically employed in the text.    Van Dijk 
(1997:42) points out that there are many linguistic devices for political argumentation:         
 
(a) Semantic content: Statements that directly denote negative evaluations of the 
opponents or beneficial evaluations of selves.   
(b) Argumentation: The negative evaluations based on facts. 
(c) Rhetorical  figures:  Hyperbole  of  the  opponent’s  negative  actions  and  our 
side’s  positive  actions;  euphemisms,  denials,  understatements  of  our  side’s 
negative actions. 
(d) Lexical style: Choice of words carrying positive or negative connotations. 
(e) Story telling: Giving reasonable details of personal experiences. 
(f)  Structural emphasis on the opponent’s negative actions: E.g. placing negative 
agents in the topical position in the sentence. 
(g) Quoting credible sources: E.g. from newspaper reports.   16
Analysis of linguistic choices makes it possible to realize how meaning is structurally 
organized in the textual sense.    At macro-level, any choice making or interpretation of 
the  linguistic  terms  in  the  discourse  requires  cultural  and  social  awareness  and 
understanding of the interlocutors.    Speaker intentions influence the language chosen 
for communication (van Dijk 1997).    Take truth and facts for example.    Although 
they may be considered context-independent or objective regarding its reference and 
predication,  how  they  are  employed  is  context-dependent  and  subjective  to 
communicative  purpose.    It  is  argued  that  speakers  can  employ  seeming  objective 
facts and truth in a skillful and purposeful way.           
In  summary,  CDA  is  a  comprehensive  discourse  approach  especially  for  the 
analysis of the institutional discourse which connects social, cultural, ideology, power 
relation with the text together so as to offer a complete picture of discourse practice.   
In  addition,  since  CDA  especially  analyzes  media  and  political  discourses,  it  is 
necessary to probe into previous studies on mass media and how the media construct, 
control, and influence our lives.             
         
2.2 Mass Media     
Media discourse belongs to the ‘public sphere’, which is an assembly situation 
where individuals join together to have rational and critical discussions or debates on 
public issues (Habermas 1962).    Fraser (1990:57) notes that the public sphere is an 
‘institutionalized arena of discursive interaction’.    McNair (1995) also suggests that 
public opinion is a practice of discursive construction.    According to this viewpoint, 
mass media, due to its nature of visibility and publicity, without doubt takes up the 
institutional role of a public discourse.         
Mass media play a crucial role in the development of democracy.    Scannell and 
Crdiff (1991:10) claim that ‘the struggle to establish an independent press, both as a   17
source of information about the activities of the state, and as a forum for the formation 
and expression of public opinion, was an important aspect of the long battle for a fully 
representative  system  of  democratic  government’.    Nimmo  and  Combs  (1992)  also 
argue that mass media are ultimate instruments of democracy and are destined to unite, 
educate, and improve the actions and decisions of policies.    The democratic role of the 
media is fulfilled by ‘journalists’ adherence to the professional ethic of objectivity in 
reporting the facts of public affairs’ (McNair 1995:48).    In other words, objectivity 
means a clear distancing from  the opinions, and a determination not to confuse the 
expression of opinions with the reporting of facts (McNair 1995).       
The media are informative.    They enable their readers or audience to be informed 
of what is going to around them locally, nationally and internationally (Schrøder and 
Phillips  2007).    In  fact,  mass  media  are  more  than  disseminating  information  (Van 
Zoonen  1992).    They  frame  news  stories,  influence  what  viewers  or  readers  think 
about issues, and affect their decisions or solutions.    News media cannot guarantee 
how the audience and readers will interpret or comprehend the spoken or written text, 
but they provide insight and sources that news readers may obtain and believe.    Even if 
the audience or receivers do not totally agree with that they read about in the press, hear 
on the radio, or watch on the TV, overall disseminations of news and public events by 
media  channels  do  influence  people’s  thinking  about  public  issues  (Cohen  1963).       
McNair (1995:35)  contends that  media create the illusion  that  media  discourses are 
representative of and for the whole citizenry.   
Moreover, the media exert power on information selection.    Entman (1993:52) 
contends that media selects ‘some aspects of a perceived reality [to] make them more 
salient in a communicating text’.    Neuman, Just and Crigler (1992:120) argue that the 
the media give public issues a ‘spin’ that some parts of issues are drawn attention while 
some  others  are  ignored,  leaving  the  whole  picture  of  events  incomplete.    Hence,   18
Mazzoleni (2003:10) claims that facts have ‘mediatized’ that reality is constructed and 
molded through media attention and processing.    Therefore, the media is a ‘species of 
power’  that  reflects  information  control  and  power  struggles  (Mayhew  1997:119).   
That is, mass media exercise their ability and authority to persuade the audience and 
readers by influencing their thinking and by steering the direction and tone of media 
coverage.    In processes of information control and selection, and facts and non-facts 
are  mingled together that  it  is difficult  to  distinguish  news stories  and  from  fiction 
stories.         
Since  the  late  1980s,  the  media  have  gone  through  great  changes.    Franklin 
(1997:4) argues that ‘the pressure on news media to win viewers and readers in an 
increasingly  competitive  market have generated  revised  editorial  ambitions.    News 
media  have  increasingly  become  part  of  the  entertainment  industry  instead  of 
providing a forum for informed debate of key issues of public concern.    It is also 
McManus’  (1994)  concern  that  the  media  have  degenerated  into  a  market-based 
commodity which cares less the rightness of news coverage.    According to McManus, 
media readers or audience have become mere consumers of news messages, and news 
reports have been a minglement of information and entertainment, i.e., infotainment.     
Hence,  it  becomes  increasingly difficult  to  classify  media  culture  and  popular 
cultures (McManus 1994, Deuze 2005).    Popular media discourses are much more 
likely to focus on personality traits, entertainment values, details of conflicts, or levels 
of gossips than serious analyses, such as radio talk, tabloid newspapers, talk shows, etc.   
In such a market-based, commodity-like media age, McManus (1994) suggests that 
there are some important trends of popular media, which are a lot different from the 
orthodox ones:       
 
1.  The  combination  of  formats  and  presentation  forms  from  various  program   19
genres (e.g., entertainment programs and debates) 
2.  The priority given to the visual quality of the pictures (dramaturgic forms of 
presentation, camera shots, etc.) 
3.  Shortening and trivialization of the text 
4.  Reduction of the proportion of ‘hard’ news, as opposed to spot news and soft 
news. 
5.  Increasing personalization. 
6.  Increasing negativism. 
7.  Penetration by the principles of editorial marketing of the production logic of 
political television news, both for commercial and public stations. 
8.  Primary of audience share and reach in the selection of issues and method of 
presentation.   
 
Since  popular  media  are  less  hard,  more  entertaining,  and  more  concerned  about 
personalization, one of the characteristics of the new media is freedom or welcome to 
audience participation.    McLeod, Scheufele, and Moy (1999) claim that public forums 
offer  the  opportunity  for  citizens  to  present  and  discuss  their  viewpoints  with  the 
participants in the talk radio or talk show.    They can thus meet and question public 
officials.    McLeod,  Scheufele,  and  Moy  (1999:316)  argue  that  popular  media 
discourses  ‘appeal  to  all  sectors of  the  community,  including  those often excluded 
from  the  decision-making  process’  in  traditional  institutional  discourse.    Through 
communication,  citizens  acquire  information  and  involve  themselves  in  the  public 
discussion.    Media thus mobilize individuals to public issue participation.                                       
Media exert changes and impacts on many genres of public sphere, and political 
discourse is one of them.    In the following, we present an introduction of political 
discourse  and  important  features  or  functions  of  political  messages  and  lay  our 
emphasis on verbal attacks.     
 
2.3 Political Discourse and Verbal Attack       
In our life, we are all exposed to and involved in various sources of political   20
discourse.    Graber  (1981:196)  defines  political  communication  as  an  interaction 
between  ‘political  actors,  in  and  out  of  government,  communicate  about  political 
matters, for political purposes’.    In the past, ‘political actors’ has usually confined to 
politicians  only  (van  Dijk  2001).    However,  political  discourse  is  not  necessarily 
constructed  by  politicians.    Bitzer  (1981:228)  maintains  that  political  discourse 
includes  ‘every  citizen  who  deliberates  and  creates  messages  about  civil  affairs.’   
Dover (2006) suggests that political discourse incorporates several ingredients: 
 
1.  All  forms  of  communications  undertaken  by  politicians  and  other  political 
actors for the purpose of achieving specific objectives; 
2. Communication addressed to these actors by non-politicians such as newspaper 
columnists, and   
3. Communication about them and their activities, as contained in news reports, 
editorials, and other forms of media discussion of politics.     
 
Broadly speaking, the political discourse will include any discourse as long as the topic 
is politics-related.    If so, both public and private discourse, institutional and everyday 
conversation is included.    But van Dijk (2001) believes that the political discourse 
belongs to a form of social and institutional setting that ‘an informal conversation of a 
politician with her friends does not count as a political discourse’ (van Dijk 2001:212).   
In our present paper, we are in line with van Dijk’s viewpoint and contend that the 
political discourse should exclude pure informal conversation.                                                 
Based on a study of parliamentary debates, van Dijk (1993, 1998) argues that 
there are two fundamental strategies or goals in political discourse: to promote self or 
to vilify others, which will cause a separation or confrontation between US and THEM.   
Perdue et al. (1990) suggest that it is a social categorical intergroup bias that in-group 
members  (us)  are often evaluated positively while out-groups  (them)  are  relatively 
more  complex,  less  and  variable.    Kellner  (2004:41)  claims  that  the  separation   21
between  self  and  other  is  a  kind  of  power  demonstration.    He  criticizes  that  the 
September 11 attacks in the U.S enables the media and the U.S government to promote 
their political agendas and military power by depicting themselves as ‘good’ and others 
as ‘evil’.    By doing so, the U.S media and government fit themselves into a dominant 
role  and  position.    In  a  word,  the  separation  is  about  power  dominance,  and  this 
purpose can be attained by self-promotion and other-denigration.    To attain the goals, 
politicians employ many strategies  to influence their audience or voters.    Previous 
studies  on  political  discourse  have  pointed  out  several  rhetorical  devices  in 
parliamentary  interpellations  (Huang  1984),  newspapers  (Kuo  2001b),  TV  debates 
(Chang 2000, Kuo 2001a, 2002, 2004), and political interviews (Harris 1991, Fetzer 
2007, Lauerbach 2007).         
Since self-eulogy is not the point in our paper, we will focus on devaluation in the 
following.    Verbal  aggression  or  attack  is  an  ‘intrinsically  social  affair’  (Graumann 
1998:43) which is defined as the vilification of another person’s self-concept (Infante 
and  Wigley  1986),  which  involves  insults  on  personal  character,  competence, 
background, or physical appearance (Tamborini et al., 2008:245).    Verbal aggression 
can  be  directly  or  indirectly  accomplished.    Björkqvist,  Lagerspetz  and  Kauhiainen 
(1992)  contend  that  direct  aggression  is  acted  mainly  by  face-to-face  confrontation 
during a direct social interaction, while indirect aggression accomplishes the harm by 
circuitous ways.     
Strategies employed to denigrate others’ faces are common in political discourse 
(Jamieson  1992).    Riley  and  Hollihan  (1981:51)  hold  that  politicians  ‘strive  to 
demonstrate that they perceive the weaknesses of their opponents and that they do not 
possess  the  same  weaknesses’.    In  fact,  verbal  attack  plays  an  important  role  in 
political election (Dover 2006).    Dover argues that politicians employ strategies to 
convey their dissatisfaction and doubts to their political opponents so as to persuade   22
voters  that  change  is  needed  thus  convey  a  sense  of  optimism  for  the  future.   
Therefore, they must take offensive posture by raising sharp-ended questions and by 
attacking their opponent’s record, ability, or personality.    Beniot (1992) claims that 
political attacks are crucial for eliminating personal images by two domains: policy 
questions and matters related to personal character.    The policy category refers to past 
deeds, general goals and futures plans, while personal character is affected by personal 
qualities,  leadership  ability,  and  ideals.    Kaid  and  Johnson  (2001)  claim  that  the 
attacking  strategies  in  presidential  elections  fall  on  three  perspectives:  calling  for 
changes, taking the offensive position, and attacking their opponent’s record.    Benoit 
and Wells (1996) propose a model of persuasive attack, in which they claim persuasive 
attacks  are  accomplished  by  several  tactics  in  political  discourse  (particularly  in 
debates).    Those persuasive strategies of attack are listed in the following: 
 
1. Increasing negative perceptions of act:   
(a) Extent of the damage (particularly money losses and human costs). 
(b) Persistence of negative effects.     
(c) Recency of harms. 
(d) Innocence of helpless of victims. 
(e) Obligation to protect certain groups.       
(f) Inconsistency (of the opponent’s words or deeds).   
(g)  Effects  on  the  audience  (to  heighten  a  persuasive  attack  by  relating  the 
negative effects directly to the audience).   
2. Increasing perceived responsibility for the act:   
(a) Intent to achieve the outcome.   
(b) Advance planning (because planned harms likely injure one’s reputation more 
than acts committed on the spur of the moment).   
(c) Knowledge of the act’s (irreplaceable) consequence. 
(d) Prior commission of the offensive act.   
(e) Benefit from the offensive act. 
3. General attack: Attacks that do not demonstrate special strategies. 
         
          Benoit  and  Wells  point  out  that  speakers  denigrate  their  political  opponents  by   23
increasing negative perceptions of their acts and perception of their responsibility for 
the  wrong  acts,  or  by  general  attacking  which  does  not  demonstrate  specific 
maneuvering.     
Although Beniot and Wells’ proposal of persuasive attack gives us an insight of 
how verbal aggression is employed in political discourse, Beniot and Wells do not 
illuminate how those persuasive attacks are displayed by linguistic devices.    In fact, 
there are some rhetorical devices for attack found in the literature, including word 
choices (Kuo 2001b), metaphor (Chang 2000, Kuo 2001b, 2003, Chiang and Duann 
2007), or reported speech (Kuo 2001a, Chu 2003).    Kuo (2001b) examines a Chinese 
newspaper article and points out that various lexical and grammatical devices are used 
to  convey  Chinese  nationalism  and  antagonism  to  the  opponents.    For  instance, 
adjectives (e.g., ‘ridiculous’ ‘short-sighted’), noun phrases (e.g., ‘fallacy,’ ‘day dream’), 
and verb phrases (e.g., ‘to play the trick of confusing black and white’) are used to 
attack and discredit the ‘Two Chinas’ theory (Kuo 2001:283).    In terms of metaphors, 
it is found out that the CONTAINER, ANIMAL, DISASTER, and WAR, are frequent 
choices  in  political  discourses.    Chilton  (2004)  claims  that  the  CONTAINER 
metaphor is pervasive in American political discourse.    In the container schema, the 
things related to the U.S are prescribed as ‘self’ inside the container space, while what 
is outside the space is dangerous and threatening to the self thus labelized as ‘them’.   
Events  or  issues  depicted  as  ‘them’  are  often  metaphorized  as  natural  disasters  or 
diseases that may sabotage the completeness or soundness of the container contents.   
In Charteris-Black’s (2006) investigation, British politicians compare immigrants to 
natural disasters.    The following was an example of from Charteris-Black’s corpus by 
conceptualizing immigration as disastrous water flow (Charteris-Black 2006:572). 
 
(1)    A BNP government would accept no further immigration from any of the parts of 
the world which present the prospect of an almost limitless flow of immigration: Africa,   24
Asia, China, Eastern and South Eastern Europe, the Middle East and South America 
would all be placed on an immediate ‘stop’ list.                            (BNP 2005 manifesto) 
 
In addition to natural disasters, unwelcome issues or events can also be conceptualized 
as diseases, animals, or war.    Chiang and Duann (2007) analyze the naming strategies 
and conceptual metaphors for the SARS in three newspapers (The United Daily, The 
Liberty Times and The People’s Daily) and point out that metaphors build underlying 
ideologies of SARS in newspapers.    They suggest that the SARS IS WAR metaphor is 
the most dominant metaphor that conceptualizes SARS across the three newspapers.   
By  exploiting  the  WAR  mapping  onto  the  disease  SARS,  the  medical  discourse 
becomes  the  political  domain,  separating  the  two  sides between  health and  illness.   
The illness side stands for human beings’ enemies that need to be defeated.    SARS in 
Chiang and Duann’s research is also compared to natural disaster.    It is reported that 
The Liberty Times of American newspaper employs this metaphor to blame China as 
the  disaster  source  and  insists  on  necessary  responsibility  of  China  government.   
Examining  the  use  of  metaphor  in  debates  and  campaign  in  California  for  an 
anti-immigration  referendum,  Ana  (1999)  brings  up  the  viewpoint  that  immigrant 
workers are more likely to be negatively dehumanized to animals.    Using metaphor to 
criticize others is not strange in Mandarin political discourse.    Investigating the Taipei 
mayoral  debates  in  1998,  Kuo  (2003)  finds  out  that  politicians  manipulate  animal 
metaphors for two goals: self denigration and self promotion.    Most of the animal 
metaphors in Kuo’s study were used for other denigration (8 out of 9), while only one 
case was used by politicians for self promotion.    Connecting immigrants to animals or 
natural  calamity  is  a  powerful  link  that  integrates  the  source  and  target  domains 
together in a pejorative way.                   
Reported speech can also be a linguistic device of verbal aggression.    Reported 
speech is a marker of evidentiality of an event, a state, a process, and an object (Clark   25
and Gerrig 1990:773).    That is, it shows that the speaker’s knowledge and information 
sources  are reliable and trustworthy (Willett 1988:55).    However, researchers have 
challenged the popular assumption that reported speech is a reliable source of evidence 
(Haberland  1986,  Tannen  1989,  Mayes  1990,  Clark  and  Gerrig  1990).    Rather, 
reported citation is more appropriate to be viewed as a kind of word demonstration 
rather  than  evidence  presentation  (Clark  and  Gerrig  1990).    Clark  and  Gerrig 
(1990:765) suggest that demonstrations work by ‘enabling others to experience what it 
is  like to perceive the  things depicted,  and they are selective or partial’.    That  is, 
quotations are in fact partially and subjectively selected according to  the speaker’s 
communicative purposes.    The term ‘constructed dialogue’ (Tannen 1986:4) is used to 
replace  the  generally  called  ‘reported  speech’  since  the  speech  being  reported  is 
someone’s reconstruction of the speech event and given new discourse meaning in the 
context.    There are three kinds of reported speech according to their prosodic cues 
(e.g., pause, change in intonation, voice quality), syntactic cues (e.g., intervention of 
sentence  construction),  and  pragmatic  cues  (e.g.,  deixis):  the  direct  quotation,  the 
indirect quotation, and the hypothetical quotation, which is the utterance or statement 
‘that  either  has  not  occurred  or  is  never  intended  to  occur’  (Romaine  and  Lange 
1991:230).    Kuo (2001a) claims that reported speech is an indirect verbal strategy to 
vilify  opponents’  credibility  and  capability.    It  is  indirect  because  the  strategy 
distances  the  speaker  from  the  knowledge  source,  enabling  them  to  evade  speech 
responsibility.    She  examines  direct  and  indirect  reported  speech  in  the  five  1998 
Taipei mayoral debates, suggesting that both direct and indirect reported speech were 
commonly used by mayoral candidates for self promotion and other opposition.    It is 
noted that hypothetical citation is not analysed in her study.    Maybe such quotaion 
rarely happened in political debates.             
From the literature review, it is noteworthy that there are many strategies to attack   26
others, but they are not put in holistic perspective of linguistics.    In addition, we find 
out that most of the political studies are mainly centered on observations of debates or 
election campaigns.    Other genres of political discourse—such as the political talk 
show—seem to be ignored and are still short of systematic investigations.     
So far we have offered introductory reviews on media, politics, and verbal attack 
in the political discourse, what follows generalizes the interrelationship between media 
and politics.         
 
2.4 Interfaces between Media and Political Discourse 
        As previously discussed, profound changes in both society and the media have 
given  birth  to  ‘a  new  form  of  political  communication  system  that  is  qualitatively 
different  from  its  predecessors’  (Blumler  and  Kavanagh  1999:209).    Thanks  to  the 
media, political communication becomes more diverse, fragmented, and complex.    At 
deeper level, argued by Blumler and Kavanagh (1999), ‘power relations among key 
message providers and receivers are being rearranged; the culture of political journalism 
is being transformed; and conventional meanings of “democracy” and “citizenship” are 
being questioned and rethought’ (p.209).    Blumler and Kavanagh suggest that political 
communication  reveals  features  over  the  postwar  period:  modernization, 
individualization, economization, etc.    Overall, they claim that the medialized political 
discourse has become more turbulent, less predicable, less structured, and more difficult 
to  control.    However,  political  communication  disseminated  through  the  media 
discourse  is  very  important.    Philip  Gould  (1998),  a  Labour’s  chief  public  opinion 
adviser, said in the following (cited by Blumler and Kavanagh 1999: 214): 
 
You must always seek to gain and keep momentum, or it will pass immediately to 
your  opponent.    Gaining  momentum  means  dominating  the  news  agenda, 
entering the news cycle at the earliest possible time, and repeatedly re-entering it, 
with stories and initiatives so that subsequent news coverage is set on your terms.           
   27
In a word, taking the initiative in mass media is essential for politicians to win publicity.   
Having gained publicity, politicians stand a chance to win; if they ignore it, they will 
almost  fail.    Froehlich  and  Rüdiger  (2006:18)  also  assert  that  ‘the  main  goal  of 
political discourse is the use of media outlets to communicate specific political views, 
solutions,  and  interpretations  of  issues  in  the  hope  of  garnering  public  support  for 
political policies or campaigns’.    By taking the power on mass media, media workers 
are found to be more subjective than before when discussing politics and politicians.   
In the struggle of power between politics and the media, Schrøder and Phillips (2007) 
argue that discussions about the media and political power often revolve around basic 
questions:  Whether  the  media  demonstrate  social  and  political  realities  and  facts 
through media discourse; or whether it is the media that impose their own definitions of 
political events, actors and institutions on the public agenda?    The implication of the 
two  questions  brings  insight  of  the  function  of  mass  media:  Whether  it  serves  an 
indispensable role in disseminating and liberating knowledge to inform the public, or 
whether it controls, determines, and constraints the freedom of public opinion by its 
selectivity nature?     
Realizing  the  fact  that  political  communication  has  been  dominated  by  media 
professionals such as journalists and reporters, Blumler and Kavanagh argue that the 
reporting  style  has  become  more  judgmental  and  often  more  critical  than  before..   
They  also  contend  that  many  media  coverages  on  politics  have  been  shaped  by 
subjective preferences and biases on issues that politicians are hard to hold the edge in 
the war between politicians and journalists.     
Among the multiple changes, the invention, thriving and popularity of television 
are  among  the  most  important  reasons  that  bring  the  media  to  a  new  era.    As 
Mazzoleni (2003:32) suggests, ‘television can well be picked out as one of the dozen 
most important inventions of the second millennium, as symbol of modernization of   28
society’.    In fact, it has become the dominant medium of communication (Blumler 
and Kavanagh 1999) which turns into ‘a quite different reality from the one knows in 
pre-television times’ that entertainment, information, emotions as well as education are 
in  its  unique  logics  that  affect  the  rules  of  the  media  game  (Mazzoleni  2003:32).   
Mazzoleni  further  argues  that  televised  politics  is  featured  by  its  preferences  for 
personalities, show biz, image, sensationalism and even scandalism.   
In the following, a newly developed media genre, talk show, is introduced as a 
good demonstration of interface of politics and media.    Defined as a semi-institutional 
political discourse, it integrates almost features that can be seen in both formal and 
informal discourse, making the study of media or politics much more complicated than 
ever.     
               
2.5 Political Talk Show   
As a media product taking its shape from the 1980s, talk show is a particular 
practice  of  public  discourse  which  demonstrates  features  of  both  institutional  and 
non-institutional discourse (Ilie 2001).    With this dual feature, Ilie (2001) suggests 
that the talk show is a semi-institutional discourse, which exhibits features of both 
casual conversation and institutional discourse with respect to discourse goals, topics 
and turn-taking, roles, and message orientation.    Ilie (2001:240) contends that a set of 
factors  can  relate  and  characterize  talk  show  discourse  to  institutional  and 
non-institutional  practices,  namely  ‘the  general  configuration  and  goal  of  the 
interaction, participant institutional and non-institutional status, turn-taking shifts, as 
well  as  interlocutor-orientation  and  audience-orientation’.    These  factors  combined 
together  define  a  talk  show  to  be  more  institutional  or  non-institutional  on  the 
continuum. 
The institutional practice is a structure of power relations (Searle 1995), which   29
arranges discourse structures  and sets limits on political relations (Sam and Scherer 
2008).    As  Hall  and  Taylor  (1996:948)  claim,  ‘institutions  influence  behavior  not 
simply by specifying what one should do but also by specifying what one can imagine 
oneself doing in a given context’, the institutional discourse defines positions between 
interlocutors  as  the  leader  or  the  partner,  and  decides  what  actions  and  political 
solutions  are  permitted,  expected,  or  appropriate  in  the  context.    Put  differently, 
political participation in such discourse is shaped by local rules, which recognize the 
resources available to people, the presence of social capital within communities, the 
effectiveness of civic organizations, as well as levels of participation in the discourse 
(Lowndes, Pratchett and Stoker 2006).    In short, the discursive practice pre-allocates 
asymmetrical  powers  and  rules  between  interlocutors.    Take  news  interview  as  an 
instance.    In the genre of news interview, which features opposing interviewees and a 
neutral interviewer as the mediator, the role of the interviewer is pre-allocated as a 
question-raiser  while  interviewees  are  requested  to  be  answers  to  the  interviewer’s 
questions  (Clayman  and  Heritage  2002).    To  reach  the  demand  of  impartiality, 
Clayman and Heritage (2002) indicate that the interviewer would restrict him/herself to 
asking open questions, concealing personal opinions, and to avoiding responsive actions 
indicating approval or disapproval with what the interviewees have said.    What’s more, 
the turn-taking system is under the control of the interviewer.    The interviewer owns 
the  power  to  decide  which  guest  and  when  should  start  the  speech  floor,  when  to 
suspend,  and  how  long  the  speech  should  be.    The  pre-allocated,  unegual  roles 
between the interviewer and interviewees are not interchangeable.         
Apart from the strictly obeyed formulation and constraints, talk shows also display 
some characteristics of everyday conversation.    The length of one’s speaking turn and 
turn-taking slot are not fixed in  advance in casual conversations.    Instead, they are 
negotiated  during  the  interaction  process  (Ilie  2001).    Sun  (2007)  suggests  that   30
although the guests are assigned limited turn-taking slot and could be interrupted by the 
host,  they  are  able  to  negotiate  the  power  relations  with  the  host.    Further,  unlike 
institutional discourse, where the participants are expected to act exclusively according 
to their institutional roles, talk show guests sometimes display their private identity that 
more  likely  appears  in  informal  conversations,  such  as  address  terms,  nicknames, 
colloquial sentential particles, etc.                               
Given the features of institutional and non-institutional discourse, Ilie’s (2001:241) 
comparison of these two types of discourse is adopted here as a summary of the ideas 
presented above:   
 
Discursive features of talk shows as semi-institutional discourse:   
Conversational features  Institutional features 
Private  setting  (pre-filmed  scenes  in 
show guests'   
Public/institutional setting (TV studio) 
homes) 
Relatively homogeneous form of talk  Non-homogeneous form of talk 
Spontaneous talk (less topic-centred)  Purposeful talk (more topic-centred and 
goal-oriented) 
Lower topic control and predictability  Higher topic control and predictability 
Communicative and interactional goals  Communicative,  interactional  and 
institutional goals 
No particular talk-related restrictions 
(flexible 
turn-taking, topic and subtopic shifts) 
Particular talk-related restrictions 
(time-limitation, 
speaker-selection  and  turn-taking 
design) 
Non-institutional/real-life roles (parent, 
child, 
etc.) 
Institutional roles (panelist, expert, etc.) 
and non-institutional roles (parent, child, 
etc.) 
Spontaneous role-switching (initiated by 
the 
show guests) 
Monitored role-switching (controlled by 
the show 
host) 
Equal participant status  Unequal participant status 
Equal speaking rights  Unequal speaking rights 
Interlocutor  as  both  addressee  and 
addresser 
Multiple audience as addressee 
(onlooking audience 
and overhearing audience) 
Interlocutor-oriented talk  Message-  and  multiple 
audience-oriented talk   31
Non-hierarchical role-distribution  Hierarchical role-distribution 
Symmetrical power relations  Asymmetrical power relations 
Relatively weak talk/topic control  Strong talk/topic control 
 
As shown in the table, institutional and non-institutional discourse display distinctive 
features while  the  talk  show integrates parts of the features of both and become a 
semi-institutional one.     
As a semi-institutional discourse, the talk show discourse is featured by two main 
characters:  entertainment  and  confrontation,  as  Section  2.2  and  2.3  discussed.   
Scholars  have  pointed  out  that  talked  shows  are  designed  for  entertainment  and 
conflict/confrontation (Mazzoleni 2003; Gamson 1999).    Davis and Owen (1998: 325) 
also  hold  that  ‘entertainment  is  paramount’  for  retraining  an  audience  and  rivet 
interests for the new media.    A similar observation is made by Chang and Lo (2007) 
of the characteristics of talk shows in Taiwan, that the effect of entertainment is a 
crucial motive for audience watching of the talk show.    The talk show is expected to 
‘provide excitement and a sense of real-life drama’ from the hilarious, melodramatic, 
embarrassing  or  implausible  situations  that  are  ‘sources  of  laughter  and  emotional 
involvement’ (Ilie 2001:217).    Chen (2006) also suggests that entertainment shows 
contain two basic features: interaction and discussion on private issues so as to cater to 
audience interest.    To entertain the audience, both the host and guests share the role as 
‘entertainers/coentertainers’  (Ilie  2001:230).    This  point  again  illustrates  the 
negotiation  or  blurring  of  roles  in  the  talk  show.  Jones  (2006)  thus  claims  that 
combination  of  entertainment  and  political  issues  is  an  ‘unprecedented’  attempt 
(p.365).       
An  increasing  number  of  scholars  of  political  communication  have  noted  the 
significant role played by entertainment-oriented media in American politics (Davis 
and  Owen  1998,  Gamson,  1999,  Baum  2003,  Young  2004).    Niven,  Lichter,  and   32
Amundson (2003) point out that the political storylines and messages via American 
entertainment talk shows like The Tonight Show, Saturday Night Live, and The Daily 
Show  with  Jon  Stewart  are  distinctly  different  from  traditional  news.    Holbert 
(2005:439) claims that ‘the predictive value of entertainment-based forms of media use 
is often times greater than what can be attributed to traditional public affairs media 
consumption.’    Moreover, ‘various forms of entertainment television viewing serve as 
strong predictors of a broad set of sociopolitical attitudes and/or behaviors.’ (Holbert 
2005:439)    In short, political messages in the entertainment television have greater 
predictive power than traditional outlets and now gains more attention.     
With respect to the effect of the talk shows on the viewers, Hollander (1995) 
contends that the viewing of these shows has distinct effects on those with high versus 
low educational levels.    Baum (2003) claims that political talk shows are particularly 
influential to those who retain low level of political interests, seek an alternative to 
traditional news sources, or desire to reduce processing load of political knowledge.   
In his study, Baum finds out that people with lower levels of interest and education, or 
those who are not highly interested in politics and are not willing to be exposed to too 
many political issues are most likely drawn to political talk shows.    Smith and Voth 
(2002) suggest that the relationship between politics and entertainment has changed a 
lot.    They  argue  that  the  agendas  in  traditional  media  outlets  were  rigid,  solemn, 
unwavering,  and  excluded  lighthearted  and  comical  issues.    However,  humor  in 
amusement talk shows now has become a strategic maneuvering.    ‘Willing or not, 
late-night  television  comedians  are  an  important  disseminator  and  arbiter  of 
information for political officials, marking an era where humor could potentially act as 
a valid form o f political argument.’ (Smith and Voth 2002:110).    They suggest that 
the political entertainment show is particularly helpful for undecided voters, especially 
for the young ones, in decision making.    Baum (2003) also maintains that soft news,   33
which  presents  news  as  entertainment,  is  quite  attractive  to  those  who  seek  an 
alternative  to  traditional  news  sources  and  desire  to  reduce  costs  of  processing 
information.    For instance, the Pew Research Center for People and the Press report 
that  47%  of  people  between  the  ages  of  18  and  29  obtain  most  of  their  political 
information from late-night entertainment talk show (Kloer and Jubera 2000, borrowed 
from Smith and Voth 2002).    According to the survey, Americans, especially young 
generations,  are  moving  towards  less  traditional  sources  for  political  information.   
Kwak et al. (2004) also suggest that political talk shows matter for young voters for at 
least three criterion variables—political efficacy, political trust, and vote likelihood.   
Kwak et al.’s finding suggests that the hilarious talk shows not only offer information 
but also foster political efficacy and trust among young adults, and it is young adults 
that are more likely see political celebrities and elites as trustworthy and convincing.   
Notably, young adults under 30 years old are found to take non-traditional medium to 
be their inputs of politics than national network news (Davis and Owen 1998, Young 
2004).     
However, despite the popularity of entertainment-oriented talk programs and its 
effects on especially young adults, Kim and Vishak (2008) argue that entertainment 
media are less effective in acquiring factual information.    Despite the growing use of 
entertainment media as a source of political information, ‘little is known about how the 
entertainment media would affect citizens’ political information acquisition’ (Kim and 
Vishak 2008:339).    Scholars like Gamson (1999), Bennett and Entman (2001), and 
Young (2004) also have argued that the entertainment media do not guarantee accurate 
information.    Rather, humorous repertoire engages the audience on an emotional level 
and takes effect on impression instead of real facts or rigid argumentation. 
Since we have paid much attention on the entertainment effect in talk shows, in 
the  following  we  will  probe  into  another  crucial  feature  of  the  talk   34
show—confrontation. 
Livingstone and Lunt (1994) maintain that the talk show in western culture is 
characterized  by  confrontation  between  lay  persons  and  professional  experts.    Lay 
persons gain communicative power through the constructions of authenticity by telling 
their own stories, while professionals appear to be critical because they frequently cite 
other experts (Livingstone and Lunt 1994).    The confrontation between lay people 
and professionals  is a  competition  between  ‘system’  (experts)  and  ‘livelihood’  (lay 
people) (Tolson 2001:17).    Analyzing the late night talk shows in 1995, Pfau et al. 
(1998) report that presidency and congress are covered more negatively.    They also 
argue  that  negativity  and  confrontation  between  show  participants  in  political 
communication is more attractive than positivity.    Hutchby (1996) puts his focus on 
the political discussion on the radio and claims that confrontation plays an essential 
role.    He suggests that  confrontation  mainly comes between the host and ordinary 
citizen callers in the process of argumentation.    Chang and Lo (2007) also suggest 
that entertainment comes from the confronted talks in political talk shows.     
Although previous studies have paid much attention on the talk show discourse, a 
holistic analysis of the linguistic strategies employed to this end is still unavailable.   
Since our study is based on the political talk shows in Taiwan, before we analyze the 
linguistic strategies, it is necessary to present a brief review of the literature of political 
talk show in Taiwan, which is a popular issue in recent years. 
                         
2.6 Political Talk Shows in Taiwan                       
Political talk show in Taiwan is a hotly debated issue.    Speaking of the role of 
host, Taiwan’s political program features one or two hosts who has/have media-related 
backgrounds, such as  those who are news reporters,  anchorpersons, or  experienced 
political  observers.    In  terms  of  the  guests,  Sheng’s  (2005)  study  discovers  that   35
reporters and university professors seem to appear in those political programs more 
often than before.    In terms of topic, as expected, political talk show greatly differs 
from ordinary talk show on the topic, and this reason may be the most crucial and 
distinctive feature that separates political talk shows from ordinary ones.    In Chang 
and Lo’s (2007) study, topics in political talk show include eight domains: election, 
current affairs, democratic politics, defense and diplomacy between Taiwan and the 
Mainland China, domestic affairs issues, economy, identification with the country, and 
related issues concerning the R.O.C. former President Chen Shui-bian (鄉尯扁).    Of 
course those topics can be variable according to the trend of politics, but generally they 
are politics-related issues.       
Taiwan’s talk show is claimed to employ confrontation in the discourse.    Many 
scholars point out that confrontation seems to be the most salient feature of such a 
public genre (Man 2004; Yang 2002, 2004; Sheng 2005; Huang 2007; Chiu 2008).   
Yang  (2002:240)  claims  that  talk  show  participants  produce  confrontation  and 
disharmony between the people and government.    Although show participants in the 
talk  show  always  claim  that  they  speak  for  the  public  and  offer  sincere  advice  to 
politicians, what the participants actually speak for is not the will of the real citizenry, 
but the ‘fictitious public’ imagined by themselves.    The ‘fictitious public’, according 
to Yang (2002:2402), is very emotional instead of rational.    In line with this belief, 
Man (2004:64) argues that the talk show host usually employs emotional languages 
and slang accompanying hand gestures to fan up the audience’s anger.    By doing so, 
the host can reinforce the audience’s identification with the program and guide the 
discourse to a position or topic in which s/he is interested.    In addition, the arguments 
are  mostly  based  on  the  argument  that  their  political  opponents  are  to  blame  or 
responsible  for  the  wrong  policies.    Such  a  practice  seems  to  reveal  that  the 
argumentation is biased and subjective.    The purpose of such discourse, according to   36
Chiu (2008), is to raise confrontation between politicians or between people and the 
government, and it is a worrisome condition in Taiwan (Yang 2004).    In sum, many 
researchers believe that the political talk show genre has been distorted, and the show 
participants should be to blame for the distorted public discourse. 
 
2.7 Summary 
        Defined as a semi-institutional discourse that belongs to a new media product,, the 
talk show phenomenon, has attracted much attention by scholars.    Scholars argue that 
it  displays  some  elements  in  institutional  discourses  such  as  asymmetrical  power 
relationship or turn-taking system between the host and guests, but the talk show also 
shows innovative features that differ from a sheer institutional communication.    It is 
pointed out that the host and guests are both entertainers and coentertainers that the 
roles of the hosts and the guests are not strictly divided.    Moreover, guests in the talk 
show do not passively receive their assigned roles.    Instead, they negotiate with the 
host in turn-taking and speech floor.     
        In terms of the content, studies have shown that the talk show is a synthesis of 
information, entertainment, to be a new style of ‘infotainment’.    Many researchers 
consider the entertainment an interesting innovation that signals the newly developed 
media in modern time.    However, confrontation, another important ingredient in talk 
shows lacks holistic concerns in the perspective of linguistics.    Although a number of 
linguistic devices such as metaphor and reported speech have been discovered to be 
tools for denigrating others in the political discourse, these studies are mainly limited 
to debates or election campaigns.    The linguistic devices employed in political talk 
shows  for attack have long been ignored.    The  political  talk  show  in  Taiwan  is a 
popular and controversial issue and is hotly debated.    Many scholars have pointed out 
that  much  confrontation  and  attack  is  prevalent  in  the  programs.    In  spite  of  the   37
fruitful  papers  done  on  the  political  talk  shows  in  Taiwan,  a  more  comprehensive 
research concerning the linguistic strategies focusing on their confrontation-oriented 
nature,  esp.  those  used  to  attack  politicians  and  opponents,  is  still  not  available.   
Hence,  we  hope  to  probe  into  the  strategies  of  attack  employed  by  the  talk  show 
participants in the discourse in which they engage in discussions of political issues.     
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CHAPTER THREE 
DATA ANALYSIS 
 
3.0 Introduction 
In  this  chapter,  we  present  both  qualitative  and  quantitative  analyses  of  the 
persuasive attacks in the three Taiwan political talk shows: News Google (新开孤狗), 
News Night Club (新开夜總會), and 2100 People All Talk (2100 峖岙開講) recorded 
from 2006  to 2007.    In Section 3.1, we present  the discursive  arrangement of the 
show discourse, such as the host’s and the guest(s)’ power distribution, and how the 
host sets the tone of the show conversation, in order to have a better understanding of 
the political show discourse and how persuasive attacks are completed in the context.   
In Section 3.2 we analyze the persuasive attacks by their linguistic features, including 
phonological,  morphological,  lexical,  syntactic,  semantic,  and  pragmatic  strategies.   
Quantitative analyses of those strategies in the three programs are also conducted and 
compared among the three programs.    By doing so, we hope to show different styles 
or preferences of Taiwan’s political talk shows.    Section 3.3 provides a short summary 
of this chapter. 
                         
3.1 Political Talk Show: Confrontation-oriented Public Discourse   
The  political  talk  show  displays  its  confrontation  nature  when  the  discourrse 
begins.    Example  (1),  which  is  from  the  opening  remarks  in  News  Google, 
demonstrates that the show discourse is not only a public discussion but also a place 
for the participants to attack their political enemies from the very start.     
 
(1) (Program: News Google; Date: 97/01/18; Hostess: Vivian Wang; GuestY: Yu Fu) 
 
1    Hostess:    新开孤狗 新开孤狗 新开孤狗 新开孤狗, 
                        xinwen  gu  gou ,     39
2                      屲灣展油 屲灣展油 屲灣展油 屲灣展油, 
                        Taiwan  jiayou ,   
3                      晚崎我是尸時齊 晚崎我是尸時齊 晚崎我是尸時齊 晚崎我是尸時齊。 。 。 。 
                            wanan  wo  shi  Wang  Shi-qi  。   
4                      看到國岙黨呢,   
kan  dao  Kuomintang  ne ,   
5                      這積,   
zhe  ge  , 
6                      稊選屒這積, 
                        yao  xuan  chu  zhege  , 
7                      醃, 
                        e  , 
8                      岷法院的副龍頭這積位子, 
li  fa  yuan  de  fu  longtou  zhege  weizi  , 
9                      峹今天下午進行了假投票。   
zai  jintian  xiawu  jinxing  le  jia  toupiao  。 
20                    屮屸也看到鄻, 
                        lingwai  ye  kandao  o  , 
21                    傳屒來弻國岙黨峹新國會, 
                        chuan  chu  lai  shuo  Kuomintang  zai  xin  guohui  , 
22                    這積開議之後呢,   
zhege  kai  yi  zhihou  ne  , 
23                    三天之後,   
san  tian  zhihou  , 
24                    酧稊醚會來決定了,   
jiu  yao  ti  hui  lai  jueding  le  , 
25  拼大選, 
pin  daxuan  , 
26                    但是這樣子做的羼不但社會觀感不太崅 但是這樣子做的羼不但社會觀感不太崅 但是這樣子做的羼不但社會觀感不太崅 但是這樣子做的羼不但社會觀感不太崅, 
                        danshi  zheyangzi  zuo  de  hua  budan  shehui  guangan  bu 
tai  hao  , 
27                    而尼酧連藍稔自己羬頭的岷委啦 而尼酧連藍稔自己羬頭的岷委啦 而尼酧連藍稔自己羬頭的岷委啦 而尼酧連藍稔自己羬頭的岷委啦, 
                        erqie  jiu  lian  lanjun  ziji  litou  de  liwei  la  , 
28                    或者是這積學者 或者是這積學者 或者是這積學者 或者是這積學者, 
huozhe  shi  zhege  xuezhe  , 
29                    都覺得這樣子做聧峹是很沒有翣理 都覺得這樣子做聧峹是很沒有翣理 都覺得這樣子做聧峹是很沒有翣理 都覺得這樣子做聧峹是很沒有翣理! 
                        dou  juede  zheyangzi  zuo  shizai  shi  hen  meiyou 
daoli  !   40
30                    究鄔國岙黨稊怎麼證明 究鄔國岙黨稊怎麼證明 究鄔國岙黨稊怎麼證明 究鄔國岙黨稊怎麼證明, 
                        jiujing  Kuomintang  yao  zenme  zhengming  , 
31                    屆穆現峹是一黨獨大 屆穆現峹是一黨獨大 屆穆現峹是一黨獨大 屆穆現峹是一黨獨大,   
tamen  xianzai  shi  yi  dang  du  da  , 
32                    但是不會一黨獨裁呢 但是不會一黨獨裁呢 但是不會一黨獨裁呢 但是不會一黨獨裁呢?     
danshi  buhui  yi  dang  ducai    ne  ? 
33                    今天稊崅崅的討論 今天稊崅崅的討論 今天稊崅崅的討論 今天稊崅崅的討論!   
jintian  yao  hao  hao  de  taolun  ! 
 
In (1), Hostess Wang chanted the show slogan: xinwen gu gou, Taiwan jiayou ‘News 
Google,  Taiwan  goes  for  it!’(新开孤狗,屲灣展油)  at  first  and  then  greeted  the 
audience wan an ‘goodnight’ (晚崎).    To continue, she started the topic by indicating 
that KMT’s demeanors in Congress caused some ‘bad impressions from society ’ (社會
觀感不太崅) and even KMT members and scholars felt what KMT politicians did was 
‘very  unreasonable’(很沒有翣理).    So  Hostess  Wang  asked  how  KMT  politicians 
would prove that they were not du cai ‘dictorial’ (獨裁).    From the descriptions and 
questions in this excerpt, we can feel that the program was set to be KMT-confronted 
instead  of  impartial.    Moreover,  in  the  discussion  that  follows  the  opening, 
confrontation against KMT was reinforced and was the main purpose of this show.                 
        It can be seen from Example (1) that the hostess initiated the topics with guided 
direction  and  subjective  bias  for  following  attacks.    However,  how  the  talk  show 
participants continued with the persuasive attacks in the following discourse was not 
clear.    Therefore,  it  is  necessary  to  probe  into  how  the  participants  make  use  of 
different strategies to attack others.    In this chapter, we analyzed the verbal attacks in 
the three programs.    These attacks were divided into different strategies on the basis 
of their linguistic features.    From those linguistic strategies, we expect to find out 
some preferences or orientations among the three programs in their use of linguistic 
attacks.                     
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3.2 Linguistic Strategies of Verbal Aggression 
As discussed in Chapter Two, verbal aggression means denigrations of personality, 
appearnace or positive image.    Halliday and Matthiessen (2004) contend that discourse 
is constructed by three different strata of meaning.    The most basic or concrete stratum 
is phonological realization.    Moving along the level of abstraction, the next stratum is 
lexicalgrammar, then semantics.    The last and also the most abstract stratum is context.   
Among  the  three  strata  of  meaning,  lexicogrammar  concerns  lexical  choices  and 
syntactic  grammar  which  manage  larger  units  than  phonology  but  smaller  than 
semantics  or  pragmatics  (Halliday  and  Matthiessen  2004).    Based  on  the  above 
classification, to have a more specific view on verbal attack in political discourse, we 
divide  the  strategies  in  political  discourse  into  four  major  levels:  phonological, 
lexicogrammatical,  semantic  and  contextual  levels.    The  lexicogrammar  layer  of 
meaning is further divided into the morphological, lexical, and syntactic strata.    The 
contextual  level  means  the  pragmatic  strategies  which  involve  how  meanings  are 
grammaticalized or encoded in the linguistic structures in context (Levinson 1983).    In 
what follows, we discuss phonological strategies first. 
   
3.2.1 Phonological Strategies   
Phonological attacks refer to those which exploit the phonological quality of a 
linguistic  expression  to  complete  the  attack.    Strategies  that fall  into  this  type  are 
homonymy,  paraphony,  and  pasquinade
2.    A  question  that  arises  concerns  the 
distinction  between  idioms,  which  are  identified  as  a  lexical  strategy  as  shown  in 
Section 3.2.3.2, and expressions whose phonological qualities are exploited.    That is, 
                                                 
2  Dienhart (1999) proposes a spectrum of phonological ambiguity with ‘phonetic total identity’ at 
one end and ‘phonetic true dissimilarity’ at the other, based on the degree of phonetic similarity between 
two  phonemes.  Phonological  ambiguity  strategies  include:  homonomy,  homophony,  paraphony,  and 
hapaphony. In our data, not all the phonological tactics are used in the political talk show.    The show 
participants only make use of two forms of Dienhart’s classifications: homonymy and paraphony.   42
idioms may involve component morphemes that rhyme with each other.    This may 
blur the distinction between phonological and idiomatic expressions.    In this thesis, 
the  phonological  strategies  refer  only  to  those  expressions  which  are  not 
conventionalized and which do not have idiomatic readings.     
In general, homonymy, paraphoy, and pasquinade are not common in our data 
compared with  the  other linguistic  strategies.    These three  strategies  are  discussed 
respectively in the following. 
             
3.2.1.1 Homonymy     
A homophonic pair refers to distinctive words which are identical both in form and 
sound (i.e. phonetic consonance).    Since they are different words, of course they differ 
in  meaning  (Dienhart  1999).    The  distinction  between  homonymy  and  polysemy  is 
crucial.    Words that are ‘historically derived from distinct lexical items’ are viewed as 
homonymous (Klepousniotou 2002: 206), while polysemy refers to a single lexical item 
which has several different but historically related senses (Lyons 1977, Cruse 1986, 
Klein and Murphy 2001). 
Homophony can trigger linguistic ambiguity in jokes (Pepicello and Weisberg 1983, 
Diienhart 1999, Hong 2003).    However, it is rarely discussed in politic discourse.    We 
discover that homonymy appeared in political discourse, but the frequency was very low. 
We  only  find  out  two  examples  in  our  databank.    Example  (2)  demonstrates  one 
example.                 
   
(2) (Program: News Night Club; Date: 96/10/17; Hostess: Li Yan-qiu; GuestCh: Cheng 
Yan-bo: Topic: To rejoin the United Nation) 
 
1    Hostess:        我穆稴峕稊來看一下我穆的入聯, 
women  shouxian  yao  lai  kan  yi  xia  women  de 
rulian  ,   43
2                          現峹窺怕是雞稲狗翕, 
xianzai  kongpa  shi  ji  fei  gou  tiao  , 
3                          怨聲翜翣。 
yuan  sheng  zai  dao  。 
4                          稔尣傳屒消窾弻十一尦三羙那一天呢, 
junfang  chuanchu  xiaoxi  shuo  shi  yi  yue  san  hao 
na  yi  tian  ne  , 
5                          入聯的罶尰跑峵到屲屙的時穎鄻, 
rulian  de  shenghuo  pao  hui  dao  Taipei  de  shihou 
o  , 
6                          國防部稊岦天稪神兵, 
guofang  bu  yao  yong  tian  jiang  shenbing  , 
7                          來峗襄盛舉, 
lai  gong  xiang  cheng  ju  , 
8                          那國防部長李天羽表岴, 
na  guofang  buzhang  Li  Tian-yu  biaoshi  , 
9                          這是弌岙有秖啦, 
zhe  shi  yu  min  you  yue  la  , 
￿10                        究啊我穆的天兵 天兵 天兵 天兵天將終於稊從天而稪, 
ai  a  women  de  tianbing  tianjiang  zhongyu  yao  cong 
tian  er  jiang  , 
11                        峴為弌岙有秖, 
yinwei  yu  min  you  yue  , 
12                        峴為大窚都很想看, 
yinwei  dajia  dou  hen  xiang  kan  , 
29                        彥伯, 
Yan-bo  , 
30                        醃, 
e  , 
31                        你這積稔中的, 
ni  zhege  jun  zhong  de  , 
32                        你屣不屣层習我穆講一下? 
ni  ke  bu  ke  yi  gen  women  jiang  yi  xia  ? 
￿45    GuestCh:    尾持人穢講弻這積天兵 天兵 天兵 天兵天將耽, 
zhuchi  ren  gang  jiang  shuo  zhe  ge  tianbing  tianjiang 
ma  , 
46                        我穆部隊形窞阿兵穮屭什麼妳知翣? 
women  budui  xingrong  abingge  jiao  sheme  ni 
zhidao  ?   44
47    Hostess:      鄻? 
o  ? 
￿48    GuestCh:    有點搞不清楚狀況的我穆酧屭屆天兵 天兵 天兵 天兵。 。 。 。 
you  dian  gao  bu  qingchu  zhuangkuang  de  women 
jiu  jiao  ta  tiabing 
49                        @   
 
In this example, Hostess Li criticized that the military should not make every effort for 
rejoining  the  United  Nation  (UN  henceforth)  by  hook  or  by  crook.    She  used  two 
negative idioms: ji fei gou tiao ‘to cause a great disturbance’(雞稲狗翕) in Line 2 and 
yuan sheng zai dao ‘to have many grudges and complants’(怨聲翜翣) in Line 3, to 
criticize the military’s recent campaign movements, including arrangement of a bunch 
of tian bing tian jiang‘paratroopers’(天兵天將) landing from the sky.    Using two 
similar idioms together is supposed to reinforce the efficacy of attack.    However, Guest 
Ch pointed out another meaning of the noun phrase tian bing (天兵), which could be 
used  to  describe people  who  are  clumsy  and  muddle-headed.    Specifying  the other 
meaning of the noun tian bing, GuestCh mocked the military that they were so foolish 
to think of such a stupid idea of paratroopers for the UN campaign.    .                                       
                                                                 
3.2.1.2 Paraphony     
        A paraphonic pair refers to two words which have similarity in pronunciation but 
are not totally identical.    Like homonomy, the word meaning of a paraphonic pair is 
also  different.    Paraphony  is  often  employed  in  riddles  (Dienhart  1999)  and  jokes 
(Ritchie 2000, Hong 2003) as a source of humor, but its incidence in the political 
discourse  is  rather  low.    We  found  out  only  four  instances  of  paraphony  in  our 
databank.    In  Example  (3),  the  host  purposely  mocked  two  DPP  politicians,  Du 
Zheng-sheng (杜岗鄭) and Xie Zhi-wei (謝志偉), by their first names.                                             
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(3) (Program: 2100 People All Talk; Date: 96/10/22; Host: Li Tao; Topic: Campaign for 
the UN) 
 
1    Host:           屆穆現峹, 
tamen  xianzai  , 
2                      老聧講, 
laoshi  jiang  , 
3                        也是有幩步的啊,   
ye  shi  you  <T piebu T>  de  a  , 
4                        ..搞入聯啊, 
..gao  rulian  a  , 
5                        什麼現峹還有什麼, 
sheme  xianzai  haiyou  sheme  , 
6                      「上峩下瀉 上峩下瀉 上峩下瀉 上峩下瀉  」 」 」 」是不是? 
「shangtu  xiaxie」  shi  bu  shi  ? 
￿7                        上峩下瀉 上峩下瀉 上峩下瀉 上峩下瀉啊, 
shangtu  xiaxie  a  , 
8                        轉移焦點, 
zhuanyi  jiaodian  , 
9                        所层老大,   
suoyi  laoda  , 
10                      <T 其聧有些人峹搞什麼公投,T> 
<T qishi  you  xie  ren  zai  gao  sheme  gongtou  T> 
￿11                      什麼上峩下瀉 上峩下瀉 上峩下瀉 上峩下瀉我穆酧不稊廛耽… 
sheme  shangtu  xiaxie  women  jiu  buyao  guan  ma  … 
 
Some may find example (3) a little difficult to understand, because resolution of the 
punch line shang tu xia xie ‘suffer from vomiting and diarrhea’ (上峩下瀉) requires 
knowledge about the antogonists being described.    That is why we need the CDA 
approach to help interprete the cases from cultural and social perspectives.    There was 
a noun phrase shang Du xia Xie (上杜下謝) invented then to refer to two popular, 
maybe notorious, DPP politicians—Du Zheng-sheng (杜岗鄭) and Xie Zhi-wei (謝志
偉).    To  denigrate  the  two  politicians,  the  first  name  of  Du  (杜)  was switched  to 
another word with the same sound: tu ‘to vomit’(峩); the first name of Xie (謝) was   46
switched to another word with the same sound: xie ‘to suffer from diarrhea’(瀉).    This 
paraphonic pair also appeared in another talk show—2100 People All Talk, showing 
that different talk shows may employ the same wording by the same linguistic strategy 
for verbal aggression.                                 
Example (4) illustrates two paraphonic pairs in News Google.    We will show that 
in  addition  to  making  paraphony,  code  mixing  (i.e.  Mandarin  mixes  with  English, 
Taiwanese mixes with English) could be also involved.                       
 
(4) (Program: News Google; Date: 97/01/22; Hostess: Vivian Wang; GuestY: Yu Fu; 
Topic: What KMT does after the legislative election) 
             
1    GuestY:       ..那天我看到=自岩, 
..natian  wo  kan  dao  =ziyou  , 
2                        時酒寫了一篇尠鄓鄻,   
shibao  xie  le  yi  pian  wenzhang  o  , 
3                        屾弻,   
ta  shuo  , 
￿4                        屭做岩你玩屶年 岩你玩屶年 岩你玩屶年 岩你玩屶年,   
jiaozuo  you  ni  wan  si  nian  , 
5    Hostess:      嗯。 
en  。 
￿6    GuestY:        <E university E>耽, 
<E university E> ma , 
7    Hostess:      <@嗯嗯@> 
<@ en  en @> 
8    GuestY:        我峹大學時屈, 
                  wo  zai  daxue  shidai  , 
9                        峴為我是經濟系,   
yinwei  wo  shi  jingji  xi  , 
10                      我穆那積時穎還講了一積非常有趣的酧是把,   
women  nage  shihou  hai  jiang  le  yi  ge  feichang 
youqu  de  jiushi  ba  , 
￿11                      經濟屭<E economics E>,   
jingji  jiao <E economics E>    , 
12                      [崅]   47
[ hao ] 
13 Hostess:        [聬] 
[ dui ] 
￿14 GuestY:        然後我穆都屭<T 稊考會考死 稊考會考死 稊考會考死 稊考會考死 T> 
ranhou  women  dou  jiao  <T yao  kao  hui  kao  si T>   
15                      @ 
16                      <@現峹的狀況酧是,@>   
<@ xianzai  de  zhuangkuang  jiu  shi  , @> 
￿17                      <T<@  稊考會考死 稊考會考死 稊考會考死 稊考會考死  @>T>,   
<T<@ yao  kao  hui  kao  si @>T> 
18                      國岙黨稊怎麼樣做酧怎麼樣做啦!   
Kuomintang  yao  zen  me  yang  zuo  jiu  zen  me  yang 
zuo  la  ! 
 
In this extract, the two paraphonic pairs used the sounds of two nouns: ‘university’ (大
學) and ‘economics’ (經濟學) to produce new meanings.    The first one noun phrase 
involved  an  English  word  da  xue  ‘university’ (大學)  and  its  transliteration  (i.e., 
replace with approximate phonetic equivalents, Knight and Graehl 1998) in Mandarin 
you ni wan si nian ‘You are free to play for four years’ (岩你玩屶年).    The speaker 
intentionally used the word wan ‘to play’ (玩) to demonstrate that KMT will not attend 
to their duties in the Legislative Yuan (岷法院) after winning the legislative election, 
just like some college students who ignore their schoolwork and play all the day.    The 
second paraphonnic pair involved another English word jing ji ‘economics’ (經濟學) 
and its transliteration in Taiwanese ‘If you takes an examination on economics, you 
will surely flunk the economics examination.’ (稊考會考死).    It implied that other 
DPP politicians can do nothing but wait for death in the hand of KMT politicians, just 
like college students facing tough examinations on economics.    The two paraphonic 
pairs both connoted sarcasm of KMT’s great victory in the legislative election then.   
Code-switching is a signal of humor (Siegel 1995).    From Line 7, 15, 16, and 17 we 
can observe that the hearers respond to the code-switched paraphony with laughter.     48
In summary, political talk shows employ paraphonic strategies which tend to produce 
the effect of humor
3.    Probably because it usually exploits contrastive pairs between 
Chinese and another language, e.g. English, it is not a frequently used strategy
4.   
Compared  with  homonomy  and  paraphony,  we  identify  more  instances  of 
pasquinade in our databank, as discussed below.                             
           
3.2.1.3 Pasquinade           
        Pasquinade is a satirical verse or prose that ridicules a specific person in a public 
place.    A pasquinade ranges from two to eight sentences at length in our data.    The 
speakers usually made their pasquinades beforehand because we watch from TV that 
they often prepare a white card or paper that prints the content of the pasquinade.    It is 
reasonable because it may be hard for ordinary people to think of sentences impromptu 
that contain both verbal aggression and rhythms.         
In  our  data,  several  guests  like  to  use  this  technique  to  mock  politicians,  and 
pasquinade  often  created  an  entertaining  effect.    However,  the  previous  literature 
seems to ignore pasniquade’s function of humor.    Adrjan and Muñoz-Basols (2003:240) 
claim that phonological jokes are formed with ‘a question-answer format that follows 
one  of  the  patterns  described  above’.    But  we  will  see  that  the  pasquinade  is  not 
necessarily constructed by question-answer utterances.    Instead, it is an independent 
set with the ending rhythms.                   
Example (5) is a pasquinade verse with the ‘i’ rhythm.    The pasquinade versewas 
created to criticize that the referendum was just a gimmick for wining elections.                     
 
 
 
                                                 
3  Hong (2003) in her study of cold jokes claims that paraphony is a linguistic trigger in cold jokes but 
not in traditional jokes. 
4  It seems that paraphony may be a new strategy in fields of humor or politics.   49
(5)  (Program:  News  Night  Club;  Date:  96/12/03;  Hostess:  Li  Yan-qiu;  GuestL:  Li 
Jian-nan: Topic: Referendum for the UN) 
 
￿1      GuestL:    國窚崎峖擺第一 一 一 一, 
  guojia  anquan  bai  di  yi  , 
￿2                        經濟搞崅有岥機 機 機 機, 
jingji  gao  hao  you  shengji  , 
￿3                        入聯公投假議題 題 題 題, 
ru  lian  gongtou  jia  yiti  , 
￿4                        選舉花招沒意罳 罳 罳 罳, 
xuanju  huazhao  mei  yiyi  , 
￿5                        獨岷不成, 
duli  bu  cheng  , 
￿6                        更孤岷 岷 岷 岷。 
geng  guli  。 
7                        @ 
 
In this pasquinade, the last word in each line rhymed with one another: yi (一), ji (機), 
ti (題), yi (罳), and li (岷).    By pasquinade, the critic not only criticized politicians but 
also produced laughter (in Line 7) in the discourse.    We find out that the speaker also 
showed up in 2100 People All Talk, and he also used one or two pasquinades to attack 
politicians.    However,  his  pasquinades  did  not  produce  collective  humor  in  2100 
People  All  Talk.    The  reason  may  be  that  News  Night  Club  is  more  hilarious  or 
humorous than that in 2100 People All Talk.     
In term of News Google, we find out only one case, and this pasquinade was quite 
short, with two sentences long.         
 
(6) (Program: News Google; Date: 97/01/25; Hostess: Vivian Wang; GuestZh: Zhong 
Nian-huang; Topic: Ma’s green card) 
 
￿1    GuestZh:    馬秺九耰尦亮 亮 亮 亮,   
Ma  Ying-jiu  xiang  yueliang  , 
￿2                      初一十五不一樣 樣 樣 樣。 
chu  yi  shi  wu  bu  yiyang  。   50
Two words carried rhythm in this sarcastic poem: liang (亮) and yang (樣), with the 
‘ang’ rhythm.    The pasquinade was produced to mock Ma Ying-jiu (馬秺九) that he 
always changed his statements from time to time, just like yue liang ‘the moon’ (尦亮), 
which changed its appearance from day to day.    Since being changeable is harmful to 
politicians’ image, it meant to do harm to Ma’s personality.                 
  Pasquinade produced a metrical effect and might allow for easier memorization of 
the  proposition  by  the  audience.    However,  pasquinade  requires  either  careful 
preparation  by  the  participants  or  requires  one  to  have  greater  creativity  or  to  be 
knowledgeable in literature.    Hence it was found in only a few participants’ speech, 
especially those attending News Night Club. 
 
3.2.1.4 Summary 
There were only 13 examples of phonological strategies in our databank, listed in 
Table 3-1.    It seems  that  the  talk show participants rarely employed phonology to 
vilify others.                         
                               
Table 3-1 Phonological Strategies 
Program  Homophony  Paraphony  Pasquinade  Total 
2100 People All 
Talk     
0 (0 %)  1 (25 %)  2 (28.6 %)  3 (23.1 %) 
News  Night 
Club 
2(100 %)  1 (25 %)  4 (57.1 %)  7 (53.8 %) 
News Google  0 (0 %)  2 (50 %)  1 (14.3 %)  3 (23.1 %) 
Total  2  4  7  13 
 
From Table 3-1, we can see that pasquinade was the most frequently used strategy 
among  the  three  attack  tactics.    Second,  almost  all  the  three  strategies  had  higher 
frequency in News Night Club than those in the other two programs.    As phonological 
strategies usually involve greater creativity and ability to associate phonological forms 
and their meanings, in spontaneous talk, unless the participants are well versed or fully   51
prepared for the topic, it is harder for them to employ such strategies on the spot.    In 
addition, we notice that most of the phonological stratetgies not only showed creativity 
of language use, they were also a source of humor.    By this perspective, News Night 
Club  created  much  more  conversational  humor  than  the  other  two  talk  shows  by 
phonological strategies.               
                     
3.2.2 Morphological Strategy 
        A  morpheme  is  ‘the  smallest  meaningful  component  of  a  word’  (Spencer 
2001:214).    Intentional  false  or  irregular  analysis  of  morphemes  produces  humor 
(Pepicello  and  Weisberg  1983,  Hong  2003),  but  we  find  out  that  false  or 
pseudo-analysis  of  morphemes  also  accomplishes  verbal  aggression.    Using 
morphology to attack others is not a common strategy in the political talk show, since 
there are only two examples in our data, and example (7) is one of the two cases.     
In example (7), the show participants put their attack focus on Chen Shui-bian (鄉
尯扁), the former President of Republic of China (R.O.C), and other DPP politicians 
who did not care about people’s livelihood.                       
         
(7) (Program: News Night Club; Date: 96/10/16; Hostess: Li Yan-qiu; GuestJ: Jiang 
Min-qin; Topic: Referendum campaign for the UN) 
 
1    GuestJ:    稊保官位爭扁寵, 
yao  bao  guanwei  zheng  bian  chong  , 
2                    想稊保住官位, 
xiang  yao  bao  zhu  guanwei  , 
3                    抱阿扁的<E LP E>, 
bao  A-bian  de  <E LP E> 
￿4                    不顧岙岥 岙岥 岙岥 岙岥, 
bu  gu  minsheng  , 
￿5                    岙岥 岙岥 岙岥 岙岥講的是岙岥東翔 岙岥東翔 岙岥東翔 岙岥東翔啦! 
minsheng  jiang  de  shi  minsheng  donglu  la  ! 
6    Hostess:    <@鄻呵呵@>,   52
<@ o  he  he  @> 
7                    聬啦, 
dui  la  , 
￿8                    現峹還窙得阿扁稊搬離岙岥東翔 岙岥東翔 岙岥東翔 岙岥東翔的官邸, 
xianzai  hai  hai  de  A-bian  yao  ban  li  minsheng  donglu 
de  guandi  , 
9                    才能夠到高雄屢買一積房子, 
cai  nenggou  dao  gaoxiong  qu  mai  yige  fangzi  , 
10                  我穆的一積總統淪羈到這樣啊… 
women  de  yi  ge  zongtong  lunluo  dao  zheyang  a  … 
 
Min sheng ‘people’s livelihood’ (岙岥) in Line 4 is intentionally and falsely analyzed 
to be min sheng dong lu (岙岥東翔), which referred to the title of the road where Chen 
Shui-bian’s presidential residence is located.    The reanalysis or morphemes not only 
produced laughter (Line 6) but also satirized Chen Shui-bian because Chen lived in 
such a high-level residence but did not care about how his people lived.    The verbal 
joke devaluated Chen that he was so selfish a President that did not deserve such an 
honored position.       
        In general, morphological reanalysis rarely happened in our databank.    Table 3-2 
presents the distribution of morphology reanalysis in the three programs.       
         
Table 3-2 Morpholigical Strategy 
Program  Morphological Reanalysis 
2100 People All Talk      0 (0%) 
News Night Club      2 (100%) 
News Google        0 (0%) 
Total  2 
 
It  can  be  seen  that  morphological  reanalysis  is  very  rare  as  a  linguistic  choice  in 
political talk shows.    Further, the strategy only appeared in News Night Club.    If we 
compare the phonological strategies summarized in Table 3-1, we find out that the 
participants in News Night Club employ more creative strategies in attacking others.     53
Moreover, morphological reanalysis is one source of humor (Hong 2003).    The two 
cases in our databank both produced conversational humor.    It may be concluded that 
the atmosphere in News Night Club was more hilarious and more conversational than 
the other two talk shows.              .         
 
3.2.3 Lexical Strategies 
Lexical  strategies  involve  word  or  phrase  level  of  linguistic  expressions  to 
perform persuasive attacks.    Kaukiainen et al. (2001:18) give the definition of direct 
aggression as ‘straightforward attacks that are often visible, disruptive, and frightening 
even to the spectators’, while indirect aggression is defined as ‘a type of behavior in 
which the perpetrator attempts to inflict pain in such a manner that he or she [often] 
makes it seem as though there has been no intention to hurt at all’ (Bĵürkqvist et al., 
1992:118).    To  be  clearer,  Valles  and  Knutson  (2008)  suggest  that  the  indirect 
aggressor often harm others by circumlocutory tactics and avoid direct confrontation, 
while in direct aggression, the aggressor confronts the target directly.    In our data, 
lexical strategies can be further classified into more direct strategy, i.e., word-level 
expressions, and less direct strategies, i.e., idioms and multi-word expressions.    It is 
noted  that  not  all  the  lexical  choices  for  verbal  attack  were  negative  in  their  core 
meaning,  although  most  of  them  were  actually  pejorative  in  meaning.    Besides 
negative expressions, the talk show participants also employed expressions that were 
neutral  or  even  positive  in  the  core  meaning  to  denigrate  others.    When  the 
participants used neutral or positive expressions to degrade others, they meant to create 
an ironic effect.    In our result, neutral (84/630, 13.3%) or positive (44/630, 0.7%) 
expressions were not as commonly used as negative (502/630, 86%) ones.    In the 
following  we  will  present  a  detailed  discussion  of  the  word-level,  idiom,  and   54
multi-level expressions.                           
   
3.2.3.1 Word-level Expression 
Word-level  expressions  contain  single  lexemes,  compounds,  two-word 
combincations,  and  phrasal  verbs  which  are  not  formulaic  or  conventionalized 
expressions (Wray 2002).    Wray (2002) contends that an expression is formulaic or not 
depends on  its place  on  a continuum  from  being  completely fixed, i.e.,  idioms  and 
multi-word expressions, to being more compositional.       
Our result showed that lexical direct attack is more common than indirect lexical 
strategys, because word-level expressions constituted over half of the lexical category 
(474/630,  75.2%).    Example  (8)  illustrates  an  illustration  of  word-level  expressions 
that are negative in their core meanings.       
 
(8) (Program: 2100 People All Talk; Date: 96/10/25; Host: Li Tao; GuestL: Li Jian-nan; 
Topic: DPP’s corruption) 
 
1      GuestL:    我覺得岙進黨執政, 
wo  juede  Minjintang  zhizheng  , 
2                      屆分三積階段: 
ta  fen  san  ge  jieduan  : 
￿3                      屆第一積階段是無能 無能 無能 無能的階段, 
ta  di  yi  ge  jie  duan  shi  wuneng  de  jiduan  , 
￿4                      屆那積時穎專講大羼 講大羼 講大羼 講大羼, 
ta  nage  shihou  zhuan  jiang  dahua  , 
5                      那積時穎屆沒有經驗耽, 
nage  shihou  ta  mei  you  jingyan  ma  , 
￿6                      第二積階段屆已經無尚 無尚 無尚 無尚了, 
di  er  ge  jieduan  ta  yijing  wuxin  le  , 
￿7                      屆已經不執政 不執政 不執政 不執政了, 
ta  yijing  bu  zhizheng  le  , 
￿8                      屆那時穎專講謊羼 講謊羼 講謊羼 講謊羼, 
ta  na  shihou  zhuan  jiang  huanghua  , 
9                      現峹變成什麼?   55
xianzai  bian  cheng  sheme  ? 
￿10                    變成無窹 無窹 無窹 無窹的階段啊! 
bian  cheng  wuchi  de  jieduan  a  ! 
 
The  speaker  criticized  DPP  party  directly  by  using  several  words:  wu  neng  ‘be 
impotent’(無能), jiang da hua ‘to brag’ (講大羼), wu xin ‘without the desire’(無尚), 
jiang  huang  hua  ‘to  tell  lies’(講謊羼),  and  wu  chi  ‘be  shameless’(無窹).    Those 
usuage were extremely harmful to DPP party’s positive image.         
As previously discussed, very few cases of neutral and positive expressions were 
also  used  to  vilify  others.    Example  (9)  exemplifies  a  neutral  expression  and  (10) 
exemplifies a positive one.    In (9), the hostess criticized the DPP party ironically.       
       
(9)  (Program:  News  Night  Club;  Date:  96/10/12;  Hostess:  Li  Yan-qiu;  Topic: 
Presidential election) 
 
1    Hostess:      酧是你沒有經濟的聲耮, 
jiushi  ni  meiyou  jingji  de  muliao  , 
2                          你沒有經濟上的政策, 
ni  meiyou  jingji  shang  de  zhengce  , 
3                          所层告訴大窚, 
suoyi  gaosu  dajia  , 
4                          經濟是小事, 
jingji  shi  xiaoshi  , 
5                          總統不岦廛了, 
zongtong  buyong  guan  le  , 
6                          是不是這樣子? 
shi  bu  shi  zhe  yang  zi  ? 
￿7                          屆鄆關 鄆關 鄆關 鄆關大概, 
ta  biguan  dagai  , 
￿8                          神翢 神翢 神翢 神翢的時間也庞長的我覺得… 
shenyou  de  shijian  ye  man  zhang  de  wo  juede  … 
 
In this case, the hostess made a dig at the DPP presidential candidate that he did not   56
focus on important issues like economy but rather stayed at home and did nothing exept 
for meaningess mental thinking.       
 
(10) (Program: News Google; Date: 97/02/01; Hostess: Vivian Wang; GuestZh: Zhong 
Nian-huang; Topic: Ma’s green card) 
 
1    GeustZh:    我覺得鄻,   
wo  juede  o  , 
2                      屲灣我穆层前講弻有經濟奇蹟,   
Taiwan  women  yiqian  jiang  shuo  you  jingji  qiji  , 
3                      我鄦近才發現弻,   
wo  zuijin  cai  faxian  shuo  , 
￿4                      我發現鄦近屒現一積屭馬秺九奇蹟 奇蹟 奇蹟 奇蹟, 
wo  faxian  zuijin  chuxian  yi  ge  jiao  Ma  Ying-jiu 
qiji  , 
5    Hostess:    嗯 
en   
￿6    GuestZh:    為什麼屭馬秺九奇蹟 奇蹟 奇蹟 奇蹟?   
weisheme  jiao  Ma  Ying-jiu  qiji  ? 
7                      馬秺九弻謊不是新开,   
Ma  Ying-jiu  shuohuang  bu  shi  xinwen  , 
8    Hostess:    嗯 
en   
9    GuestZh:    屆不是第一次弻謊,   
ta  bushi  di  yi  ci  shuohuang  , 
10                    屣是,   
keshi  , 
11                    屲灣的政治人物我看翬國岙黨岙進黨,   
Taiwan  de  zhengzhi  renwu  wo  kan  bian  Kuomintang 
Minjintang  , 
12                    很峿檯稫上的政治人物,   
henduo  taimian  shang  de  zhengzhi  renwu  , 
13                    很少有一積人耰屆弻謊弻這麼峿次, 
                        henshao  you  yi  ge  ren  xiang  ta  shuohuang  shuo 
zheme  duo  ci  , 
14                    還得到,   
hai  dedao  ,   57
15                    這麼峿選岙的尟持… 
zheme  duo  xuanmin  de  zhichi  … 
 
The irony implication in (11) was obvious.    The speaker intentionally used a positive 
noun—qi ji ‘miracle’ (奇蹟)—to mock the politician at issue by irony. 
        In sum, talk show participants employed not only negative word choices but also 
neutral and positive word choices in vilification.             
 
3.2.3.2 Idiom 
        Giving idioms an adequate definition is problematic (Ji 2007).    A common sense 
of idiom is a group of words which meaning can not be entirely derived from the 
individual words comprising them (Shi 2005, Hornby 2005, Sanford 2008).    Like the 
idiom  in  any  other  languages,  Chinese  idioms,  or  cheng  yu  ( 成 張 ),  are 
conventionalized  expressions  in  Chinese,  and  the  peculiar  meaning  of  a  cheng  yu 
cannot  be  predicted  by  simply  applying  semantic  and  syntactic  analyses  to  the 
constituents (Ji 2007).    In fact, different degrees of conventionality might be the most 
crucial factor differentiating idioms from the other lexigraphic practices such as cliché, 
sayings, proverbs, or fixed phrases since the concept of conventionality is ‘basically a 
matter of degree’ (Ji 2007:3).                                         
Therefore, we separate idioms and other multi-word expressions apart based on 
their  degree  of  conventionalization.    To  determine  whether  a  form  has  been 
conventionalized  or  not,  we  also  refer  to  an  officially  authorized    online  idiom 
dictionary:Dictionary  of  Chinese  Idioms  ( 教 育 部 成 張 典 ) 
(http://dict.idioms.moe.edu.tw/),which  is  officially  authorized  by  the  Ministry  of 
Education (教育部) of R.O.C.         
In our databank, most the idioms for attacks are conventionally negative by the 
Dictionary of Chinese Idioms, as example (11) illustrates. 
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(11) (Program: 2100 People All Talk; Date: 96/10/22; Host:  Li Tao; GuestY: Yang 
Xian-hong; Topic: DPP’s corruption) 
 
1      GuestY:    整積政府其聧基岓上鄻, 
zhengge  zhengfu  qishi  jiben  shang  o  , 
2                        我強為搞入聯這些動作鄻, 
wo  renwei  gao  rulian  zhe  xie  dongzuo  o  , 
￿3                      已經變成是聲東擊西 聲東擊西 聲東擊西 聲東擊西了, 
yijing  bian  cheng  shi  sheng  dong  ji  xi  le  , 
4      Host:        嗯 
en 
￿5      GuestY:    耖防的是東窗事發 東窗事發 東窗事發 東窗事發… 
yufang  de  shi  dong  chuang  shi  fa  … 
 
The speaker used two Chinese idioms: sheng dong ji xi ‘to make a feint in the east and 
then attack in the west’ (聲東擊西) and dong chuang shi fa ‘some trickery has been 
exposed’ (東窗事發) to criticize that the DPP government used deceitful tricks to make 
their people believe what they were doing was for the UN referendum, but the fraud 
had been seen through and exposed to the public.   
Positive  idioms,  despite  their  low  requency,  were  also  used  by  the  talk  show 
participants, and they carried an ironic effect.    Example (12) is one of the examples:     
   
(12)  (Program:  2100  People  All  Talk;  Date:  96/10/22;  Host:  Li  Tao;  GuestL:  Li 
Jian-nan; Topic: Chen Shui-bian’s lawsuit) 
 
1  GuestL:    這積一來一往之間穸, 
zhege  yi  lai  yi  wang  zhijian  na  , 
2                  大概稊拖峿久, 
dagai  yao  tuo  duojiu  , 
3                  酧不知翣了, 
jiu  bu  zhidao  le  , 
4                  峹專制時屈鄻, 
zai  zhuanzhi  shidai  o  , 
￿5                    這積羱釋屭公忠體國 公忠體國 公忠體國 公忠體國, 
zhege  jieshi  jiao  gong  zhong  ti  guo  ,   59
6    Host:        嗯。 
en  。 
7                    很體聫罶意, 
henticha    shengyi  , 
8                    罶意酧是稊拖,   
shengyi  jiushi  yao  tuo  , 
9 GuestL:      專制時屈, 
zhuanzhi  shidai  , 
10                  這, 
zhe  , 
11                  是一積了不起的法官… 
shi  yi  ge  le  bu  qi  de  faguan  … 
 
In this excerpt, the speaker depicted the faguan ‘judge’ (法官) in Chen Shui-bian’s 
lawsuit  to  be  gong  zhong  ti  guo  ‘loyal  and  patriotic’  (公忠體國).    According  to 
regular usage and Dictionary of Chinese Idiom, the idiom gon zhong ti guo is a very 
positive  idiom for praise.    However,  the  idiom in (12) carried ironic and opposite 
meaning.    The speaker actually criticized the judge that he did not obey the neutrality 
demand but rather showed undue favor to Chen Shui-bian.    Clues of the speaker’s 
judgmental tone were shown at least in Line 2 and Line 4.    In Line 2, the speaker 
claimed that the judge purposefully tuo ‘to delay or prolong (the lawsuit)’ (拖), which 
was a negative description.    In Line 4, guestL argued that the judge would be praised 
to  be  very  loyal  and  patriotic  to  his  emperor  if  he  were  in  the  zhuan  zhi  shi  dai 
‘autocratic age’ (專制時屈), and it was very ironic to the judge’s professional demand 
and personality.                                           
 
3.2.3.3 Multi-word Expression 
        Multi-word  expressions  are  phrasal  expressions  that  are  semantically  or 
syntactically  inseperable  meaning  units  (Koprowski  2005)  that  require  interactive 
studies of both lexemes and grammatical structures.    In our data, they referred to fully 
or partially fixed expressions that are formulaic in forms and couldn’t be derived of the   60
meanings from their constituents (Allerton 1984).     
To  differenciate  multi-level  expressions  from  idioms,  which  are  also  formulaic 
linguistic forms, we argue that idioms should be found in the Dictionary of Chinese 
Idioms,  and those  which  can  not be  found in  the Dictionary of Chinese Idioms are 
multi-level  expressions.    Examples  (13)  and  (14)  are  such  examples  of  multi-level 
expressions for attack.    It is noted that example (14) carried ironic implication.        .       
 
(13) (Program: News Night Club; Date: 96/10/16; Hostess: Li Yan-qiu; GuestC: Cai 
Wei; Topic: Campaign for the UN) 
 
    1    GuestC:      …我穆講岭了,   
…wo  men  jiang  bai  le  , 
2                      岙進黨這批人, 
Minjintang  zhe  pi  ren  , 
3                      屆是, 
ta  shi  , 
4                      你愛怎麼罵你屢罵啊, 
ni  ai  zenme  ma  ni  qu  ma  a  , 
5                      酧是, 
jiushi  , 
6                      我贏了, 
wo  ying  le  , 
7                      <T 不然你想怎樣?T>, 
<T buran  ni  xiang  zenyang  ?T> 
8                      反岗酧是弻, 
fanzheng  jiushi  shuo  , 
9                      有權不岦, 
you  quan  buyong  , 
10                    翫醸作癈。 
guoqi  zuofei  。 
11    Hostess:    <@哈哈哈哈@> 
<@    ha  ha  ha  ha  @> 
12    GuestC    基岓上屆酧是這樣子啊, 
jiben  shang  ta  jiu  shi  zhe  yang  zi  a  , 
13                    ..有屳羼屭做:   61
..you  ju  hua  jiao  zuo  : 
￿14                    你秵不稊臉 你秵不稊臉 你秵不稊臉 你秵不稊臉, 
ni  ruo  buyao  lian  , 
￿15                    萬事屣為耽 萬事屣為耽 萬事屣為耽 萬事屣為耽… 
wanshi  ke  wei  ma  …       
 
The speaker in this case used a slang to describe that the DPP party were bu yao lian 
‘shameless’ (不稊臉) so there was nothing they were dare not to do.         
 
(14) (Program: News Night Club; Date: 96/09/14; Hostess: Li Yan-qiu; GuestCh: Chen 
Yan-bo; Topic: Referundum for the UN) 
 
    1    GuestCh:    其聧鄉尯扁已經耖言了耽, 
qishi  Chen  Shui-bian  yijing  yuyan  le  ma  , 
2                        耖言是弻, 
yuyan  shi  shuo  , 
3                        反岗我穆這積公投完什麼事都不會發岥, 
fanzheng  wo  men  zhe  ge  gong  tou  wan  sheme  shi 
dou  buhui  fasheng  , 
4    Hostess:      聬 
dui 
5    GuestCh:    那請問一下, 
na  qingwen  yi  xia  , 
6                      什麼事都不發岥那幹麼做這積公投? 
sheme  shi  dou  bu  fa  sheng  na  ganme  zuo  zhe                                                         
                              ge  gongtou  ? 
    28 Hostess:      欵為什麼稊這麼, 
                              e    wei  she  me  yao  zhe  me  , 
29                    嚴肅呢? 
                            yan  su  ne  ? 
30                    我穆當然屯是, 
                            women  dang  ran  zhi  shi  , 
31                    阿扁屯是, 
                            A-bian  zhi  shi  , 
    32                    醃, 
e  , 
￿33                    峹屁醶經擁有 峹屁醶經擁有 峹屁醶經擁有 峹屁醶經擁有, 
zaihu  ceng  jing  yong  you  ,   62
￿34                    不岊天長峸久啊 不岊天長峸久啊 不岊天長峸久啊 不岊天長峸久啊? 
bubi  tian  zhang  di  jiu  a  ? 
35                    是不是? 
shi  bu  shi  ? 
 
This case borrowed part of the sentences of the ancient Chinese Tang poetry (穪羶) in 
order to produce ironic effect on Chen Shui-bian’s referemdum policy that Chen did 
not truly promote the referendum campaign.    It is also noteworthy that in Line 28 and 
29 the hostess told the guests not to be so serious about the issue since A-bian himself 
didn’t take it seriously.    The multi-word expressions were ironic to Chen’s credit that 
he didn’t keep his words.    In Benoit and Wells (1996)’s model of persuasive attack, 
increasing the negative effect of someone’s inconsistency of words or deeds is one way 
for attack, and that is the case in this example.                       
             
3.2.3.4 Summary 
        The distribution and frequency of the lexical strategies is listed in the Table 3-3 in 
the following. 
   
            Table 3-3 Lexical Strategies 
Program  Word-level 
expressions 
Idioms  Multi-level 
expressions 
Total 
2100 People All Talk    191 
(75.8%) 
43 
(17.1%) 
18 
(7.1 %) 
252 
(40.0%) 
News Night Club  141 
(56.0%) 
42 
(25.8%) 
20 
(18.2 %) 
163 
(25.9 %) 
News Google  143 
(81.7%) 
21 
(12.0%) 
11 
(6.3 %) 
175 
  (34.1 %) 
Total  475 (75.4%)  106 (16.8%)  49 (7.8%)  630 (100%) 
 
We can see first from Table 3-3 that the word-level attack was the major strategy for 
lexical  attack  (475/630,  75.4%),  while  idioms  (106/630,  16.8%)  and  multi-level 
expressions (49/630, 7.8%) were far from common for verbal aggression.    Second, 
when it comes to program preference, Table 3-3 shows that the three programs all had   63
a larger number of lexical attacks.    Among the three talk shows, 2100 People All Talk 
employed the most cases of lexical attack (252/630, 40%), while News Night Club 
used the  least (163/630, 25.9%).    Although the number of lexical attacks in News 
Night Club was the least, we find out that the frequencies of indirect lexical strategies, 
i.e.,  idioms  (42/163,  42%)  and  multi-level  expressions  (20/163,  18.2%),  were  the 
highest compared with the other two.    This may again account for the creativity of 
News Night Club in language.    In addition, the participants in News Night Club had 
greater tendency  to accomplish their  verbal aggression circuitously.    Their  indirect 
attacks  often  produced  ‘by-products’  such  as  conversational  humor  or  irony 
accompanying attacking effects. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
3.2.4 Syntactic Strategies 
Besides the above tactics, talk show participants also belittled politicians with the 
help  of  syntax.    Syntactic  devices  refer  to  expressions  which  involve  specific 
syntactic structures to facilitate the attack.    The syntactic strategies used for verbal 
attack  were  further  divided  into  two  types  in  our  databank:  reported  speech  and 
non-standard questions.         
           
3.2.4.1 Reported speech 
Reported  speech  is  citations  of  another  person’s  speech  or  words.    There  are 
several functions of reported speech in a talk show.    For the host, reported citation 
enables  him  to  initiate  the  topic  to  the  guests  and  audience.    Moreover,  reported 
speech allows the show participants to follow or retrieve previous speeches when they 
get the speech floor.    That is to say, reported speech builds coherence to the speech 
and to the entire discourse context.    The last but not the least, reported speech enables 
the  speakers  to  vilify  their  opponents  by  using  their  spoken  words  or  unspoken   64
thoughts as proof for argumentation.                                 
        Previous studies (Mayes 1990, Clark  and Gerrig 1990, Lin 1998,  Kuo 2001a) 
suggest that reported speeches can be divided into direct and indirect ones.    There are 
five  syntactical  differences  between  the  two  types  of  quotation:  pronominalization, 
place and time deixis, verb tense, presence of the complementizer ‘that’, and intonation 
(Li  1986).    However,  another  form  of  reported  speech,  i.e.,  hypothetical  reported 
speech, or quotations of unspoken words or thoughts, is found to be the most frequent 
type of citation in our databank (104/226, 46.0%).    In what follows, we discuss direct, 
indirect  and  hypothetical  report  speech  respectively,  with  more  focus  given  to  the 
hypothetical speech.   
 
3.2.4.1.1 Direct Reported Speech 
Direct report speech refers to that where the speaker directly quotes someone’s 
words and keeps the whole quoted material intact, as example (15) illustrates.    The 
speaker in (15) directly cited a politician, Ma Ying-jiu’s (馬秺九) words in order to 
criticize him. 
         
(15) (Program: News Google; Date: 97/01/29; Hostess: Vivian Wang; GuestZh: Zhong 
Nian-huang; Topic: Ma’s green card.) 
 
    1    GuestZh:    其聧馬秺九那積峤機處理是岓來酧是非常不及格的, 
                              qishi  Ma  Ying-jiu  nage  weiji  chuli  shi  ben                                                                                                               
lai  jiushi  feichang  bu  jige  de  , 
2    Hostess:      嗯 
                          en 
￿3    GuestZh:    屆昨天記者會居然講弻 講弻 講弻 講弻: 
ta  zuotian  jizhe  hui  juran  jiang  shuo  : 
￿4                      「 「 「 「謝長廷屯給我這麼短的時間 謝長廷屯給我這麼短的時間 謝長廷屯給我這麼短的時間 謝長廷屯給我這麼短的時間,」 」 」 」 
「 Xie   Zhang-ting   zhi   gei   wo   zheme   duan   de 
shijian  ,」   65
5                        <@這積怎麼會是理岩呢?@> 
<@zhege  zenme  hui  shi  liyou  ne  ?@> 
 
From the deixis, personal pronoun wo ‘I’ (我) in Line 4, we can see that it was a direct 
reported speech because the speaker involved himself to what the original speaker, Ma 
Ying-jiu,  in  the  original  context.    Kuo  (2001a:181)  maintains that  direct quotation 
‘not only creates the rhetorical effect or vividness and immediacy but also establishes 
interpersonal involvement of the original context’.    In addition, she claims that direct 
quotation is also a strategy of evasion for the speaker to ‘disclaim responsibility and 
distance themselves from the source of knowledge.’   
                   
3.2.4.1.2 Indirect Reported Speech 
Whereas the direct reported speech involves in original contexts thus maintains 
both form and content of what the original speaker said, Coulmas (1985) suggests that 
indirect reported speech maintains only the content of what the original speaker said 
instead of the  form.    What follows is an  illustration  that used  indirect citation for 
vilification.   
 
(16) (Program: 2100 People All Talk; Date: 96/10/22; Host: Li Tao; GuestL: Lan Xuan; 
Topic: High price of vegetable) 
 
1    GuestL:    政府有無情冷血的感覺, 
zhengfu  you  wuqing  lengxie  de  ganjue  , 
2                    屆有兩積我聽了非常刺耳的岦辭, 
ta  you  liang  ge  wo  ting  le  feichang  cier  de 
yongci  , 
￿3                    第一積屆弻這些人為什麼不挑便宜的菜峰 屆弻這些人為什麼不挑便宜的菜峰 屆弻這些人為什麼不挑便宜的菜峰 屆弻這些人為什麼不挑便宜的菜峰, 
di  yi  ge  ta  shuo  zhexie  ren  wei  she  me  bu  tiao 
bianyi  de  cai  chi  , 
4                    屆不懂, 
ta  budong  ,   66
5                    那廕口氣酧讓人窚聽起來非常的彎蔑… 
nazhong  kouqi  jiu  rang  renjia  ting  qi  lai  feichang  de 
qingmie  … 
 
The speaker in this example cited the governmental official’s statements in order to 
make judgmental comments on him.    It is noted that the reported speech in Line 3 
was not the exact speech tone and usage of the original speaker, so the citation in Line 
3 was in fact an indirect reported speech instead of a direct one.    Further, the direct 
quotation suspends the speech construction in the context and goes back to the original 
situation, while the indirect quotation integrates the original speech into the following 
situation, like this excerpt showed.                                   
 
3.2.4.1.3 Hypothetical Reported Speech 
        Hypotherical  reported  speech  is  citations  of  unspoken  words  or  thoughts.   
Romaine  and  Lange  (2003:230)  argue  that  ‘Indeed,  in  some  cases,  utterances  are 
reported as qutations of a dialogue that either has not occurred or is never intended to 
occur’.    In the present study, hypothetical reported speech was found to be the most 
frequenct  quotation  form  of  reported  speech  in  talk  shows.    Example  (17) 
demonstrates one case of them.             
   
(17) (Program: 2100 All People Open Talk; Date: 96/10/22; Host: Li Tao; Guest: Chen   
Hui-wen; Topic: High price of vegetable) 
                       
1    GuestCh:    <T 穢穢看蘇聂峖弻的羼鄻，T> 
<T ganggang  kan  Su  Jia-quan  shuo  de  hua  o T>   
￿2                        <T  其聧屆酧是弻 其聧屆酧是弻 其聧屆酧是弻 其聧屆酧是弻:T> 
<T qishi  ta  jiushi  shuo T>   
￿3                        「 「 「 「笨蛋 笨蛋 笨蛋 笨蛋！ ！ ！ ！ 
bendan   
￿4                        你為什麼不屢大賣酏 你為什麼不屢大賣酏 你為什麼不屢大賣酏 你為什麼不屢大賣酏？ ？ ？ ？ 
ni  weisheme  bu  qu  da  maichang     67
￿5                        你為什麼稊屢傳統岃酏 你為什麼稊屢傳統岃酏 你為什麼稊屢傳統岃酏 你為什麼稊屢傳統岃酏？ ？ ？ ？ 
ni  weisheme  yao  qu  chuantong  shichang   
￿6                        笨蛋 笨蛋 笨蛋 笨蛋！ ！ ！ ！ 
bendan   
￿7                        你為什麼不屢買一把五塊的 你為什麼不屢買一把五塊的 你為什麼不屢買一把五塊的 你為什麼不屢買一把五塊的？ ？ ？ ？」 」 」 」 
ni  weisheme  bu  qu  mai  yi  ba  wu  kuai  de 
8                        聬不聬？ 
dui  bu  dui   
￿9                        <T 你是想弻我穆人岙 你是想弻我穆人岙 你是想弻我穆人岙 你是想弻我穆人岙 T>都是笨蛋 都是笨蛋 都是笨蛋 都是笨蛋， ， ， ， 
<T ni  shi  xiang  shuo  women  renmin T> dou  shi  bendan 
T>     
￿10                      窚窱尾婦都笨蛋 窚窱尾婦都笨蛋 窚窱尾婦都笨蛋 窚窱尾婦都笨蛋！ ！ ！ ！ 
jiating  zhufu  dou  bendan   
 
In this example, some words were clear indicators that the reported speech was not real 
but constructed by the speaker.    In Line 2, the sentential adverb qi shi ‘in fact’ (其聧) 
disclosed that what follows was just speculations of GuestCh.    In Line 9, the verb 
xiang ‘to want’ (想) in ni shi xiang  shuo ‘you want to say’(你是想弻) again proved 
that GuestCh’s reported speech was just GuestCh’s self interpretation of the official Su.   
In Line 9 and 10, by using hypothetical reported to refer to ren min ‘people’ (人岙) and 
jia ting zhu fu ‘housewives’ (窚窱尾婦) as ben dan ‘idiots’ (笨蛋), GuestCh meaned to 
enhance the audience’s anger toward Su because accusing others as idiots is a bold 
attack on face and supposed to raise people’s anger.       
 
3.2.4.1.4 Summary 
        There are a total of 226 cases of reported speech in the three programs.    Table 
3-4 presents the three types of reported speech in our databank.       
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Table 3-4 Reported Speech 
Program  Direct  Indirect  Hypothetical  Total 
2100 People All 
Talk     
24 (36.4 %)  13 (19.7 %)  29 (43.9 %)  66 (28.9 %) 
News  Night 
Club 
20 (21.7 %)  25 (27.2 %)  47 (51.1 %)  92 (40.7 %) 
News Google  15 (22.1 %)  25 (36.8 %)  28 (41.1 %)  68 (30.4%) 
Total  59 (26.1%)  63 (27.9%)  104 (46%)  226 (100%) 
 
First, our finding parallels Kuo’s (2001a) finding that politicians use reported speech in 
political discourse to attack their opponents.    Kuo claims that the politician candidates 
use quotations not only to present a positive image of themselves but also to present a 
negative  image  on  their  opponents.    However,  our  finding  revealed  that  the  show 
partcipants did not employ positive quotations for self promotion.    Those quotations 
were used to degrade others only.    It is possible that the show participants are of the 
same identity of political critics.    Unlike politician candidates who need to look for 
voters’ support, there is no need for them to promote themselves by using positive 
citations.    The second fact that is worth noting is the high frequency of hypothetical 
reported  speech  (104/226,  46.0  %).    That  is,  hypothetical  speech  seems  to  be  an 
unmarked strategy for attack in political talk shows.    This result contrasts with Kuo’s 
study that hypothetical reported speech occupies very small proportion in the political 
discourse.    A possible reason is that politicians in debates, in Kuo’s study, cared so 
much about their images that they did not produce citations that have never been said.   
In talk shows, instead, the participants are accustomed to exaggerating information to 
heat up the audience’s emotions, and the messages are not totally correct (Chen 2006).   
In  short,  it  is  interesting  to  know  that  not  every  argument  made  in  the  talk  show 
discourse is based on fact or evicence.    Third, in terms of the show preference, the   69
participants in News Night Club used reported speech the most (92/226, 40.7%), and 
more than half of the quotations were not real (47/92, 51.1%).    We might relate this 
finding to the informal, relaxed style of News Night Club that its participants care less 
about real, proved arguments in argumentation process.                   
 
3.2.4.2 Non-standard Question 
        Ilie (1999) argues that the questions used in the talk show should be divided into 
two  types:  ‘standard’  and  ‘non-standard’  questions.    He  suggests  that  standard 
questions  are  answer-eliciting  and  information-eliciting,  while  non-standard  ones, 
which  include  expository  questions,  rhetorical  questions,  and  echo  questions,  are 
questions that do not exhibit answer-eliciting or information-eliciting.    Instead, they 
are frequently employed by the speakers in an argumentative discourse, esp. talk shows, 
to present subjective and evaluative comments on a topic at issue.   
Amid the non-standard questions, we find out that rhetorical questions and echo 
questions are employed in our databank for verbal attack, whereas expository questions 
are used by the hosts at the beginning of a talk show to introduce a topic for discussion 
as Ilie claims.    As expository questions are not directly employed for attack, in the 
following discussion, we focus on rhetorical questions and echo questions. 
                                                                                                     
3.2.4.2.1 Rhetorical Question 
        Rhetorical questions are questions where answers or information are implicit in the 
question form.    A rhetorical positive question has the illocutionary force of a negative 
assertion, and a rhetorical negative question has the illocutionary force of a positive 
assertion (Han 2002:1).    That is, the rhetorical question is more like an assertion than a 
question.    Zillmann (1972) contends that rhetorical questions would not be used with 
poor  arguments,  since  ‘an  overt  response  to  the  question  would  likely  result  in   70
disagreement  or  undesirable  consequences’  for  the  speaker  (Petty,  Cacioppo,  and 
Heesacker  1981:433).    Therefore,  by  using  rhetorical  questions,  the  speaker  makes 
‘relatively  powerful  arguments’  (Zillmann  1972:164).    Thus,  Petty,  Cacioppo,  and 
Heesacker (1981) suggest that a speaker who uses rhetorical questions would be more 
persuasive  and  powerful  in  his  statements  than  others  who  don’t.    In  talk  shows, 
rhetorical questions are ‘mostly used to shape arguments and influence public opinion, 
partly by defending and/or attacking particular  viewpoints, and partly by striving  to 
reach shared agreement, rather than simply win a debate by imposing one particular 
viewpoint’ (Ilie 1999:979-980).                                 
Rhetorical questions in our study include yes-no question and wh-questions.
5.    An 
example  of  the  yes-no  question  is  given  in  example  (18),  and  (19)  exemplifies  an 
example of the wh-question.       
 
(18) (Program: 2100 All People Open Talk; Host: Li Tao; GuestL: Li Sheng-feng; Date: 
96/10/22; Topic: High price of vegetable) 
 
1    GuestL:      高麗菜不是高貴的東西, 
gaolicai  bushi  gaogui  de  dongxi  , 
2                      高麗菜是我穆岥活中, 
gaolicai  shi  women  shenghuo  zhong  , 
3                      很便宜的, 
hen  bianyi  de  , 
4                      岅常峹岦的東西, 
pingchang  zai  yong  de  dongxi  , 
5                      翫屢酱十塊, 
guoqu  ji  shi  kuai  , 
6                      到現峹兩百塊, 
dao  xianzai  liang  bai  kuai  , 
￿7                      請問你 請問你 請問你 請問你, 
qingwen  ni  , 
                                                 
5  In Section 3.2.5.1 (Presupposition), we will discuss wh-questions which invo semantic presupposition, 
i.e.    Here, the wh-questions include only those which do not involve semantic presupposition.   71
￿8                      你買的下屢嗎 你買的下屢嗎 你買的下屢嗎 你買的下屢嗎? 
ni  mai  de  xiaqu  ma  ? 
9                      這廕的鄻, 
zhezhong  de  o  , 
10                    非常的不貼尚… 
feichang  de  bu  tiexin  … 
 
In the yes-no rhetorical question, the speaker in Line 5 and 6 pointed out the fact that 
the gao li cai ‘cabbage’ (高麗菜) had raised a lot on price, leaving us an impression 
that people should not buy such expensive cabbage at such as a high expense.    Hence, 
the speaker’s following question in Line 7 and 8 did not sound like a standard question 
that asked for an overt answer.    Rather, it is a rhetorical one that implied a preferred, 
expectable mental response that almost no one would buy those expensive cabbages.   
The  speaker  considered  that  the  politician’s  behavior  or  speech  is  very  bu  tie  xin 
‘inconsiderate’ (不貼尚) because the politician did not deal with this problem.         
 
(19) (Program: News Night Club; Date: 96/10/16; Hostess: Li Yan-qiu; GuestC: Cai 
Wei; Topic: Governmental policy of rejoining to the UN) 
   
￿1    GuestC:      你憑什麼 你憑什麼 你憑什麼 你憑什麼? 
ni  ping  sheme   
￿2                        你憑穸 你憑穸 你憑穸 你憑穸一條法律你屣层這樣子秦搞瞎搞 一條法律你屣层這樣子秦搞瞎搞 一條法律你屣层這樣子秦搞瞎搞 一條法律你屣层這樣子秦搞瞎搞? 
ni  ping  na  yi  tiao  falu  ni  ke  yi  zhe  yangzi  hugao 
xiagao  ? 
 
Similarly, the question in (19) was definitely not begging for an overt answer to the 
speaker’s  question.    Instead,  the  critic  just  wanted  to  scold  the  politician  that  he 
should not hu gao xia gao ‘mess things up’ (秦搞瞎搞 秦搞瞎搞 秦搞瞎搞 秦搞瞎搞).         
 
3.2.4.2.2 Echo Question 
        Echo questions are defined as questions that echo a stimulus sentence (Parker and 
Pickeral 1985).    Dumitrescu (1996) claims that echo questions may also convey an   72
attitude of surprise and disbelief with regard to the interlocutor’s preceding utterances.   
Ilie (1999: 980) suggests that an echo question echoes or repeats fully or partially a 
preceding utterance ‘in order to elicit a repetition or a clarification of its unheard or 
misperceived form, or in order to convey a qualification or a challenge or the echoed 
utterance’.    More  important,  he  argues  that  both  echo  questions  and  rhetorical 
questions  are  employed  to  emphasize  the  speaker's  challenging  attitude.    Echo 
questions  are  not  common  in  our  databank.    They  can  be  used  either  by  the  same 
speaker  who  produces  the  stimulus  sentence  or  by  another  speech  participant.   
Example (20) is one of the few cases.    In this illustration, the echo question challenged 
and showed the speaker’s disbelief of the politician at issue.                 
 
(20) (Program: 2100 All People Open Talk; Date: 96/10/22; Host: Li Tao; GuestCh: 
Chen Hui-wen; Topic: High price of vegetable) 
 
    1    GuestCh:  屭張俊雄下屲, 
jiao  Zhang  Jun-xiong  xia  tai  , 
2                      屆弻:「羳稐責的我會稐責。」 
ta  shuo  :「gai  fuze  de  wo  hui  fuze  。」 
￿3                      張俊雄稊稐什麼責峌 張俊雄稊稐什麼責峌 張俊雄稊稐什麼責峌 張俊雄稊稐什麼責峌? 
                            Zhang  Jun-xiong  yao  fu  she  me  zeren  ? 
4                      [<T 觀眾朋友 T>] 
[<T guanzhong  pengyou  T> 
￿5    Host:          [屆稊稐什 屆稊稐什 屆稊稐什 屆稊稐什]麼責峌 麼責峌 麼責峌 麼責峌? 
[ta  yao  fu  she  ]me  zeren  ? 
6    GuestCh:    我穆翫這麼艱秳的尤子, 
wo  men  guo  zhe  me  jian  ku  de  ri  zi  , 
7                      油價庣成這樣我酧不稊弻壞羼了, 
you  jia  zhang  cheng  zhe  yang  wo  jiu  bu  yao 
shuo  huai  hua  le  , 
￿8                      你能稐什麼責峌 你能稐什麼責峌 你能稐什麼責峌 你能稐什麼責峌? 
ni  neng  fu  she  me  ze  ren  ? 
9                      你鄕峿下屲而已啦, 
ni  ding  duo  xia  tai  er  yi  la  ,   73
10                    但是請問, 
danshi  qingwen  , 
11                    張俊雄下屲, 
Zhang  Jun-xiong  xiatai  , 
12                    能夠給人岙崎慰嗎? 
neng  gou  gei  renmin  anwei  ma  ? 
13                    人岙弻鄻你下屲了, 
renmin  shuo  o  ni  xiatai  le  , 
14                    应下屲, 
gun  xiatai  , 
15                    但是物價有<E down E>下來嗎? 
dan  shi  wujia  you  xia  <E down E> xialai  ma  ? 
16                    物價岅穩了嗎? 
wujia  pingwen  le  ma  ? 
￿17                    你弻稊稐什麼責峌 你弻稊稐什麼責峌 你弻稊稐什麼責峌 你弻稊稐什麼責峌? 
ni  shuo  yao  fu  sheme  zeren  ? 
18                    濤穮, 
tao  ge  , 
19                    這廕政治人物<T 講的廃羼,T> 
zhezhong  zhengzhi  renwu  <T jiang  de  feng  hua  T> 
20                    <T 我穆看看,T> 
<T women  kan  kan  T> 
￿21                    稊稐什麼責峌穸 稊稐什麼責峌穸 稊稐什麼責峌穸 稊稐什麼責峌穸? 
yao  fu  sheme  zeren  na  ? 
22    Host:        嗯 
en 
￿23 GuestCh:    你屯能夠应蛋而已你能稐什麼責峌 你能稐什麼責峌 你能稐什麼責峌 你能稐什麼責峌? 
ni  zhi  nenggou  gundan  eryi  ni  neng  fu  she 
me  zeren  ? 
 
In this case, the GuestCh repeatedly echoed one question that asked what responsibility 
the politician Zhang could take charge of.    It  was not  a real question that needed 
Zhang’s answer.    In fact, Zhang could not answer the question since he was absent on 
the spot.    The real meaning of the echo question was that Zhang could not possibly be 
responsible (for the high price of vegetables).    It is noted that the host also echoed 
GuestCh’s echo question, showing more attacks on Zhang.   74
3.2.4.2.3 Summary     
        We collected 604 cases of non-standard questions.    Table 3-5 is a list of these 
non-standard questions in our databank.     
                   
Table 3-5 Non-standard Questions 
Program  Rhetorical  Echo    Total 
2100  People  All 
Talk     
252 (96.6 %)  9 (3.4 %)  261 (43.2 %) 
News Night Club  188 (97.4 %)  5 (2.6 %)  193 (32.0 %) 
News Google  145 (96.0 %)  6 (4.0 %)  151 (24.8%) 
Total  585 (96.9%)  20 (3.1%)  604 (100%) 
 
It can be found that non-standard questions were commonly used in political talk show.   
What is more, rhetorical questions are far more than echo questions (585, 96.9% v.s 20, 
3.1%).    Ilie (1999) contends that the frequent use of the rhetorical question is one 
point that differ talk show from other traditional institutional discourse such as news 
interviews.    He  contends  that  rhetorical  questions  are  ruled  out  from  institutional 
context because they are too subjective and biased.     
        Rhetorical questions and echo questions own different functions.    Ilie argues that 
rhetorical questions are argumentative (message-, interlocutor-, and audience-oriented).   
They  consist  in  the  addresser’s  personal  involvement  by  advancing,  supporting, 
negotiating,  or  refuting  the  speaker’s  own  arguments.    On  the  other  hand,  echo 
questions are argument-eliciting (interlocutor-oriented), which means to draws more 
arguments from the interlocutor, like what the interviewer does in the news interview.   
However, in our cases of echo questions for attack, we find out that echo questions do 
not just trigger the interlocutor’s reasons for argument without making judgments.    In 
fact, since the main function of these echo questions is attack, it already has expressed 
subjective meaning.    In sum, by asking non-standard questions, talk show participants   75
were able to negotiate their roles with the host as Ilie claims.                                                         
 
3.2.5 Semantic Strategies 
        Semantic  strategies  are  concerned  with  how  speakers  employ  comparisons 
between events with more abstract concepts by conceptual mappings.    The semantic 
strategies identified in our databank included metaphor, metonymy, and analogy.                     
               
3.2.5.1 Metaphor 
        There were 171 cases of metaphors in total.    Whereas Kuo (2003) only discusses 
animal  metaphors  in  political  debates,  our  result  reveals  other  kinds  of  political 
metaphors.    Several concepts of politics are involved in those metaphors, including 
the nature of politics, political interests, politicians’ ability and personal image, and 
how  the  country  or  institution  is  embodied.    Here  are  the  metaphors  employed: 
POLITICS  IS  COMPETITION,  POLITICS  IS  DRAMA  PERFORMANCE, 
INTERESTS ARE ADVANTAGEOUS SUBSTANCES, FAILURE OR ATTACK IS 
BODILY  INJURY,  POLITICIANS  ARE  ANIMALS,  POLITICIANS  ARE 
STUDENTS OR CHILDREN, THE COUNTRY OR INSTITUTION IS A MACHINE 
OR AN ORGANISM, and OTHERS.    Each of the metaphors will be discussed in the 
following. 
       
POLITICIS IS COMPETITION 
In our data, politics was compared to war (戰), relay (接力賽), debate (辯論賽), 
and baseball games (釅球賽) to emphasize the essence of competition.    War, relay, 
debate, or sports share some similarities:    There are at least two sides competing with 
each other for win.    People in the same side are supposed to help team members and 
come up with strategies to defeat their enemies.    Example (21) is a case of the relay   76
metaphor.   
 
(21) (Program: News Night Club; Date: 96/10/12;; Hostess: Li Yan-qiu; Guest: Chen 
Huo-wang; Topic: Presidential election) 
 
1    Guest:        …謝長廷峘不屒來的羼， 
…Xie  Zhang-ting  zai  bu  chulai  de  hua, 
2                      那岙進黨酧稊選舉了, 
na  Minjintang  jiu  yao  xuanju  le,   
3                      ..聬不聬？  
..dui  bu  dui? 
￿4                我覺得屆穆是峹玩接力賽 接力賽 接力賽 接力賽啦, 
wo  juede  ta  men  shi  zai  wan  jie  li  sai  la,   
￿5                崇果弻鄉尯扁峕岥屒來的羼 崇果弻鄉尯扁峕岥屒來的羼 崇果弻鄉尯扁峕岥屒來的羼 崇果弻鄉尯扁峕岥屒來的羼, , , ,       
ru  guo  shuo  Chen  Shui-bian  xian  sheng  chulai  de 
hua,   
￿6                  謝長廷酧屣层不岦屒來 謝長廷酧屣层不岦屒來 謝長廷酧屣层不岦屒來 謝長廷酧屣层不岦屒來; ; ; ;       
Xie  Zhang-ting  jiu  ke  yi  bu  yong  chulai,   
￿7                      謝長廷峕岥屒來的羼 謝長廷峕岥屒來的羼 謝長廷峕岥屒來的羼 謝長廷峕岥屒來的羼, , , , 
Xie  Zhang-ting  xian  sheng  chulai  de  hua; 
￿8                鄉尯扁峕岥酧 鄉尯扁峕岥酧 鄉尯扁峕岥酧 鄉尯扁峕岥酧＝ ＝ ＝ ＝       
Chen  Shui-bian  xian  sheng  jiu= 
9                      @ 
10    Hostess: <@是誰峹選穸!@>   
                            shi  shei  zai  xuan  na  ! 
 
The guest in (21) compared the election to the jie li sai ‘relay contest’ (接力賽) ) ) ), which 
is a sport game for group members to cooperate and take turns to win the relay..    In 
this case, politics was like a relay game because the critic observed that when the DPP 
politician Chen Shui-bian (鄉尯扁) came out, another DPP politician Xie Zhang-tin 
(謝長廷)  would  not  show  up;  when  Xie  came  out,  Chen  would  not  show  up.    It 
looked like they were relay players.    In fact, the metaphor was used to mock that 
Chen and Xie did not see eye to eye to each other so that they did want to see each 
other on the same occasion.           77
 
POLITICS IS DRAMA PERFORMANCE       
        Since politicians employ gimmicks to win support, what they do or say may be 
compared to various kinds of performance, such as Chinese comic dialogue (相聲), 
sequel drama (連續劇), song (庐), symphony (岾響曲), two-man comic show (雙簧), 
stage canopy (戲野), or dancing (弎).    On the other hand, politicians themselves are 
described as actors (库穵), clowns (小丑), and villains (壞人).    In sum, politics is like 
a stage for political actors for kinds of performances.    Example (22) illustrates our 
point.     
 
(22) (Program: News Google; Date: 97/01/18; Host: Vivian Wang; GuestL: Lin Yu-hui; 
Topic: KMT’s assembly adjournment)   
 
    1    Hostess:    我覺得國岙黨現峹屯稊怎麼想,   
wo  juede  Kuomintang  xianzai  zhiyao  zenme  xiang  , 
2                    絕聬辦得到,   
juedui  ban  de  dao  , 
3                    峴為屆穆擁有這麼大的翊源,   
yinwei  tamen  yongyou  zheme  da  de  ziyuan  , 
4                    這麼峿的窮次,   
zheme  duo  de  xici  , 
5                    所层屆穆酧決定弻,   
suoyi  tamen  jiu  jueding  shuo  , 
6                    二尦一羙選積岗副院長耽,   
er  yue  yi  hao  xuan  ge  zheng  fu  yuanzhang  ma  , 
7                    然後二尦二十六羙開議,   
ranhou  er  yue  er  shi  liu  hao  kaiyi  , 
8                    開三天,   
kai  san  tian  , 
9                    然後酧峈窾, 
                      ranhou  jiu  xiuxi  , 
10                  一直酧峈到三尦二十二羙大選完,   
yizhi  jiu  xiu  dao  san  yue  er  shi  er  hao  daxuan 
wan  ,   78
11                  這什麼尚幠啊? 
zhe  sheme  xintai  a  ? 
￿12    GuestL:  這酧是库戲 库戲 库戲 库戲啊!   
zhe  jiushi  yanxi  a  ! 
￿13                  酧這段時間峕库 库 库 库得假假 假假 假假 假假給你看… 
jiu   zheduan   shijian   xian   yan   de   jia   jia   gei   ni 
kan  … 
 
The speaker in (22) criticized that KMT politicians were like actors, and what they said 
or did was not trustworthy since it was just play.   
 
POLITICAL BENEFIT IS ADVANTAGEOUS SUBSTANCES 
To win the competition and get away from political failure, politicians must come 
up with attractive ideas such as advantages to win voters’ support.    Those ideas are 
compared to concrete substance such as the vitamin (廸屆命), ATM machine (醚金機), 
big cake (大餅), life buoy (救岥圈), or protection unbrella (保護鄤) which are all 
beneficial  to  people’s  life  or  livelihood.    However,  those  metaphors  are  used  in  a 
negative light if the advantages are not legitimate or practicable, like (23) shows in the 
following.         
 
(23) (Program: News Night Club; Date: 96/09/14; Host: Li Yan-qiu; Guest: Huang 
Chuang-xia; Topic: Political campaign)     
         
1    GuestH:    峴為我穆每次選總統都是三尦, 
yinwei  wo  men  mei  ci  xuan  zongtong  dou  shi  san 
yue， 
2    Hostess:    嗯。 
en. 
3    GuestH:  然後前稫有積二二八， 
ranhou  qian  mian  you  ge  er  er  ba,   
4    Hostess:    鄻。 
o.   79
￿5    GuestH:    峹投票前兩積禮拜酧是醚金機 醚金機 醚金機 醚金機， 
zai  toupiao  qian  liangge  libai  jiushi  tikuanji,   
6    Hostess:    …(N)啊哈！ 
…(N) a  ha!   
￿7    GuestH:    酧岭色窺怖酧是醚金機 醚金機 醚金機 醚金機。 
jiu  baise  kongbu  jiushi  tikuanji. 
 
In (23), the guest compared the 228 Incident to be the ti kuan ji ‘ATM machine’ (醚金
機) for the DPP politicians to withdraw money from.    The 228 Incident was beneficial 
and advantageous to the DPP since it usually stirs some Taiwanese’s anger toward the 
KMT.         
 
POLITICAL FAILURE OR ATTACK IS BODILY INJURY 
        In the political combat, failure or attack is compared to bodily injury, such as:  尕
醑(slap on the face), brain concussion (羃震盪), to kick someone on the foot (罿), to 
be  lame  (跛罿),  to  shoot  to  death  (窠殺),  or  to  decapitate  (殺頭).    Example  (24) 
shows such a use of DPP’s fiasco on the 2007 legislative election: 
 
(24) (Program: News Google; Date: 97/01/18; Hostess: Vivian Wang; Guest: Cai   
Qi-chang; Topic: Failure of the legislator election) 
 
1    Guest:  我穆想給岙進黨教訓， 
women  xiang  gei  Minjintang  jiaoxun,   
2                峴為你穆亂講羼， 
yinwei  nimen  luan  jiang  hua,   
3                講錯羼， 
jiang  cuo  hua,   
￿4                我穆想給你一尕醑 一尕醑 一尕醑 一尕醑， 
women  xiang  gei  ni  yi  bazhang, 
￿5             沒想到一尕醑岌下屢羃震盪 一尕醑岌下屢羃震盪 一尕醑岌下屢羃震盪 一尕醑岌下屢羃震盪， 
mei  xiang  dao  yi  bazhang  da  xiaqu  naozhendang,   
￿6                送到展護病房 送到展護病房 送到展護病房 送到展護病房， 
songdao  jiahu  bingfang,     80
￿7                奄奄一窾 奄奄一窾 奄奄一窾 奄奄一窾。 
yanyan  yixi. 
 
The speaker in this case said that some people did not vote DPP politicians because 
they were very disappointed at DPP and wanted to teach DPP a mild lesson.    The mild 
lesson was compared to yi ba zhang ‘a slap on the face’ (一尕醑).    But the fact that 
they did not know their choice turned out to be DPP’s fiasco on the election and caused 
serious damage to the party that it can barely live.                           
             
POLITICIANS ARE ANIMALS             
In terms of politicians’ personality or image, it is found that they are compared to 
animals like the worm, hedgehog, cat, dog, pig, or tiger.    Talk show participants also 
use a more general term to denigrate politicians, such as dong wu ‘animals’ (動物), ye 
shou  ‘beasts’(郿獸)  and  qin  shou  ‘beasts’  (禽獸)  without  specifying  the  specific 
species of the animal, like example (25) shows in the following.               
 
(25)  (Program:  2100  People  All  Talk;  Date:  96/10/22;  Host:  Li  Tao;  GuestL:  Li 
Jian-nan; Topic: High price of vegetables)                 
 
1    GuestL:        所层我覺得人岙鄦大的痛秳酧是什麼? 
suoyi  wo  juede  renmin  zui  da  de  tongku  jiu  shi 
sheme  ? 
2                        政府, 
zhengfu  ,   
￿3                        是一廕無情的動物 動物 動物 動物, 
shi  yi  zhong  wuqing  de  dongwu  , 
￿4                        無情的郿獸 郿獸 郿獸 郿獸啊, 
wuqing  de  yeshou  a  , 
￿5                        習禽獸 禽獸 禽獸 禽獸啊… 
gen  qinshou  a  … 
The  critic  in  this  concerpt  harshly  criticized  the  government  that  it  did  not  bring   81
happiness to the citizens.    In stead, what they brought to the people was tong ku ‘pain’ 
(痛秳) like violent beasts.       
Same  with  Kuo  (2003),  we  find  out  that  most  of  the  animal  metaphors  are 
overwhelmingly negative.    Furthermore, Kuo finds out only eight cases in the five 
political debates.    In our result, there were 11 cases out of the total metaphors (6.4%).   
It seems that animal metaphors do not play an important role in political discourse.    In 
Kuo’s study, animal metaphors are used for two functions: denigration for others and 
self applause.    However, animal metaphor for self praise is not found in our study, and     
we found out only one animal metaphor for others praise.    That  is  to say, animal 
metaphors have two functions in our study: denigration for others and applause for 
others, though the latter rarely appeared in talk shows.       
                   
POLITICIANS ARE STUDENTS OR CHILDREN         
In addition to personality, politicians are often criticized to be students who don’t 
behave well in the school.    Usages of this metaphor included: not to study hard (不岦
屖), to lose points (扣分), to be kept in school under surveillance (留校聫看), to take 
make-up exams (義考), and to fail in the final exam (醸岕考屺敗).    Politicians are 
also compared to children (小孩) that cannot stand on their own feet and must depend 
on  their  parents’  surveillance.    In  general,  politicians  who  don’t  have  competent 
abilities  are  similar  to  students  or  children  who  need  to  keep  a  watchful  eye  on.   
Example (26) exemplifies a student illustration and example (27) exemplifies a child 
one.    The topic of (26) was about DPP’s fiasco in the 2007 legislative election, and 
the speaker claims it is so very important that is similar to the final exam of students.           
 
 
 
(26)  (Program:  News  Night  Club;  Date:  97/01/16;  Hostess:  Li  Yan-qiu;  Guest:  Li   82
Jian-nan; Topic: Failure of legislative election) 
 
1    Hostess:  不翫我講弻謝長廷現峹所稊稫聬的， 
buguo  wo  jiang  shuo  Xie  Zhang-ting  xianzai  suoyao 
miandui  de,   
2                    窺怕有， 
kongpa  you,   
3               現峹已經是醸岕考 醸岕考 醸岕考 醸岕考了， 
xianzai  yijing  shi  qimokao  le,   
4                    而尼醸岕考 醸岕考 醸岕考 醸岕考已經屺敗 屺敗 屺敗 屺敗了… 
erqie  qimokao  yijing  shibai  le…   
 
The legislative election was very crucial to all the politicians.    However, DPP Party 
lost the election, and their loss was like failing the final exam.     
 
(27) (Program: 2100 People All Talk; Date: 96/10/22; Host:  Li Tao; GuestY: Yang 
Xian-hong; Topic: High price of vegetables)     
 
1    GuestY:    我穆屯是覺得很屣笑, 
women  zhishi  juede  hen  kexiao  , 
2                    為什麼變成這樣呢? 
weisheme  biancheng  zheyang  ne  ? 
￿3                    今天不是小孩 小孩 小孩 小孩租, 
jintian  bushi  xiaohai  ye  , 
4                    今天你是大人租, 
jintian  nishi  daren  ye  , 
5                    一積國窚岾給你, 
yi  ge  guojia  jiao  gei  ni  , 
6                    你是大人租, 
nishi  daren  ye  , 
7    Host:        嘿 
hei 
￿8    GuestY:    結果每積人都看起來耰小孩 小孩 小孩 小孩… 
jieguo  mei  ge  ren  dou  kan  qilai  xiang  xiaohai  … 
 
The speaker meant that the DPP government was not competent enough to lead the 
nation.    Therefore, they looked like children who could not stand on his own feet.         83
 
THE COUNTRY OR INSTITUTION IS A MACHINE OR AN ORGANISM 
The country or institution could be depicted to be a machine or an organism that is 
under  the  threat  of  outside  dangers  by  politicians.    Expressions  of  this  kind  of 
metaphor include: to segment (切鄨), to tear apart (撕裂), to idle the machine (空轉), 
to dig (挖), to excavate (掏空), or an empty shell (空釖), such as (28) displays in the 
following.         
 
(28) (Program: News Night Club; Date: 96/01/06; Hostess: Li Yan-qiu; GuestCh: Chen 
Yan-bo; Topic: Corrupt DPP government) 
 
    1    GuestCh:    屆為什麼能夠成屖? 
ta  wei  she  me  neng  gou  chenggong  ? 
2                        屆成屖是, 
ta  chenggong  shi  , 
3                        我峹舊官耮我峕崎醘人, 
wo  zai  jiu  guan  liao  wo  xian  an  cha  ren  , 
4                        我這酱十億的翊產酧這樣子搬翫屢了, 
wo  zhe  ji  shi  yi  de  zichan  jiu  zhe  yang  zi  ban                         
guo  qu  le  , 
5    Hostess:      嗯嗯嗯 
en  en  en   
6    GuestsCh:    你稊防尩這廕事情, 
ni  yao  fangzhi  zhezhong  shiqing  , 
7                        屯稊你新接的政權, 
zhiyao  ni  xin  jie  de  zhengquan  , 
￿8                        你醨掏空 掏空 掏空 掏空, 
ni  gan  taokong  , 
9                        我屫法絕聬辦你! 
wo  sifa  juedui  ban  ni  ! 
 
The critic in this example claimed that there were corrupt politicians who appropritated 
national funds illegally, and the appropriation was like excavation from a container or   84
mechanism.    Stone  (1988) contends  that  the  organism  and  machine  metaphors  are 
very popular in American politics.    However, such metaphor is not common in our 
result (10/ 171, 5.8%).    Our result shows other cultural differences.    Chilton (2004) 
suggests that the container metaphor is very important in American political discourse.   
He argues that in a container schema, what is inside the container is vulnerable to 
outside threats such as water or natural disaster.    This metaphor is also commonly 
used  in  British  discourse  (Charteris-Black  2006).    However,  our  databank  did  not 
show such results.     
 
OTHERS 
There  are  few  metaphors  which  cannot  be  assorted  into  any  of  the  above 
categories.    First,  there  are  15  cases  that  metaphorize  the  former  president  Chen 
Shui-bian to an autocrate, and his followers are depicted as apple polishers around the 
lord.    Since this category of metaphor is issue-oriented, this type is excluded from our 
categories.    Besides this metaphor type, there are still 5 metaphors which cannot be 
assorted  into  any  of  the  above  categories.    For  example,  having  prejudice  is 
metaphorized to wearing colored glasses (有色的眼鏡), taking action is compared to 
washing  the  head  (洗頭),  bad  policy  is  like  shit  (狗屎),  etc.    Example  (29) 
exemplifies the ‘glasses’ example. 
 
(29)  (Program:  2100  People  All  Talk;  Date:  96/11/06;  Host:  Li  Tao;  GuestY:  Yu 
Mei-mei; Topic: Presidential election)     
 
    1    GuestY:    我真的是醷謝長廷峕岥不穂啦, 
wo  zhen  de  shi  ti  Xie  Zhang-ting  xian  sheng  bu  zhi 
la  , 
￿2                    崇果峬位稊岦那廕有色的眼鏡 有色的眼鏡 有色的眼鏡 有色的眼鏡弻, 
ruguo  gewei  yao  yong  na  zhong  you  se  de  yan  jing 
shuo  ,   85
3                    我穆酧是稊騙人的, 
women  jiushi  yao  pianren  de  , 
4                    謝長廷酧是假情假意的羼, 
Xie  Zhang-ting  jiushi  jiaqing  jiayi  de  hua  , 
5                    那謝長廷何岊講得這麼辛秳呢?   
                      na  Xie  Zhang-ting  hebi  jiang  de  zhe  me  xinku  ne  ? 
               
The  speaker  criticized  that  the  other  participants’  criticism  on  Xie  Zhang-ting  was 
based on their prejudice thus not fair to Xie. 
        From  the  examples  and  discussions  above,  it  can  be  observed  that  the  show 
participants employed metaphors which were assorted to different domains of concept.   
That also showed diversity of verbal aggression.               
       
        Table 3-6 is the distribution and frequency of the metaphors use in our databank. 
 
Table 3-6 Metaphor 
  2100  Google  Club  Total 
COMPETITION  9  12  14  35 (20.5%) 
DRAMA  10  11  7  28 (16.4%) 
ADVANTAGEOUS 
SUBSTANCES 
7  20  9  36 (21.1%) 
BODILY INJURY  6  12  10  28 (16.4%) 
ANIMALS  6  3  2  11 (6.4%) 
STUDENTS OR 
CHILDREN 
5  0  3  8 (4.7%) 
MACHANISM  5  1  4  10 (5.8%) 
OTHERS  5  5  5  15 (14.7%) 
Total  53 (31.0%)  64 (37.4%)  54 (31.6%)  171 (100%) 
 
Some findings are worth nothing from this table.    First, those metaphors associate 
with  integrated  concepts:  POLITICIS  IS  COMPETITION,  POLITICS  IS  DRAMA 
PERFORMANCE,  BENEFIT  IS ADVANTAGEOUS  SUBSTANCE, and  FAILURE 
OR  ATTACK  IS  BODILY  INJURY  concern  the  competitive  nature  of  politics.     86
POLITICIANS ARE ANIMALS can be bound up with politicians’ personal image, 
while POLITICIANS ARE STUDENTS OR CHILDREN concerns politicians’ ability 
on their duties.    At last, THE COUNTRY OR INSTITUTION IS A MACHINE OR 
AN  ORGANISM  embodies  Taiwan  or  institution  as  a  concrete  substance  that  is 
inevitable  to  outside  dangers.    Second,  it  is  observed  that  POLITICS  IS 
COMPETITION and BENEFIT IS ADVANTAGEOUS SUBSTANCES are the most 
frequent metaphor types used for attack.    Politicians for the most time are scored for 
the  reason  that  they  fight  eath  other  just  for  political  interests.    Moreover,  some 
generalizations  can  be  summarized  on  how  politics,  politicians,  and  Taiwan  are 
conceptualized and criticized in political talk shows.    Politics is often judged to be too 
competitive  and  violent.    To  win  the  competition,  politicians  are  often  accused  to 
exert illegitimate or improper campaigns to draw voters’ attention.    What they do is 
just tearing our country or society apart.    Incompetent politicians are incompetent, 
dependent students and children.    It shows that personality and ability are the two 
most crucial properties of what a good politician should have.    At last, judging from 
the show preference, no great difference is observed among the three programs, with 
News Google displayed a little higher frequency (64/171, 37.4%) and 2100 People All 
Talk displayed a lower frequency (53/171, 31.0%).                       
 
3.2.5.2 Metonymy 
        Metonymy is defined as a figure of speech ‘using one entity to refer to another 
related  to  it’  (Lakoff  and  Johnson  1980:36).    Metonymy  involves  a  relation  of 
contiguity,  i.e.,  nearness  or  neighborhood,  between  what  is  denoted  by  a  literal 
expression and its associated meaning (Ungerer and Schmid 2006).    As metaphors, 
metonymy is also understood as a mapping scope between source domain and target 
concept.    However,  compared  with  metaphors,  ‘the  range  of  source  and  target   87
concepts  in  metonymies  is  normally  restricted  to  concrete  concepts’  (Ungerer  and 
Schmid 2006:130), which account for only one part of the mapping scope of metaphors.   
In this sense, metonymies are ‘more elementary than metaphors’ (Ungerer and Schmid 
p.131).    Jacobson (1956) maintains that metaphor and metonymy transfer meanings in 
different ways.    Noble, Biddle, and Tempero (2002) contend that metaphor is based 
on similarity whereas metonymy is based on contiguity.    They argue that ‘in metaphor 
you  substitute  something  like  the  thing  you  mean  for  the  thing  itself,  whereas  in 
metonymy you substitute some attribute or cause or effect of the thing for the thing 
itself’ (Noble, Biddle, and Tempero 2002:190).    Ungerer and Schmid (2006) contend 
that commonly used metonymical expressions involve referential shifts between part 
for  whole,  whole  for  part,  container  for  content,  material  for  object,  producer  for 
product, place for institution, place for event, controlled for controller, and cause for 
effect.    In our databank, metonymy can be further classified into four subcategories: 
PART FOR WHOLE, PLACE FOR INSTITUTION, CONTAINER FOR CONTENT, 
and CAUSE FOR EFFECT.    In what follows we will offer examples if necessary.     
 
PART FOR WHOLE   
        Talk show speakers tended to use part of something or someone to stand for the 
whole.    Therefore,  sounds  (聲稯)  standed  for  people  who  utter  their  criticism, 
wheelchair (輪醿) referred to the woman who sits on a wheelchair, will of the citizenry 
(岙意) meant citizens, white tower (岭色岀塔) standed for hospitals, and the Olympic 
torch (罶尰) standed for the torchbearer.    Example (30) exemplifies the wheelchair 
case. 
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(30)  (Program:  2100  People  All  Talk;  Date:  97/06/19;  Host:  Li  Tao;  Topic:  Chen 
Shui-bian’s corruption lawsuit) 
   
1  Host:    鄉尯扁是看,   
Chen  Shui-bian  shi  kan  , 
2              吳淑珍你鄦崅是能夠拖酧拖,   
Wu  Shu-zhen  ni  zui  hao  shi  nenggou  tuo  jiu  tuo  , 
3              妳鄦崅是能夠幫我穆鄕罪酧鄕罪,   
ni  zuihao  shi  nenggou  bang  women  dingzui  jiu  dingzui  , 
4              你看到是一積怎麼樣的一積男性的人?   
ni  kandao  shi  yi  ge  zen  me  yang  de  yi  ge  nanxing 
de  ren  ? 
5              啊?   
a  ? 
6              醶經是一積國窚的領導人,   
cengjing  shi  yi  ge  guojia  de  lingdao  ren  , 
￿7                翚峹輪醿 輪醿 輪醿 輪醿後頭,   
duo  zai  lunyi  houtou  , 
8                讓自己覺得快活,   
rang  ziji  juede  kuaihuo  , 
9                讓自己覺得耫穀的…   
rang  ziji  juede  jiaoxing  de  … 
 
In this excerpt, the host scolded Chen that he took advantage of his wife’s disability to 
put off the process of his corruption lawsuit.    The noun lun yi ‘wheelchair’(輪醿) 
meant Chen’s disable wife, Wu Shu-zhen (吳淑珍), who was physically-challanged 
and must sit on the wheelchair for the rest of her life.     
 
CAUSE FOR EFFECT 
        Show participants  may  refer  to  the  cause  of  something but actually  mean  the 
effect of that thing.    Therefore, mouth (嘴尕) meant the action of uttering, to touch 
the nose (幭幭鼻子) signified to forget it or to let it go, to blush (臉秒) meant being 
ashamed, question mark (問羙) suggested doubts, and spit (口尯) standed for war of   89
words.    Example (31) illustrates a mouth case. 
 
(31)  (Program:  News  Google;  Date:  97/01/18;  Hostess:  Vivian  Wang;  GuestL:  Lin 
Yu-hui; Topic: The political situation after the legislative election) 
 
1  GuestL:    現峹從國岙黨或者是國岙黨的,   
xianzai   cong   Kuomintang   huo   zhe   shi   Kuomintang 
de  , 
2                  強力峹尟持國岙黨的這些峮嘴穆,   
qiangli  zai  zhi  chi  Kuomintang  de  zhexie  mingzui 
men  , 
￿3                  從屆穆的嘴尕 嘴尕 嘴尕 嘴尕羬稫,   
cong  tamen  de  zuiba  li  mian  , 
4                  我穆屣层看到,   
women  keyi  kandao  , 
5                  崇果現峹真的習峹郿黨一協商,   
ruguo  xianzai  zhende  gen  zai  ye  dang  yi  xieshang  , 
6                  我覺得屆穆岔岊會,   
wo  juede  tamen  weibi  hui  , 
7                  醃,   
e  , 
8                  稊求行政權,   
yaoqiu  xingzheng  quan  , 
9                  屢做什麼樣的一積調整… 
qu  zuo  she  me  yang  de  yi  ge  diaozheng  … 
               
In  (31),  the  expression  zui  ba  ‘mouth’  (嘴尕)  in  fact  referred  to  the  speech  or 
statements made by pan-blue politicians or critics.    It was a cause-effect relationship 
because people need to utter speech by help of their mouths.     
 
PLACE FOR INSTITUTION 
        Sometimes the name of one place is used to replace the institution of that place, 
such  as  using  the  expression  America  (秙國)  to  substitute  for  the  American 
government or using Taiwan (屲灣) for the R.O.C. government.    (32) is such a case.       90
(32) (Program: News Night Club; Date: 96/09/14; Hostess: Li Yian-qiu; GuestCh: Chen 
Yian-bo; Topic: Referendum for the UN) 
 
    1    GuestCh:    其聧我看到的是什麼你知翣嗎? 
qishi  wo  kandao  de  shi  sheme  ni  zhidao  ma  ? 
2                      我覺得這積老, 
wo  juede  zhege  lao  , 
￿3                      這積秙國 秙國 秙國 秙國鄻, 
zhege  meiguo  o  , 
￿4                      習阿扁兩積人 兩積人 兩積人 兩積人一直峹唱雙簧…   
gen   A-bian   liang   ge   ren   yizhi   zai   chang 
shuanghuang  … 
 
(32) was a instance of place-institution metonymy since the noun mei guo ‘America’ 
(秙國) did not refer to the nation or single person but to the American government 
which announced the declaration with A-bian (Chen Shui-bian).     
 
CONTAINER FOR CONTENT 
        We only find out one case of this type, which is from Taiwanese: 
 
(33)  (Program:  News  Google;  Date:  97/02/01;  Hostess:  Vivian  Wang;  GuestX:  Xu 
Yong-ming; Topic: The political situation after the legislative election) 
 
￿1    GuestX:    <T 整碗 碗 碗 碗捧屢 T>,   
<T zheng  wan  peng  qu T> 
2                      <T 又稊做岃長 T>,   
<T you  yao  zuo  shizhang T> 
3                      <T 又稊做岷委 T>… 
<T you  yao  zuo  liwei T>… 
 
In this example, the container wan ‘bowl’ (碗) stood for the contents inside it, which 
were political interests. 
        42  tokens  of  metonymy  were  discovered  in  our  databank.    Compared  with   91
metaphors, metonymy was less frequently used.    In addition, metonymic attacks were 
not assorted into as many categories as metaphoric ones.    It is a foreseeable result 
since  the  mapping  scope  of  metonymy  is  more  restricted.    Table  3-7  shows  the 
frequency and distribution of the metonymy use. 
 
Table 3-7 Metonymy 
Program  Metonymy 
2100 People All Talk      13 (31.0%) 
News Night Club  17 (40.5%) 
News Google  12 (28.5%) 
Total                                    42 (100%) 
 
It can be seen in this table that News Night Club occupied the most use of metonymical 
expressions (17/42, 40.5%), while the participants in News Google used this strategy 
the least (12/42, 28.5%).    Comparing this result with that of metaphor, we find out 
that  while  people  in  News  Google  used  the  most  metaphors,  they  used  the  least 
metonymy.    The  show  participants  in  News  Night  Club  used  the  least  number  of 
metaphor,  while  they  employed  metonymy  the  most.    That  is,  metaphor  and 
metonymy seem to reveal a complementary distribution in political talk shows.   
                                                             
3.2.5.3 Analogy 
Analogy  is  enacted  where  two  events  are  mentioned  and  associated  together 
because they share some semantic similarities (Ramscar and Yarlett 2003).    Following 
Ramscar and Yarlett, analogy is identified as a different strategy in this study from 
metaphor  and  metonymy.    Whereas  metaphor  and  metonymy  involve  mapping 
between concepts that are realized as nominal or verbal elements in a sentence, the 
events  involved  in  analogy  are  realized by  a narration of  stories or  episodes which   92
require  several  sentences  for  the  event  to  be  complete.    There  are  83  analogical 
examples  in  total.    These  analogical  expressions  can  be  further  classified  into  four 
types.    Speakers in talk shows relate political issues to a personal experience, a good 
example, a bad example, or an ordinary activity.     
 
PERSONAL EXPERIENCE 
        Speakers  may  relate  political  issue  to  personal  experiences.    Since  show 
participants  need  to  analogize  the  topic  at  issue  with  similar  events,  personal 
experiences  to  which  they  are  very  familiar  are  good  choices  to  employ,  as  (34) 
exemplifies.     
 
(34) (Program: News Google; Date: 97/02/01; Hostess: Vivian Wang; Topic: Ma’s 
green card) 
 
    1    Hostess:    當你峹問馬秺九問題的時穎,   
dang  ni  zai  wen  Ma  Ying-jiu  wenti  de  shihou  , 
2                      屆一定峕弻,   
ta  yiding  xian  shuo  , 
3                      「沒有,   
「meiyou  , 
4                      我沒有。」 
                        wo  meiyou  。」 
￿5                      我覺得很耰我小學的時穎老窯不廛教我什麼 我覺得很耰我小學的時穎老窯不廛教我什麼 我覺得很耰我小學的時穎老窯不廛教我什麼 我覺得很耰我小學的時穎老窯不廛教我什麼,   
wo  juede  hen  xiang  wo  xiaoxue  de  shihou  laoshi  bu 
guan  jiao  wo  sheme  , 
￿6                      屆一定會告訴我一積標準答案 屆一定會告訴我一積標準答案 屆一定會告訴我一積標準答案 屆一定會告訴我一積標準答案,   
ta  yiding  hui  gaosu  wo  yi  ge  biaozhun  daan  , 
￿7                      你屯稊峵答了這積標準答案 你屯稊峵答了這積標準答案 你屯稊峵答了這積標準答案 你屯稊峵答了這積標準答案,   
ni  zhiyao  huida  le  zhege  biaozhun  daan  , 
￿8                      那你酧是一積乖寶寶 那你酧是一積乖寶寶 那你酧是一積乖寶寶 那你酧是一積乖寶寶,   
na  ni  jiushi  yi  ge  guai  baobao  , 
￿9                      你屣能屣层獲得一顆蘋果 你屣能屣层獲得一顆蘋果 你屣能屣层獲得一顆蘋果 你屣能屣层獲得一顆蘋果,   
ni  keneng  keyi  huode  yi  ke  pinguo  ,   93
￿10                    然後集五顆你酧屣层屢醢一積獎鄓 然後集五顆你酧屣层屢醢一積獎鄓 然後集五顆你酧屣层屢醢一積獎鄓 然後集五顆你酧屣层屢醢一積獎鄓,   
ran  hou  ji  wu  ke  ni  jiu  keyi  qu  huan  yi  ge 
jiangzhang  , 
￿11                    之類的 之類的 之類的 之類的,   
zhilei  de  , 
12                    所层當馬秺九被問到所有習錢有關的問題的時穎,   
suoyi  dang  Ma  Ying-jiu  bei  wen  dao  suoyou  gen  qian 
you  guan  de  wen  ti  de  shihou  , 
13                    屆都弻沒有,   
ta  dou  shuo  meiyou  , 
14                    但是到後來都發現,   
danshi  dao  houlai  dou  faxian  , 
15                    有… 
you  … 
 
The hostess in this illustration employed the analogy to relate her childhood experience 
to Ma’s case in order to imply that Ma was a dishonest and changeable person that did 
not deserve people’s belief. 
     
GOOD EXAMPLE 
        Speakers in the show discourse may relate some politicians or political events to 
good examples.    By doing so, the effect of attacking stands out by emphasizing the 
distinction  between  the  politician  at  issue  and  the  good  example.    Example  (35) 
illustrates  this  point.    In  this  excerpt,  the  eloquent  speaker  analogizes  American 
administrative system with Taiwan’s, meaning to say America is more developed than 
Taiwan in maintaining a neutral attitude in coping with issues such as the referendum.               
 
(35) (Program: News Night Club; Date: 96/10/16; Hostess: Li Yian-qiu; GuestJ: Jiang 
Min-qin; Topic: Referendum for the UN) 
 
1    GuestJ:    你其聧屣层看一積尬翛峕進岙尾的國窚, 
ni  qishi  keyi  kan  yi  ge  bijiao  xianjin  minzhu  de 
guojia  ,   94
￿2                    秙國 秙國 秙國 秙國, 
meiguo  , 
￿3                    一九三九年通翫的賀奇法案 一九三九年通翫的賀奇法案 一九三九年通翫的賀奇法案 一九三九年通翫的賀奇法案, 
yi  jiu  san  jiu  nian  tongguo  de  heqi  faan  , 
￿4                    酧是禁尩所有的公務人穵參弌所有的政治法案 酧是禁尩所有的公務人穵參弌所有的政治法案 酧是禁尩所有的公務人穵參弌所有的政治法案 酧是禁尩所有的公務人穵參弌所有的政治法案, 
jiushi  jinzhi  suoyou  de  gongwu  renyuan  canyu  suoyou 
de  zhengzhi  faan  , 
￿5                    岰的酧是稊廸持一積中岷 岰的酧是稊廸持一積中岷 岰的酧是稊廸持一積中岷 岰的酧是稊廸持一積中岷, 
mu  de  jiu  shi  yao  wei  chi  yi  ge  zhong  li  , 
￿6                    有效率的官耮體系 有效率的官耮體系 有效率的官耮體系 有效率的官耮體系, 
you  xiaolu  de  guanliao  tixi  , 
7                    峌何國窚, 
renhe  guojia  , 
8                    不論上稫怎麼屢變更屆的行政[聋隊] 
bulun  shangmian  zenme  qu  biangeng  ta  de  xingzheng 
[ tuandui ] 
9    Hostess:    [聬=] 
[dui =] 
10    GuestJ:    底下的岙眾得到的廓祉習政策, 
dixia  de  minzhong  dedao  de  fuzhi  gen  zhengce  , 
11                    有一積延續性, 
you  yi  ge  yan  xu  xing  , 
17                    那峖岙公投這積事情, 
na  quanmin  gongtou  zhege  shiqing  , 
18                    或, 
huo  , 
19                    是入聯公投, 
shi  rulian  gongtou  , 
20                    屆當然不是峖岙耽, 
ta  dangran  bushi  quanmin  ma  , 
21                    崇果是的羼, 
ruguo  shi  de  hua  , 
22                    穸羬需稊, 
nali  xuyao  , 
23                    穸羬需稊公投呢? 
nali  xuyao  gongtou  ne  ? 
24                    所层基岓上屆根岓酧是岙進黨的政策… 
suoyi  jiben  shang  ta  genben  jiushi  Minjitang  de   
zhengce  …   95
The speaker in this example analogized the more good and effective policy of America 
in 1939 to the policy of the R.O.C government and claimed that our policy, which was 
made by the DPP government, was not legislated for people’s sake but for DPP party’s 
political concern.     
 
BAD EXAMPLE 
        Relating a politician or political event to a bad example is more frequently used in 
our data, as is revealed by (36) in the following. 
 
(36) (Program: 2100 People All Talk; Date: 96/11/06; Host: Li Tao; GuestL: Li 
Sheng-feng; Topic: Campaign for the UN) 
 
    1    Host:    <T 現峹選舉到了,T> 
<T xianzai  xuanju  daole  T> 
2                <T 愛屲灣屯不翫是選舉的口羙耽,T> 
<T ai  Taiwan  zhi  buguo  shi  xuanju  de  kouhao  ma  ,T> 
3                <T 今天岙進黨稊讓社會看清楚,T> 
<T jintian  Minjintang  yao  rang  shehui  kan  qingchu  ,T> 
4                <T 愛屲灣這三積崉我穆稊求,T> 
<T ai  Taiwan  zhe  san  ge  zi  women  yaoqiu  ,T> 
5                <T 我穆稊求,T> 
<T women  yaoqiu  ,T> 
6                <T 不是口羙,T> 
<T bushi  kouhao  ,T> 
￿7                <T 所有獨裁國窚 所有獨裁國窚 所有獨裁國窚 所有獨裁國窚,T> 
<T suoyou  ducai  guojia  ,T> 
￿8                <T 所有的獨裁政權 所有的獨裁政權 所有的獨裁政權 所有的獨裁政權,T> 
<T suoyou  de  ducai  zhengquan  ,T> 
￿9                <T 人窚也鄵岙尾兩崉啊 人窚也鄵岙尾兩崉啊 人窚也鄵岙尾兩崉啊 人窚也鄵岙尾兩崉啊,T> 
<T renjia  ye  han  minzhu  liang  zi  a  ,T> 
￿10              <T 鄵得也很大聲啊 鄵得也很大聲啊 鄵得也很大聲啊 鄵得也很大聲啊,T> 
<T han  de  ye  hen  dasheng  a  ,T> 
11              <T 不翫岙尾不是岦鄵的,T> 
<T buguo  minzhu  bushi  yong  han  de  ,T>   96
12              <T 你的屈價是什麼東西,T> 
<T ni  de  daijia  shi  sheme  dongxi  ,T> 
13              <T 才是稥點…T> 
<T caishi  zhongdian  …T> 
 
The speaker maked an analogy that connects DPP party with du cai ‘dictatorial’ (獨裁) 
countries.    It is harmful of politicians to be vilified to be dictatorial and don’t care 
about how people think.         
             
ORDINARY ACTIVITY 
        Using an everyday example to analogize is a convenient strategy for speakers to 
do persuasive attack.    Since everyday examples are familiar to our ordinary life, they 
are also easy to understand.    (37) exemplifies this usage. 
 
(37) (Program: News Google; Date: 97/01/29; Hostess: Vivian Wang; GuestZh: Zhong 
Nian-huang; Topic: Ma’s green card) 
 
￿1    GuestZh:    我覺得岫請廮属 岫請廮属 岫請廮属 岫請廮属聬屲灣人來講一定是一積很慎稥的事情, 
wo  juede  shenqing  luka  dui  Taiwan  ren  lai  jiang 
yiding  shi  yige  hen  shenzhong  de  shiqing  , 
2                        你崇果醶經擁有翫你一定會記得, 
                        ni  ruguo  cengjing  yongyou  guo  ni  yiding 
hui  jide  , 
3                        不屣能弻,   
bu  keneng  shuo  , 
4                        會忘記,   
hui  wangji  , 
5                        你不屣能二十年前有翫, 
                        ni  bu  ke  neng  er  shi  nian  qian  you  guo  , 
6                        當你的聬尝峹問你的時穎,   
dang  nide  duishou  zai  wen  ni  de  shihou  , 
7                        你, 
ni  , 
8                        种然想不起來,   
turan  xiang  bu  qi  lai  ,   97
9    Hostess:      絕聬不是年秓大屺憶啊,   
juedui  bushi  nian  ji  da  shiyi  a  , 
10                      <@  呵呵  @> 
<@ he  he @> 
￿11    GuestZh:    酧耰你問一積人有沒有結翫婚 酧耰你問一積人有沒有結翫婚 酧耰你問一積人有沒有結翫婚 酧耰你問一積人有沒有結翫婚,   
jiu  xiang  ni  wen  yi  ge  ren  you  mei  you  jie  guo 
hun  , 
￿12                      屆會告訴你我不知翣 屆會告訴你我不知翣 屆會告訴你我不知翣 屆會告訴你我不知翣, 
ta  hui  gao  su  ni  wo  bu  zhidao  , 
￿13                      我稊峵屢翻翻結婚證書才 我稊峵屢翻翻結婚證書才 我稊峵屢翻翻結婚證書才 我稊峵屢翻翻結婚證書才<@知翣我有沒有結翫婚嗎 知翣我有沒有結翫婚嗎 知翣我有沒有結翫婚嗎 知翣我有沒有結翫婚嗎?@> 
wo  yao  huiqu  fan  fan  jiehun  zhengshu  cai  <@ zhidao 
wo  you  mei  you  jie  guo  hun  ma  ? @> 
 
Guest Zh in this excerpt presupposed that forgetfulness was the main reason of Ma’s 
inconsistent expressions in the two conferences.    However, in Line 3 and 4 the guest 
rejected the possibility since green card application is too shen zhong ‘prudent’ (慎稥) 
an  action  to  forget.    Guest  Zh’s  rejection  of  such  a  possibility  implied  that  Ma 
deliberately told lies.    To reinforce Ma’s lie telling, impose a negative image on Ma, 
and emphasize Ma’s disqualification of the position of President, the guest related this 
political incident to a married playboy who intentionally concealed his marriage by 
claiming he forgot whether he was married or not.    It is too absurd to believe that one 
would forget whether he is married or not because it is a simple question to answer.   
To connect Ma’s green card and this marriage analogy together, what Ma explained 
about his green card was incredulous and absurd, too.     
        What follows is a list of the distribution of the 83 cases of analogy. 
 
Table 3-8 Analogy 
Program  Analogy 
2100 People All Talk      15 (18.0%) 
News Night Club  34 (41.0%) 
News Google  34 (41.0%) 
Total                              83 (100%)   98
It can be seen that News Night Club and News Google employed analogy much more 
frequently than 2100 People All Talk for attack.    The reason of the low frequency of 
2100 People All Talk (15/83, 18.0%) may be that the show participants put more focus 
on the argumentation and analysis of the topics at issue without envisaging similar or 
different  events  to  explain  their  view  points.    We  noticed  that  the  guests  in  2100 
People All Talk of every episode were up to six, which was more than those in News 
Night Club (four guests per episode) and News Google (four guests per episode).    For 
the show participants in 2100 People All Talk, getting and maintaining the speech floor 
may be much harder than that in the other talk shows.    Within the more limited time, 
the participants have to state their keypoints more straightforwardly.           
       
3.2.5.4 Summary 
        Table 3-9 reveals the semantic strategies, i.e., metaphor, metonymy, and analogy 
in the three programs.     
 
Table 3-9 Semantic Strategies 
Program  Metaphor  Metonymy  Analogy  Total 
2100  People  All 
Talk     
53  13  15  81 (27.4%)   
News Night Club  54  17  34    105 (35.5 %) 
News Google  64  12  34    110 (37.1 %) 
Total  171 
(57.8%) 
42 
(14.2%) 
83 
(28%) 
296 
(100%) 
 
Table  3-9  shows  that  metaphors  are  the  most  possible  semantic  choice  for 
others-denigration (171/296, 57.8%).    The reason may be that talk show participants 
tend  to  employ  the  similarity  (of  the  metaphor)  between  things  or  domains  to 
accomplish their verbal aggression instead of contiguity (of the metonymy) or entirety   99
(of the analogy).             
 
3.2.6 Pragmatic Strategies 
Pragmatics is needed if we want a fuller, deeper and generally more reasonable 
account of human language behavior (Mey 2001:7) because pragmatics is the study of 
the relations between language and context that are grammaticalized or encoded in the 
linguistic structures (Levinson 1983).    The relationship between context and language 
is cenral in pragmatics.    What is taken into consideration in  the contextual notion 
include choice of words, moment of speaking, status of the speaker, and so on.    The 
context is dynamic, that is to say, it is an environment that is in steady development, 
prompted by the continuous interaction of the people engaged in language use, the 
users of the language.               
Atkinson,  Kilby  and  Roca  (1988:217)  define  pragmatics  as  ‘the  distinction 
between what a speaker’s words (literally) mean and what the speaker might mean by 
his words.’    We find out that the show participants employ three pragmatic strategies 
to  imply  their  negation,  criticism,  and  defamation  beyond  literal  meaning.    Those 
tactics are presupposition, connotation, and hyperbole.                 
               
3.2.6.1 Presupposition 
Presupposition is about ‘the existing knowledge common to speaker and hearer 
that  the  speaker  does  not  therefore  need  to  assert.’  (Grundy  2000:119).     
Presupposition occurs when the utterance of a sentence tells the hearer that the speaker 
is taking something for granted (Portner 2005:178).    For example, an utterance like 
“Do you want to do it again?” presupposes an unexpressed truth that the listener has 
done it at least once.     
Presupposition could be semantically or pragmatically interpreted.    Frege (1948)   100 
contends that the identification of semantic presupposition depends on lexical items 
and grammatical constructions.    Definite reference of linguistic forms provides the 
standard  way  of  defining  a  semantic  presupposition  which  is  independent  of  the 
speaker or the context.    While in pragmatic presupposition theories, presupposition 
identification involves consideration of speaker’s attitudes and intention, and overall 
knowledge of the discourse context (Beaver 2001).    For extreme philosophers such as 
Stalnaker (1974), presupposition is not defined by any reference of linguistic forms but 
only  by  speaker’s  belief  that  is  taken  for  granted  on  a  given  occasion.    Other 
pragmatic theories are less radical, in that linguistic forms still play an essential role 
(Beaver  2001).    In  the  present  study,  we  only  take  consideration  of  semantic 
presuppositions.    Various  linguistic  structures  give  rise  to  presuppositions,  e.g. 
definite  descriptions,  iteratives,  and  wh-questions,  change-of-state  predicates,  and 
implicative  verbs  (Grundy  2000:  121-122).    In  addition,  Beaver  (2001:11-12) 
suggests that presupposition is triggered by quantifiers, factive verbs and NPs, clefts, 
counterfactual  conditionals,  sortallly  restricted  predicates,  signifiers  of  actions, 
discourse connectives, and temporal-aspectual modifiers.    In the political discourse 
under  investigation,  the  speech  participants  use  factive  verb,  iterative  adverbs  and 
determiners,  wh-questions,  attributives,  change-of-state  predicates,  quantifiers, 
implicative verbs, or connectives as presupposition triggers.    .           
 
Factive verbs 
        Factive verbs such as know (知翣) or regret (後竃) presuppose the truth of the 
propositional complement, such as (38) exemplifies in the following.     
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(38) (Program: News Google; Date: 97/01/18; Hostess: Vivian Wang; GuestYu; Yu Fu; 
Topic: The legislative election and the following Presidential election) 
   
1  GuestY:    我穆屣层看得很清楚,   
women  keyi  kan  de  hen  qingchu  , 
2                    崇果屆不開會酧花掉人岙這麼峿的錢,   
ruguo  ta  bu  kaihui  jiu  huadiao  renmin  zheme  duo  de 
qian  , 
3                    不翫這還廟少啦, 
                        buguo  zhe  hai  suan  shao  la  , 
￿4                      後稫我穆知翣 知翣 知翣 知翣還有一堆錢坑法案啦! 
houmian  women  zhidao  hai  you  yi  dui  qiankeng  faan 
la  ! 
 
The  speaker  used  the  factive  verb  zhi  dao  ‘know’  (知翣)  in  Line  4  to  make  the 
following proposition as a truth taken for granted, which said that there were a lot of 
profitable bills for KMT politicians to take advantage from.    By doing so, the speaker 
employed presupposition to create negative images of KMT and reinforce solidarity 
between him and the other con-KMT participants.   
 
Iterative adverb and determiner 
        Using iterative adverbs as an attacking strategy is common in political talk shows.   
Iteratives such as again or too presuppose that an event or state has been repeated at 
least once.    Beaver (2001) claims that iteratives occur in other syntactic classes, e.g., 
the determiner another, and relatedly, the noun modifier other.    Example (39) is an 
illustration of an iterative adverb again and (40) exemplifies a case of a determiner 
second.    In the discourse of example (39), where the host and guests were discussing 
about  Wu  Shu-zhen’s  absence  of  her  lawsuit,  the  critic  argued  that  even  if  Chen 
showed up in the following court, he would keep silent so that the lawsuit cannot go on 
successfully.   
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(39)  (Program:  2100  People  All  Talk;  Date:  97/06/19;  Host:  Li  Tao;  GuestL:  Li 
Jian-nan; Topic: Absence of Wu Shu-zhen in the court) 
 
1  GuestL:    鄉尯扁也不是一積省油的燈, 
Chen   Shui-bian   ye   bu   shi   yi   ge   shengyou   de 
deng  , 
  2    Host:      聬 
dui   
  3    Guest:      所层屆下次會來=,   
suoyi  ta  xiaci  hui  lai  =, 
￿4                  來了屆又有第二窆 第二窆 第二窆 第二窆劇岓了,   
lai  le  ta  you  you  di  er  tao  juben  le  , 
5                   屆變得講不屒羼來… 
ta  bian  de  jiang  bu  chu  hua  lai  … 
 
The quantifier di er ‘second’ (第二) before the metaphorized NP ju ben ‘script’ (劇岓) 
assumes  existence  of  a  previous  script  written  by  Chen,  which  referred  to  Wu 
Shu-zhen’s  procrastination.    By  doing  so,  the  speaker  indirectly  said  that  Wu’s 
absence was Chen’s crafty idea.    Therefore, what GuestL presupposed in his utterance 
was  an  assumption  he  wanted  to  build  and  share  with  the  rest  participants  and 
audience.     
 
(40)  (Program:  News  Google;  Date:  97/02/01;  Hostess:  Vivian  Wang;  Topic:  Ma’s 
green card) 
 
1    Hostess:      馬秺九鄦近屣层弻是一波岔岅一波又起,   
Ma  Ying-jiu  zuijin  keyi  shuo  shi  yi  po  wei  ping  yi 
po  you  qi  , 
2                        那積廮属稱波還沒有完峖岅窾,   
nage  luka  fengpo  hai  mei  you  wanquan  pingxi  , 
3                        馬秺九的峤機處理到底峯不峯格呢?   
Ma  Ying-jiu  de  weiji  chuli  daodi  he  bu  hege  ne  ? 
￿4                        是不是屆的羻信又 又 又 又扣分? 
shi  bu  shi  ta  de  chengxin  you  koufen  ? 
5                        今天都稊崅崅的討論!   
                          jintian  dou  yao  hao  hao  de  taolun  !   103 
In this discourse, the speaker used you ‘again’ (又) in Line 4 to presuppose that Ma had 
lost his cheng xin ‘credit’ (羻信) before.    Since losing credit is very detrimental to 
politicians’ image, the speaker cunningly denigrated Ma’s personality.     
 
Wh-question 
Wh- words are a type of presupposition trigger in that wh- words have the effect of 
referentiality.    Beaver (2001:11) claims that wh-questions ‘presuppose existence of an 
entity answering the question, or speakers’ expectation of such an entity’, although this 
assumption is not necessarily correct.    Example (41) illustrates our point.         
 
(41) (Program: 2100 People All Talk; Date: 96/11/06; Host: Li Tao; GuestH: Huang 
Chuang-xia; Topic: A pan-green professor’s criticism of DPP) 
 
    1    GuestH:    但是鄉芳明峹講的我穆今天稊追問, 
danshi  Chen  Fang-ming  zai  jiang  de  wo  men  jintian 
yao  zhui  wen  , 
￿2                      誰讓阿扁今天變成這積 誰讓阿扁今天變成這積 誰讓阿扁今天變成這積 誰讓阿扁今天變成這積, 
shei  rang  A-bian  jin  tian  bian  cheng  zhege  , 
￿3                      樣子 樣子 樣子 樣子? 
yangzi  ? 
￿4                      誰峹羳講羼的時穎不講羼 誰峹羳講羼的時穎不講羼 誰峹羳講羼的時穎不講羼 誰峹羳講羼的時穎不講羼? 
shei  zai  gai  jianghua  de  shihou  bu  jianghua  ? 
￿5                      誰峹羳制尩阿扁的時穎不制尩 誰峹羳制尩阿扁的時穎不制尩 誰峹羳制尩阿扁的時穎不制尩 誰峹羳制尩阿扁的時穎不制尩?                                       
                        shei  zai  gai  zhizhi  A-bian  de  shihou  bu  zhizhi  ? 
 
There were three questions starting with a wh-word shei ‘who’ (誰) contained in this 
excerpt, which referred to at least one entity who does not come forward to stop Chen 
Shui-bian from doing something bad.    Question One in Line 2 and 3 presupposed that 
it is the entity that makes Chen Shui-bian to zhe ge yang zi ‘such a (terrible) state (in 
both politics and economics)’ (這積樣子).    Notice that the noun phrase ‘such a state’ 
carried negative implication.    Question Two in Line 4 presupposed that it was the   104 
entity that had kept silent when he should have said something.    Question Three in 
Line 5 presupposed the existence of an entity  who had not taken actions when he 
should have done something to prevent Chen from doing something bad.     
 
Attributives   
        An attributive word refers to an existing condition of an existing object.    Notice 
that the focus of the noun phrase lies in the attributive function of NP instead of the 
referential  quality  of  NP,  although  a  NP  does have  both  functions.    Therefore,  by 
using an attributive NP, the speakers at the same time presupposes the existence of that 
NP and presupposes the descriptive quality of the NP, such as (42) illustrates: 
 
(42)  (Program:  News Night  Club;  Date:  96/09/14; Hostess:  Li  Yan-qiu; GuestL:  Li 
Jian-nan; GuestH: Huang Chuang-xia; Topic: Ma Ying-jiu’s incapability) 
 
￿1    GuestL:    所层稊岌的是無能 無能 無能 無能; 
suoyi  yao  da  de  shi  wuneng  ; 
2                    峘來稊岌的是你崃詐, 
zai  lai  yao  da  de  shi  ni  jianzha  , 
3    Hostess:    …鄻= 
…o  = 
4    GuestH:    屣是我覺得岙進黨這羬稫有些東西也是註定無效, 
ke  shi  wo  juede  Minjintang  zhe  li  mian  you  xie 
dong  xi  yeshi  zhuding  wuxiao  , 
￿5                      馬秺九的無能 馬秺九的無能 馬秺九的無能 馬秺九的無能還需稊岌嗎? 
Ma  Ying-jiu  de  wuneng  hai  xu  yao  da  ma  ? 
6                      @     
 
The NP in Line 20 was presupposed.    Its presupposition came from the possessive 
word de ‘’s’ (的), which took Ma’s wu neng ‘incompetence’ (無能) as an attribute 
intrinsic to Ma and suggested that it was a fact known by everyone.    To view Ma as 
an incompetent politician was very harmful to Ma’s image because competence is one   105 
of the most important qualities of politicians.     
 
Change-of-state predicates 
        Grundy (2001) suggests that this categoey includes verbs like begin, continue, stop, 
play on, etc.    For  instance, the verb stop presupposes a precondition  of action  that 
began at some time in the past.    Example (43) displays a case of continue (繼續).     
 
(43) (Program: 2100 People All Talk; Date: 96/10/22; Host: Li Tao; GuestCh: Chen 
Hui-wen; Topic: Chen Shui-bian’s lawsuit) 
 
1      GuestCh:    峹屲屙峸院十尦五羙, 
zai  Taipei  diyuan  shi  yue  wu  hao  , 
2                          這積尦的五羙做裁定之後, 
zhe  ge  yue  de  wu  hao  zuo  caiding  zhihou  , 
3                          今天十尦二十二, 
jintian  shi  yue  er  shi  er  , 
4                          等於是拖了屜積尦, 
dengyu  shi  tuo  le  ban  ge  yue  , 
5                          成屖了啊! 
chenggong  le  a  ! 
6                          啊那拖延戰術成屖层後, 
a  na  tuoyan  zhanshu  chenggong  yihou  , 
￿7                          還=會繼續 繼續 繼續 繼續拖延下屢… 
hai= hui  jixu  tuoyan  xiaqu  … 
 
In Line 7, the verb ji xu ‘to continue’ (繼續) presupposed that Chen Shui-bian (鄉尯扁) 
did tuo yan ‘stall off’ (拖延) the lawsuit by some zhan shu ‘tactics’ (戰術) in the past.   
To stall off the lawsuit demeaned to Chen’s reputation, since stalling off the lawsuit 
would cost much more money and manpower, and it was not a graceful tactic for the 
defendant to win a law case.         
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Quantifiers 
Quantifiers such as more, most, every, all, etc. are presupposition triggers.    Chen 
(2005) suggests that roughly speaking, dou (都) is similar to English all.    We find out 
that dou is usually linked with lian to be lian…dou (連…都) construction, which both 
have implication and presupposition effect in discourse.    Example (44) exemplifies a 
case of dou case.         
 
(44)  (Program:  News  Night  Club;  Hostess:  Li  Yian-qiu;  Date:  97/02/01;  Topic: 
Campaign for the UN) 
    1    Hostess:    之前我看張俊雄被問到峧樣的問題, 
zhiqian   wo   kan   Zhang   Jun-xiong   bei   wen   dao 
tongyang  de  wenti  , 
￿2                      屆都 都 都 都推弻不知翣, 
ta  dou  tui  shuo  bu  zhidao  , 
3                      屆搞不清楚, 
ta  gao  bu  qingchu  , 
4                      所层拒絕酜體的採訪… 
suoyi  jujue  meiti  de  caifang  …   
 
Dou  ‘all’  (都)  in  Line  2  presupposed  that  the  following  predicate  is  true.    The 
predicate  after  dou,  which  claimed  that  the  politician  Zhang  Jun-xiong  (張俊雄) 
evaded questions by claiming not knowing anything.    Zhang’s behavior was not only 
supposed to be irresponsible but also harmful to his credibility.     
 
Connectives 
        Connectives like because or after are often employed to generate presupposition 
as well.    Example (45) illustrates an example of because: 
 
(45) (Program: 2100 People All Talk; Host: Li Tao; GuestL: Lan Xuan; Date: 97/06/19; 
Topic: Wu’s absence in the court) 
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1    GuestL:    今天吳淑珍崆確聧並不是公務穵, 
                        jin  tian  Wu  Shu-zhen  ta  queshi  bing  bushi  gong   
wu  yuan  , 
2                    但崆今天那麼峿那麼峿的權力,   
dan  ta  jintian  name  duo  name  duo  de  quanli  , 
3                    不屣能習鄉尯扁脫得了干係,   
bu  keneng  gen  Chen  Shui-bian  tuo  de  le  ganxi  , 
￿4                    今天是峴為 峴為 峴為 峴為鄉尯扁是公務穵,   
jintian  shi  yinwei  Chen  Shui-bian  shi  gong  wu  yuan  , 
5                    才屣能發岥那麼峿相關的貪瀆案… 
cai  keneng  fasheng  na  me  duo  xiangguan  de  tandu 
an  … 
 
The speaker in this excerpt argued that it is because Chen Shui-bian was a gong wu 
yuan ‘public servant’ (公務穵) as the president position that made his wife mess in lots 
of corruption cases.     
 
Counterfactual conditional 
        Counterfactual  conditional  sentences  presuppose  that  the  conditional  adverbal 
sentences are counterfactual thus not truth.    That is to say, counterfactual conditional 
presupposes non-existence of the adverbal sentences, like what follows exemplifies. 
 
(46) (Program: 2100 People All Talk; Date: 96/11/06; Host: Li Tao; Topic: High price 
of vegetables) 
             
￿1    Host:    你崇果 崇果 崇果 崇果岦入聯的這廕努力, 
ni  ruguo  yong  rulian  de  zhe  zhong  nuli  , 
2                岦二分之一入聯的這廕努力, 
yong  er  fen  zhi  yi  ru  lian  de  zhe  zhong  nuli  , 
3                放峹人岙關尚的羼題上稫, 
fang  zai  renmin  guanxin  de  huati  shangmian  , 
￿4                今天會有這樣的狀況嗎 今天會有這樣的狀況嗎 今天會有這樣的狀況嗎 今天會有這樣的狀況嗎? 
jintian  hui  you  zheyang  de  zhuangkuang  ma  ? 
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The speaker assumed that the government did not even pay as mush as half of the 
efforts for the UN on the issues that people really cared about and ended up with such a 
(terrible) situation (on both politics and economy).     
        In summary, we can see that inside the presupposition there were many categories 
of presupposed tokens of verbal attack.      The distribution of presupposition triggers 
is listed in Table 3-10 in the following. 
 
Table 3-10 Prespposition 
  2100  Google  Club  Total 
Factive verbs  5  8  5  18 
Iteratives  6  8  1  15 
Wh-questions  30  30  11  71   
Attributives    2  0  3  5 
Change-of-state  21  15  12  48 
Quantifiers  7  9  9  25 
Connectives  5  5  3  13 
Counterfactuals    3  3  3  9 
Implicative verbs  0  1  0  1 
Total  79 
(38.5) 
79 
(38.5) 
47 
(23.0) 
205 
(100%) 
 
Some  things  can  be  observed.    First,  2100  People  All  Talk  and  News  Google 
employed the most presupposition triggers to presuppose an event or situation as truth 
(79/205, 38.5%), while News Night Club used this strategy the least (47/205, 23.0%).   
Second, it is noteworthy that wh-questions are the majority presupposition triggers, 
occupying  34.6%  (71/205)  of  frequency.    Asking  questions  enables  talk  show 
participants to acquire the power of question asking which is usually  taken by  the 
hosing role such as the interviewer in the news interview, just what we have said in the 
non-standard questions in Section 3.2.4.2.1.                   
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3.2.6.2 Connotation 
        Connotations are ‘pragmatic effects that arise from encyclopedic knowledge about 
its denotation (or reference) and also from experiences, beliefs, and prejudices about the 
contexts  in  which  the  expression  is  typically  used’  (Allan  2007:  1047).    Why 
connotation concepts are pragmatic lies in the reason that it is involved in the contexts 
in which the expression is typically used.    According to Löbner’s (2002:35) definition, 
connotations are conventional associations activated by an expression as additions to its 
‘primary lexical meaning’.     
Using connotations that accompany particular words is a smart tactic for verbal 
attack.    Our data offer some interesting results of the words with negative connotations.   
In the following, we will present the words used the most to attack politicians.    To 
ensure the words that carry negative meanings in our data are a special phenomenon in 
political talk  show  instead  of context-free, we  referred  to  an  authoritative  academic 
corpus:  現屈庝張岅衡張料窰 (Academia  Sinica  Balanced  Corpus  of  Mandarin 
Chinese) (http://dbo.sinica.edu.tw/SinicaCorpus/) so as to ensure that these words do 
not carry such negative connotations in most of the discourse.         
We found 101 cases in our data and they could be classified into two categories: 
verbs and nouns.    Verb connotations were very common for attack (86/106, 81.1%).         
 
Verbs       
Verbs that carry criticism included wan ‘to play’ (玩), qiao ‘to handle’(酆), tiao 
‘to stir up’(挑), and bao ‘to expose’ (爆).    We will give each verb one example to 
explain our point.    We can observe from the obove examples that those connotational 
verbs not only created but also reinforced demeaning judgments to the politicians at 
issue.     
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(47)  (Program:  2100  People  All  Talk;  Date:  96/10/22;  Host:  Li  Tao;  GuestL:  Li 
Jian-nan Nian-huang; Topic: Chen Shui-bian’s law suit) 
 
￿1      GuestL:    第一積尝法屆真岗峹玩 玩 玩 玩的酧是弻, 
di  yi  ge  shoufa  ta  zhenzheng  zai  wan  de  jiu  shi 
shuo  , 
2                        讓你峹憲法羱釋上這積模糊耽, 
rang  ni  zai  xianfa  jieshi  shang  zhege  mohu  ma  , 
3                        大法官羱釋层後, 
da  faguan  jieshi  yihou  , 
4                        屆酧給你來這積耽, 
ta  jiu  gei  ni  lai  zhege  ma  , 
5                        又屣层拖, 
you  keyi  tuo  , 
6                        又屣层拖一積尦啦… 
you  keyi  tuo  yi  ge  yue  la  … 
 
In  terms  of  Chen  Shui-bian’s  law  case,  the  critic  was  of  the  opinion  that  Chen 
purposely tuo ‘to stall’ (拖) the lawsuit and took laws as a child’s game.    Taking laws 
as child’s play means not showing respect for it.    The speaker believed that Chen was 
to blame because Chen did not show enough respect for our judiciary system.     
 
(48) (Program: News Night Club; Date: 97/01/26; Hostess: Li Yian-qiu; GuestCh: Chen 
Yian-bo; Topic: Xie’s corruption) 
 
1      GuestCh:    那謝長廷還, 
na  Xie  Zhang-ting  hai  , 
2                          …屆峹高雄岃長的峌內, 
…ta  zai  Gaoxiong  shizhang  de  ren  nei  , 
3                          岂一積履一積的政務官, 
zuo  yi  ge  you  yi  ge  de  zhengwu  guan  , 
4                          起訴的起訴, 
qisu  de  qisu  , 
5                          判峛的判峛, 
panxing  de  panxing  , 
6                          然後, 
ranhou  ,   111 
￿7                          酆 酆 酆 酆位子的屢酆 酆 酆 酆位子, 
qiao  weizi  de  qu  qiao  weizi  , 
8                          竊錢的竊錢… 
naqian  de  naqian  … 
 
In this extract, the speaker claimed that politicians who were close to Xie Zhang-ting 
(謝長廷) did not do their jobs legitimately.    In stead, they may qiao wei zi ‘to allocate 
their  positions  with  improper  or  illegal  ways’  (酆位子)  (Line  7),  na  qian  ‘to  take 
bribes’ (竊錢) (Line 8), and those were illicit behaviors.    Thus the speaker used the 
verb qiao to convey his disaffection to the Xie-friendly politicians.    Some of their 
scandals were exposed to the public and the corrupt politicians ended up qi su ‘being 
prosecuted’ (起訴) (Line 4) or pan xing ‘being sentenced’ (判峛) (Line 5).    It can be 
proved that qiao (酆) accompanied negative meanings.                         
                       
(49) (Program: News Night Club; Date: 97/01/16; Hostess: Li Yan-qiu; Topic: DPP’s 
fiasco in the legislative election) 
 
    1    Hostess:    阿扁現峹是這樣,   
A-bian  xianzai  shi  zheyang  , 
2                      這是屆現峹鄦大的問題, 
                        zheshi  ta  xianzai  zui  da  de  wenti  , 
￿3                      這都是阿扁挑 挑 挑 挑族罵, 
zhe  dou  shi  A-bian  tiao  zuqun  , 
4                      聬岷… 
duili  … 
 
The hostess in this example criticized A-bian that he intentionally played the species 
card.     
 
(50) (Program: 2100 People All Talk; Date: 96/10/22; Host: Li Tao; Topic: Corruption 
cases) 
 
    1    Host:    阿扁總統的第一窚窱, 
a-bian  zongtong  de  diyi  jiating  ,   112 
2                除了某些人之屸, 
chule  mouxie  ren  zhiwai  , 
￿3                今天爆 爆 爆 爆屒來弻, 
jintian  bao  chulai  shuo  , 
4                阿扁的大弟子, 
A-bian  de  da  dizi  , 
5                高志鵬岷法委穵, 
Gao  Zhi-peng  lifa  weiyuan  , 
6                貪污罪, 
tanwu  zui  , 
7                求峛九年, 
qiuxing  jiu  nian  , 
 
Same as the verb qiao, bao ‘be exposed’ (爆) in Sinica Corpus did not show negative 
meanings but it usually carried demeaning connocations in our databank.     
        From the verb examples above, we can see that the negatively connotated verbs 
enabled the speakers to reinforce the power of attack to their enemies.         
         
Nouns 
        Not  only  verbs  but  also  nouns  can  be  followed  by  degrading  connotations.   
These nouns are the word zhao ‘strategy’ (招) and its various collocations combined 
together like zhao shu (招數), hua zhao (花招), gao zhao (高招), jian zhao (賤招), qi 
zhao (奇招), and guai zhao (怪招).    In the following illustrations, we will present the 
noun zhao ‘tricks’ (招) and its collocations, which accompany demeaning connotations 
in the data.    In example (51), the guest criticized that some politicians manipulated ji 
lia ‘tricks and sleights of hand’ (技穁), such as xin kou kai he ‘to talk through one’s 
hat’ (信口開河) and han xie pen ren ‘to make slanderous accusations’ (含血噴人) to 
attain their goals.                 
         
(51)  (Program:  News  Night  Club;  Date:  96/10/17;  Host:  Li  Yian-qiu;  GuestY:  Ye 
Yao-peng; Topic: Presidential election)   113 
1      GuestY:    屆穆經常岦的技穁是這樣子: 
ta    men  jingchang  yong  de  jilia  shi  zhe  yang    zi  : 
2                      信口開河含血, 
xin  kou  kai  he  han  xie  , 
3                      ..含血噴人, 
..han  xie  pen  ren  , 
4                      然後呢, 
ranhou  ne  , 
5                      醃, 
e  , 
6                      你羱釋了屜天, 
ni  jieshi  le  bantian  , 
7                      縱使羱釋清楚了, 
zongshi  jieshi  qingchu  le  , 
8                      我峹你客廳岌架耽, 
wo  zai  ni  keting  dajia  ma  , 
9                      受, 
shou  , 
10                    受損的窚具是你窚的, 
shousun  de  jiaju  shi  ni  jia  de  , 
￿11                    …酧是這招 招 招 招… 
…jiushi  zhe  zhao  … 
 
The  tricks  used  by  the  politicians,  either  to  talk  through  one’s  hat  or  to  make 
slanderous  accusations,  were  very  lousy  and  worthed  scolding.    The  word  zhao 
‘trick’(招) can be employed singlely, and it can be collocated with another noun: shu 
‘stratgy’(數),  to  be  zhao  shu  ‘gimmick  and  strategy’  (招數),  which  more  or  less 
strengthened the attacking effect as example (52) shows in the following.    In (52) the 
guest suggested that the referendum appealed for the UN was the last resort for the 
DPP party to rescue their low-spirited atmosphere inside the party.                       
 
(52)  (Program:  News  Night  Club;  Date:  96/10/16;  Host:  Li  Yian-qiu;  GuestL:  Lan 
Xuan; Topic: Referendum for the UN) 
 
1    GuestL:      那聬於岙進黨來講的羼,   114 
na  duiyu  Minjintang  lai  jiang  de  hua  , 
2                        屆現峹稊, 
ta  xianzai  yao  , 
3                        稊拉抬整積氣氛; 
yao  latai  zhengge  qifen  ; 
￿4                        酧屆已經沒有別的招數 招數 招數 招數了, 
jiu  ta  yijing  meiyou  bie  de  zhaoshu  le  , 
5                        你論政績, 
ni  lun  zhengji  , 
6                        尬不翫人窚; 
bi  buguo  renjia  ; 
7                        治國成績, 
zhiguo  chengji  , 
8                        你岾不屒成績酀來, 
ni  jiao  bu  chu  chengji  dan  lai  , 
9                        這積時穎, 
zhege  shihou  , 
10                      似屁屯有入聯公投讓屆穆覺得弻, 
sihu  zhiyou  rulian  gongtou  rang  ta  men    juede 
shuo  , 
11                      ㄟ,   
e    , 
12                      這積是屆穆凝弁內部氣氛的一積工具了… 
zhege  shi  ta  men  ningju  neibu  qifen  de  yi  ge 
gongju  le  … 
 
Besides the claim that the referendum appeal was DPP Party’s last hope, the guest also 
complemented that DPP Party could not do better than the previous government in 
zheng ji ‘governmental accomplishments’ (政績).                 
        In addition to nouns, some adjectives, such as qi (奇), guai (怪), jian (賤), hua 
(花), and gao (高) can modify zhao (招) to be compound nouns to emphasize the 
verbal attack.    Examples (53) and (54) are illustrations of guai zhao (怪招) and jian 
zhao (賤招), respecively.           
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(53) (Program: 2100 People All Talk; Date: 96/10/22; Host: Li Tao; GuestCh: Chen 
Hui-wen; Topic: Chen Shui-bian’s lawsuit) 
 
￿1    GuestCh:    崇果總統府這次沒有屒這積怪招 怪招 怪招 怪招的羼, 
ruguo  zongtong  fu  zheci  meiyou  chu  zhege  guaizhao 
de  hua  , 
2                        現峹十尦二十二聬不聬? 
xianzai  shi  yue  er  shi  er  dui  bu  dui  ? 
3      Host:        嗯 
en 
4    GuestCh:    馬岛成習林德訓早酧宣判了… 
Ma  Yong-cheng  gen  Lin  De-xun  zao  jiu  xuanpan 
le  … 
 
The critic said that Chen Shui-bian (鄉尯扁) tuo ‘to stall’ (拖) his lawsuit by two 
strategies.    First, Chen  took  advantage  of  xian  fa ‘constitution’ (憲法)  because he 
brought up an appeal that he wanted the grand justices to explain the articles in the 
constitution.    If he made it, he can delay the verdict time.    The second tactic Chen 
employed was to instruct his wife, Wu Shu-zhen (吳淑珍), not to appear in court.   
Thus  the  lawsuit  cannot  proceed.    The  critic  claimed  and  criticized  Chen  and  his 
family that they purposely delayed the lawsuit process by lousy tricks.     
        In (54), the eloquent speaker used an adjective jian ‘be despicable’ (賤) to modify 
zhao, to be the noun phrase: jian zhao‘despicable strategy’(賤招).    The compound 
noun can degrade politicians’integrity and personality.       
                   
(54)  (Program:  News  Google;  Date:  96/09/14;  Hostess:  Li  Yian-qiu;  GuestL:  Li 
Jian-nan; Topic: Referendum campaign for the UN) 
 
1    GuestL:    這些人你有, 
zhexie  ren  ni  you  , 
2                      你有真岗想翫, 
ni  you  zhenzheng  xiangguo  , 
3                      今天國窚的局勢嗎?   116 
jintian  guojia  de  jushi  ma  ? 
4                      沒有人屢岦尚想翫, 
meiyou  ren  qu  yongxin  xiangguo  , 
5                      所层今天的這積入聯公投, 
suoyi  jintian  de  zhe  ge  rulian  gongtou  , 
￿6                      這兩邊一起尬賤招 賤招 賤招 賤招耽! 
zhe  liangbian  yiqi  bi  jianzhao  ma  ! 
7                      聬不聬? 
dui  bu  dui  ? 
 
In this case, the critic argued in Line 4 that liang bian ‘both DPP and KMT’ (兩邊) did 
not  think  clearly  about  Taiwan’s  situation.    In  stead,  both  pan-green  and  pan-blue 
politicians brought up ideas of the UN referendum just for their own political interests.   
In order to attract much attention from the public, both DPP and KMT tried to surpass 
each other with lousy campaign strategies. 
        In  general,  the  speakers  employed  verbs  and  nouns  that  carried  negative 
connotations and collocations to criticize their antagonists or reinforce the attacking 
effects on their opponents.    The following table reveals the distribution and frequency 
of how connotated verbs and nouns are distributed in our databank.   
 
Table 3-11 Connotations 
  2100  Google  Club  Total 
wan  15  4  9  28 
qiao  19  2  2  23 
tiao  4  5  6  15 
bao  10  1  9  20 
Verbs  48  12  26  86 (81.1%) 
zhao  8  3  9  20 
Nouns  8  3  9  20 (18.9%) 
Total  60 
(56.6%) 
19 
(17.9%) 
28 
(25.5%) 
106 
(100%) 
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Verbs  occupied  that  most  use  in  terms  of  negative  connotation  (86/106,  81.1%).   
Among these verbs, wan (玩) was found the most possible verb choice (28/86, 32.6%).   
Compared with verbs, nouns are far as common as verbs (20/106, 18.9%), although 
nouns can be associated with noun or adjectives to be noun compounds.    In terms of 
the show frequency, it is found that connotation in 2100 People All Talk is considered a 
very  important  strategy  for  attack  (60/106,  56.6%).    Combined  with  the  result  of 
lexical strategies in Section 3.2.3, we can observe that 2100 People All Talk prefers to 
employ word-level attacks than the other two shows.       
                                               
3.2.6.3 Ironic Statement 
Kreuz and Roberts (1995:22) claim that ‘an ironic statement must be contrary to 
the true state of affairs to be interpreted correctly.    The must be some discrepancy 
between the reality and the utterance, and listerner must recognize this discrepancy in 
order  to  interpret  the utterance  as  it  was  intended.’    This  tactic  purposely  violates 
Grice’s  (1975)  maxims  of  conversation  and  cooperative  principles,  especially  the 
Quality Maxim.    Cutler (1976) argues that interpretation of verbal irony is marked by 
a number of distinct paralinguistic features, i.e., ironic tone of voice, including heavy 
stress,  slow  speaking  rate,  and  nasalization.    He  suggests  that  intonation  plays  an 
important role in the interpretation of ironic statements.    In addition to intonation, 
Kreuz and Roberts also point out that hyperbole, or exaggerated statements, is also a 
cue for verbal irony.                                                             
        Hyperbole  is  defined  as  the  statement  exaggeration  which  is  ‘orthogonally 
manipulated in a number of short scenarios’ (Kreuz and Roberts 1995:21).    When 
irony  goes  to  the  extreme,  it  becomes  hyperbole.    Kreuz  and  Roberts  argue  that 
hyperbole and irony share a number of several discourse goals such as ‘be humorous’, 
‘to emphasize’ and ‘to clarify’, but irony is a broad category in which hyperbole is   118 
included.    Example (55) demonstrated an example of irony of exaggeration.     
     
(55) (Program: News Night Club; Date: 96/10/17; Hostess: Li Yan-qiu; GuestH: Huang 
Guang-guo; Topic: Campaign for the UN) 
 
1      Hostess:    入聯我今天聽到的一積鄦新的消窾酧是, 
rulian  wo  jintian  ting  dao  de  yi  ge  zui  xin  de 
xiaoxi  jiu  shi  , 
2                        酧是我穆的阿扁總統稊到士林夜岃鄻, 
jiushi  women  de  A-bian  zongtong  yao  dao  shilin 
yeshi  o  , 
3                        屢擺攤, 
qu  baitan  , 
4                        <@  呵呵呵呵, @> 
<@ he  he  he  he  , @> 
5                        <@  峲鄶大窚屢連署! @>, 
<@ yaohe  dajia  qu  lianshu  ! @>, 
6                        不翫, 
buguo  , 
7                        老窯, 
laoshi  , 
8                        我不曉得, 
wo  bu  xiaode  , 
9                        這積你覺得是積崅尾意嗎? 
zhege  ni  juede  shi  ge  hao  zhuyi  ma  ? 
10    GuestH:    這積, 
zhege  , 
11                      我的意思酧是弻, 
wo  de  yisi  jiu  shi  shuo  , 
12                      聬岙進黨的這積效忠, 
dui  Minjintang  de  zhege  xiaozhong  , 
13                      檢驗大窚的這積忠羻度, 
jianyan  dajia  de  zhege  zhongcheng  du  , 
￿14                      絕聬是積崅尾意 絕聬是積崅尾意 絕聬是積崅尾意 絕聬是積崅尾意。 。 。 。 
juedui  shige  hao  zhuyi  。 
15    Hostess:    到士林夜岃屢擺攤? 
dao  shilin  yeshi  qu  baitan  ?   119 
16    GuestH:    聬啊! 
dui  a  ! 
￿17                      峘找華西街那積 峘找華西街那積 峘找華西街那積 峘找華西街那積, 
zai  zhao  huaxi  jie  nage  , 
￿18                      殺蛇的那積也找翫屢 殺蛇的那積也找翫屢 殺蛇的那積也找翫屢 殺蛇的那積也找翫屢, 
shashe  de  nage  ye  zhao  guoqu  , 
￿19                      然後吸尙很峿尤岓的觀峒客 然後吸尙很峿尤岓的觀峒客 然後吸尙很峿尤岓的觀峒客 然後吸尙很峿尤岓的觀峒客, 
ranhou  xiyin  henduo  riben  de  guanguang  ke  , 
￿20                      屭尤岓的觀峒客也習我穆連署一下 屭尤岓的觀峒客也習我穆連署一下 屭尤岓的觀峒客也習我穆連署一下 屭尤岓的觀峒客也習我穆連署一下, 
jiao  riben  de  guanguang  ke  ye  gen  wo  men  lianshu 
yixia  , 
￿21                      表岴稊屲灣展入聯峯國 表岴稊屲灣展入聯峯國 表岴稊屲灣展入聯峯國 表岴稊屲灣展入聯峯國, 
biaoshi  yao  Taiwan  jia  ru  lianhe  guo  , 
￿22                      不僅是我穆稊 不僅是我穆稊 不僅是我穆稊 不僅是我穆稊, 
bujin  shi  wo  men  yao  , 
￿23                      國際也尟持我穆 國際也尟持我穆 國際也尟持我穆 國際也尟持我穆, 
guoji  ye  zhichi  wo    men  , 
￿24                      這不是很崅嗎 這不是很崅嗎 這不是很崅嗎 這不是很崅嗎? 
zhe  bushi  hen  hao  ma  ? 
 
In the discourse, the hostess in Line 8 deliberately said that she did not know whether 
setting a stall was a good idea and in Line 9 she allocated the question to GuestH.   
GuestH in Line 14 offered a positive answer that he thought it was definitely a good 
idea for Taiwan’s rejoining to the UN.    Interestingly, the hostess repeated GuestH’s 
answer with emphasized volume and a tone of question, which showed her doubt and 
disapproval.    Thus  we  can infer  that  Hostess  Li’  previous question  in  Line  9  was 
probably not a neutral question, but a rhetorical one, which expected a negative answer 
of  the  question.    Although  GuestH  offered  a  positive  and  unexpected  answer,  his 
message was beyond the literal meaning.    To clarify himself, in the following lines, 
his  opinions  were  more  and  more  exaggerated  to  an  incredulous  extreme,  and  the 
hostess and other guests finally knew his humor, and solidarity between Hostess and 
GuestH did not sabotaged.    From this case, we can observe that not every implicature   120 
of  irony  or  hyperbole  was  easily  and  immediately  understood.    The  interpretation 
process sometimes needed negotiations and interactions to gain accurate interpretation. 
Example (56) is a hyperbolic discourse when the participants are discussing the 
affair  that  the  DPP  government  wastes  lots  of  money  for  a  relay  that  encourages 
citizens to join them and agrees with their idea for the UN.    Further, the Sports Affairs 
Council Executive Yuan (行政院體育委會會，體委會  for short) has to pay all the 
charges of the relay.     
 
(56) (Program: News Night Club; Date: 10/12/96; Hostess: Li Yan-qiu; GuesCh: Chen 
Yan-bo; Topic: Relay for the UN)   
 
1    GuestCh:    你幢跑的活動憑什麼屭體委會屒這積一千五百萬？ 
ni  manpao  de  huodong  ping  she  me  jiao  ti  wei  hui 
chu  zhege  yi  qian  wu  bai  wan 
2                        崇果照你這樣講那<E A E >錢的尣式酧更峿啦， 
ruguo  zhao  ni  zheyang  jiang  na <E A E > qian  de 
fangshi  jiu  geng  duo  la   
￿3                        選尝幢跑稊尿尿 選尝幢跑稊尿尿 選尝幢跑稊尿尿 選尝幢跑稊尿尿， ， ， ， 
xuanshou  manpao  yao  niaoniao   
￿4                        那衛岥署你也稊屒錢 那衛岥署你也稊屒錢 那衛岥署你也稊屒錢 那衛岥署你也稊屒錢， ， ， ， 
na  weisheng  shu  ni  ye  yao  chu  qian 
5    Host:            <@哈！@> 
<@ ha ! @> 
￿6    GuestCh:      環保署你也稊屒錢 環保署你也稊屒錢 環保署你也稊屒錢 環保署你也稊屒錢， ， ， ， 
huanbao  shu  ni  ye  yao  chu  qian   
￿7                        所有酀位都稊屒錢 所有酀位都稊屒錢 所有酀位都稊屒錢 所有酀位都稊屒錢！ ！ ！ ！ 
suoyou  danwei  dou  yao  chu  qian   
8                        @ 
   
In  Example  (56),  the  guest  claimed  that  the  governmental  policy  was  very 
unreasonable.    In line 2, he even accused the behavior as ‘to appropriate money’ (A
錢).    The phrase ru guo zhao ni zhe yang jiang ‘if you say so’(崇果照你這樣講) 
indicated what follows from line 3 to 7 was the government’s logic.    From line 3 to 7,   121 
the  speaker  exaggerated  the  governmental  reasoning  to  an  extreme  that  every 
governmental unit should pay money for relay player to niao niao ‘pee’ (尿尿), and it 
seemed  to  be  too  ridiculous  and  unreasonable  for  implementation.    In  fact,  the 
speaker actually exploited a ‘counterargument’ against the government.    Moreover, 
the ironic statements had left lousy and negative impression on the government in the 
audience’s  mind.    It  can  be  observed  that  the  speaker’s  ironic  statements  caused 
humor in Line 5 and 8.    It is also noteworthy that the speaker’s expression niao niao 
‘to pee’ (尿尿) was rather rough and informal.    Such rude expressions seemed to be 
tolerated in political talk shows. 
        What follows is the distribution and frequency of ironic statements in the three 
talk shows.     
 
Table 3-12 Ironic statements 
Program  Ironic statements   
2100 People All Talk      10 (13.2 %) 
News Night Club  42 (55.3 %) 
News Google  24 (31.5 %) 
Total                              76 (100%) 
 
First, News Night Club made use of the most ironic statements in the discourse.    The 
result was in concert with our finding in previous discussions that News Night Club 
stood out in all the strategies that are humor-oriented, such as phonological strategies 
and positive lexical strategies.    In fact, some of the previous linguistic strategies all 
carried ironic effects, such as neutral and positive word choices, hypothetical reported 
speech,  rhetorical  questions,  and  ironic  statements  in  this  section.    That  is  to  say, 
irony  is  a  broad  category  that  includes  many  sub-categories.    Among  these 
sub-categories, ironic statements are not commonly employed for verbal attack.                 122 
3.2.6.4 Summary 
Table  3-13  concludes  the  pragmatic  strategies  of  presupposition,  connotation,  and 
irony.     
Table 3-13 Pragmatic strategies 
Program  Presupposition  Connotation  Ironic 
statements 
Total 
2100 People All 
Talk     
79    60    10    149 (48.4 %) 
News  Night 
Club 
47    19    42    108 (27.8%) 
News Google  79    28    24    131 (23.8%) 
Total  205  107  76  388 (100%) 
 
Table 3-13 shows that 2100 People All Talk employs the most pragmatic strategies for 
attack (149/388, 48.4%).    The percentage comes majorly from its high frequency of 
connotation use, while it employed the least percentage in terms of ironic usage.             
                     
3.3 Summary and Discussion 
There were 2,160 cases found in our databank for verbal attack.    Table 3-14 in 
the following is a list of all the linguistic strategies we collected of verbal attack.       123 
Table 3-14 Linguistic strategies in the three talk shows   
Program  Phonological  Morphological  Lexical  Syntactic  Semantics  Pragmatics  Total 
Re    Ho  Pa  Pas    Wo  Id  Mu 
Di  In  Hy 
Non  Me  Met  Ana  Pr  Co  Iro   
2100    0  1  2  0  191  43  18  24  13  29  261  53 
 
13 
 
15 
 
79  60  10  812 
(37.6%) 
Club  2  1  4  2  141  42  20  20  25  47  193  54  17  34  47  28  42  719 
(33.3%) 
Google  0  2  1  0  143  21  11  15  25  28  151  64  12  34  79  19  24  629 
(29.1%) 
Total  2  4  7  2  475  106  49  59  63  104  604  171  42  83  205  107  76  2160 
Total  13 
(0.01%) 
2 
(0%)   
473 
(21.9%)   
226 
(10.5%) 
604 
(28.0%) 
296 
(13.7%) 
388 
(18.0%) 
2160 
(100%) 
Total  13 
(0.01%) 
2 
(0%)   
473 
(21.9%)   
830 
(38.4%) 
296 
(13.7%) 
388 
(18.0%) 
2160 
(100%)   124 
From  the  above  discussions,  we  are  able  to  make  some  generalizations  about  how 
language is used in the political talk shows in Taiwan.    First, the total number of verbal 
attack, which amounts to 2,160 tokens, reveals that verbal attack is very common in 
Taiwan’s political talk shows.     
Second, the talk show participants are found to employ almost every stratum of 
linguistic strategy, from the smallest unit (i.e. phonological) to a contextually-based (i.e., 
pragmatic) strategy to vilify others with different frequencies of usage.    The preference 
of verbal aggression indicates considerable differences in terms of linguistic strategies.   
It  can  be  seen  that  phonological  (2/2160,  0%)  and  morphological  (13/2160,  0.1%) 
strategies  are  the  least  possible  techniques  for  attack,  while  syntactic  strategies, 
including  reported  speech  (226/2160,  10.5%)  and  no-standard  questions  (604/2160, 
28%),  occupy  the  highest  proportion  of  persuasive  attacks  (830/260,  38.4%).   
Although phonology  is the  most  basic  and  concrete  stratum of  language, the sound 
system in our databank is rarely used as a tool for verbal attack.               
        Third, there are similarities and differences between the three talk shows in terms 
of verbal aggression.    The three talk shows did not display significant differences in 
terms of  the  token frequency  for attack (37.6%, 33.3%, and 29.1%).    Instead, their 
differences were revealed in the quality of verbal aggression, esp. in News Night Club.   
For example, although News Night Club is the talk show which uses the most verbal 
attack, the strategies are discovered to be the most diversified.    Although phonological 
and morphological strategies are rarely used among all the linguistic strategies, News 
Night Club has high occurrences of them (phonological: 7/13, 53.8%, morphological: 
2/2, 100%).    Among the phonological strategies, homophony and paraphony involve 
ambiguous pairs that easily causes humor, and pasquinade are rhythmic sarcastic poems 
that need creativity and innovation on language and literature.    In terms of morphology, 
the two cases in our study found in News Night Club both produced conversational   125 
humor.    Furthermore,  News Night Club  also  standed  out  in  the  use  of  hypothetical 
reported  speech,  which  accounts  for  45.2%  (47/104)  percentage  of  use.    Since 
hypothetical reported speech is citation of non-spoken words or statements, the high 
occurrence  of  non-existing  citations  rather  than  real  quotations  means  that  the 
participants in News Night Club tend not to employ evidence or facts for argumentation.   
In general, the style of News Night Club among the three talk shows is considered to be 
more humorous, more varied in verbal attack, and less truth-based in argumentation, 
and the atmosphere in the discourse is informal and relaxed.    As mentioned in Chapter 
one, the participants in News Night Club are found to belong to the same political stance.   
Since the host and guests are of the same position, there is little need for them to debate 
or argue with each other, and their arguments are not so seriously made.    It is also 
noted that News Night Club is the least formal talk show among our data.    Its tone or 
goal has been set in the very beginning for the show—“to take it easy”!    Therefore, we 
discover that the languages within discourse are more like conversation than discursive 
discourse.    Informal language like niao niao ‘to pee’ (尿尿) or gou shi ‘shit’ (狗屎) is 
not only tolerated but also causes laughter in discourse.    That is to say, verbal attack 
and humor are both crucial in this entertainment-oriented show.    In sum, the goal of 
this program is not to attack by evidence, but to attack for fun.    By attacking others, 
the show participants in the same side can build and reinforce their solidarity.    In short, 
verbal attack not only denigrates others’ personality or positive images but also is a 
good source of humor and solidarity.                                                                 
News Google uses verbal attack the least.    The only strategy that uses more than 
the other program is analogy.    In the five-hour-long recording, the participants in News 
Google criticize politicians just like those in the other talk shows.    However, at that 
time  DPP  party  experiences  its  serious  failure  in  the  legislative  election  and  News 
Google spends one episode defending certain DPP politicians who are considered to be   126 
blame for the election.    That is to say, the frequency of attack may be closely related to 
the  topics  chosen  by  the  talk  show.    News  Google  is  in  between  in  its  formality 
compared with 2100 People All Talk and News Night Club.    The talk show seems to 
lack strong, distinctive style either on verbal aggression or other aspects to be clearly 
distinguished from other talk shows.    News Google stopped its broadcasting in 2007, 
and its life only lasted for a few months.    Chen (2006) argues that audience watches 
talk show partly for its instigating languages.    Those instigating languages raise anger 
and also identify the audience with the program.    We don’t know the exact reason but 
the lack of distinction from the other two programs could be one of the reasons that 
News Google can not last long like 2100 People All Talk and News Night Clubs.     
Concerning the preference of the three different shows, 2100 People All Talk is 
found  to  use  more  lexicalized  attack,  connotation,  and  rhetorical questions  than  the 
other two shows.    The show uses the least phonological strategies, reported speech, 
and semantic strategies.    In terms of lexical strategies, 2100 People All Talk is found to 
use lexical direct wording more than conventionalized idiom and phrases which have 
conventionalized  meanings  instead  of  relying  on  contextual  information  for 
interpretation.    That means the show participants tend to demean politicians directly 
instead  of  using  circuitous  strategies  to  hide  their  negative  meaning.    In  addition, 
certain  lexical items  that always carry derogatory semantics are a common way  for 
attack.    In general, therefore, 2100 People All Talk does not show much variety on 
language.    We find out that laughter rarely happens in this talk show and the language 
is the most formal among the three.    The same type of strategy in one program causes 
humor but it does not work in 2100 People All Talk.    In the recording of the data, we 
find  out  more  interruption,  scramble  of  speech  floor,  conflict  talks  between  the 
participants.    One participant, Chen Hui-wen (鄉醞尠) even leveled a reproach at the 
host  Li  Tao  that  Li  did  not  give  him  enough  time  to  finish  his  viewpoint.    This   127 
phenomenon is not seen in the other two talk shows.    In general, the atmosphere in 
2100 People All Talk is found to be the most serious among the three talk shows.    It is 
possible  that  when  the  show  atmosphere  is  serious  and  strained,  the  verbal  attack 
becomes more direct.                                                   
From the above comparison of the three talk shows in our databank, it is argued 
that political preference does not have much to do with language use.    2100 People All 
Talk and News Night Club both are of the same political stand.    Although the  two 
programs  have  similar  frequency  concerning  certain  linguistic  strategies  such  as 
rhetorical question, analogy, phrasal attack, the same strategy does not necessarily cause 
the same effect in context.    That also demonstrates that context is very important when 
deciding  or  observing  language  use  in  discourse.    2100  People  All  Talk  and  News 
Google are distinctive programs that differ in both language use and formality.    That is 
why we claim political preference does not have much related to verbal attack.                             
What is the function of verbal aggression besides attack?    We discover that verbal 
attack has more than one function in discourse.    First, verbal attack can produce humor 
which in turn mitigates seriousness of political talk show.    Second, verbal aggression 
accomplishes  solidarity  between  participants  of  the  same  side  and  audience 
identification.    Third, verbal attack attracts the audience because studies have shown 
that  negative  information  particularly  attracts  hearer’s  attention.    In  general,  verbal 
attack  is  one  of  the  most  important  elements  of  talk  show  and  it  exerts  important 
discourse and interpersonal functions.               
In the foregoing discussion, we have examined the various aspects of linguistic 
strategies that are used by political talk shows to attack politicians and political parties. 
These  strategies  are  employed  to  create  confrontations  and  entertainment.   
Entertainment also causes solidarity between group members because one of the most 
important functions of humor is solidarity (Holmes and Marra 2002).    On the other   128 
hand, different degrees of entertainment can be found in different types of shows. The 
more creative the language is, the higher the entertaining effect is observed. 
Since  the  two  major  functions  of  talk  show  discourse  are  confrontation  and 
entertainment as discussed mainly in Chapter Two, in what follows we mean to separate 
the  linguistic  strategies  into  two  parts:  confrontation-oriented  and 
entertainment-oriented, based on their functions in talk shows. 
In our databank, we find out that some of the linguistic attack strategies are more 
entertainment-oriented than the others.    They are: phonological strategies (homonomy, 
paraphony,  and  pasquinade),  morphological  analysis,  multi-word  expression, 
hypothetical reported speech, metaphor, analogy, ironic statement.    The total number 
of these linguistic strategies are 498, occupying 23.1% out of the 2160 tokens.    The 
rest of the linguistic strategies for attack are: word-level expression, idiom, direct and 
indirect  reported  speech,  nonstandard  question  (rhetorical  and  echo),  metonymy, 
presupposition,  and  connotation,  occupying  76.9%  (1662/2160).    We  can  see  that 
although  entertainment  and  confrontation  are  both  important  features  of  talk  show 
discourse, the goal and function of confrontation conveyed by verbal aggression are far 
more powerful than entertainment.                     
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CHAPTER FOUR 
CONCLUSION 
 
4.1 General Summary and Implications 
In light of the emergence of political talk show discourse, the thesis has attempted 
to investigate the distribution and frequency of verbal attack which is argued to be very 
prevalent in Taiwan’s political talk shows.    Our result shows that linguistic devices for 
verbal  aggression  are  many.    They  can  be  assorted  into  the  following  categories: 
homophony, paraphony, pasquinade, morphological reanalysis, word-level expression, 
idiom,  multi-word  expression,  direct  reported  speech,  indirect  reported  speech, 
hypothetical reported speech, rhetorical question, echo question, metaphor, metonymy, 
analogy,  presupposition,  connotation,  and  ironic  statement,  covering  almost  all  the 
levels  of  linguistics  and  rhetorical  devices.    The  hosts  and  guests  in  the  three  talk 
shows reveal their preferences and styles in denigrating their political enemies.    It is 
noted that their verbal attack is not all based on facts.    They may attack others by 
constructing a fake, non-existing citation, or they may presuppose the existence of some 
facts  or  events.    That  is  why  Chen  (2006)  argues  that  some  pieces  of  information 
presented in the political talk show are not true.    In addition to denigration, verbal 
attack  also  attained  other  functions  such as  humor  and  in-group solidarity.    By  the 
diversified usage of language, the talk show participants make the political talk show 
discourse entertaining, as Chang and Lo (2007) argued.     
 
5.2 Suggestions for Further Research 
        From a linguistic point of view, the present study aims to explore why verbal attack 
in Taiwan’s political talk shows draws so much attention and criticism.    Nevertheless, 
our recording time may be too short (five hours), and our data are too limited (three   130 
programs).    Additionally, since  this  study  is  limited  to a  linguistic  scope,  it  cannot 
cover all the factors or scopes of political talk shows.    However, it is suggested that a 
social or psychological approach in this topic shall shed some new light on this topic.                 
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